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PREFACE 
Two main reasons justify an investigation into the demographic 
aspects of the Greek economic problem. First, since \·lorld War II, 
Greece has received more than two billion dollars in foreign aid. This 
has brought about economic recovery. Secondly, the post-\<rar Greek 
population is increasing rapidly. With the drastic cut in aid and the 
limited availability of foreign capital with which to continue the 
development program, it is likely that this population increase may 
lead to a loss of economic gains already achieved. 
In the rich literature on the Greek economic problem available 
to this writer (see bibliography), the role of the population factor 
is usually sidestepped or misunderstood. The possibilities for popula-
tion increase becoming a serious obstacle to economic betterment are 
either considered remote or are ignored completely. Furthermore, an 
increase in numbers is considered conducive to economic development. 
The present investigation fulfills a desideratum. It emphasizes the 
importance of the population factor with regard to a long-run solution 
of the economic problem of Greece. 
i 
I am obligated to Mr. Demosthenes Stamatopoulos of the Ionian 
Bank of Greece, who supervised the collection of a wide variety of 
material. My gratitude must also be extended to my readers. 
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DEMOGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF THE GREEK ECONOMIC PROBLEM 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Post-war economic experience in Greece presents an interesting 
attempt to-vmrd the economic development of an "underdeveloped" country. 
The war-to.rmented economy of Greece was put on its feet through sub-
stantial foreign aid. Although economic recovery was slow, the credit 
and moneta~ mechanism showed marked signs of improvement by 1950.1 
Finally, political instability, evidenced b.r twenty-four extremely 
unstable governments, was ended with the election of the first post-
war stable government late in 1952. 2 
Yet, post-war economic gains may prove to be ephemeral. The 
economic problem of Greece is basically the persistent L~balance between 
resources and population. Previous attempts to establish the Greek 
economy on a long-run, sound economic basis by developing the domestic 
resources of the country fell short of their objective. In the past, 
1. Delbert A. Snider, "Moneta~, Exchange, and Trade Problems in 
Postwar Greece" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Graduate School 
Library, University of Chicago, 1951). 
2. Joseph C. Harsch, 11Greece Accents Europe's Transition Crisis," in 
The Christian Science Monitor, June 23, 1953, Sec. 2, p. 1. 
1. 
2. 
the rate of resources utilization through capital investment, technological 
improvements, and institutional changes has been inadequate to support 
the growing population at a rising scale of living. Furthermore, post-
war population growth may dissipate the economic gains achieved by foreign 
aid and may lead again to a new economic relapse. 
The approach of this study is historical and statistical. An 
examination of the importance of natural resources in the economic 
progress of Greece is made in order to show that even before the vlar of 
Independence in 1821 economic prosperity in the Greek peninsula came 
from without by the development of commercial capitalism. An analysis 
of the dependence on foreign trade of Greece is undertaken in order to 
reveal the secular and cyclical nature of the Greek economic problem. 
The persistent imbalance between domestic resources and population is 
illustrated by showing that between 1828 and 1920, under a relatively 
free movement of goods and people, the growing population of Greece 
developed export industries and emigrat ed. The two inter-war attempts 
toward economic adjustment are analyzed in order to show the important 
role Which population increase has played in keeping the scale of living 
from rising. Finally, the post-war attempt toward economic adjustment 
is examined in order to show that past eA~erience may be repeated as 
population continues to grow rapidly. 
More about the method of approach, the statistical devices 
employed, and the general outline will be presented as soon as the 
meaning and objective of economic development have been clarified. 
3. 
A. The Meaning and Objective of Economic Development 
A recognized long-run objective of economic development is the 
establishment of a balance between a country's population and natural 
resources by a more efficient exploitation of the resources through capital 
investment and the introduction of technological improvements which assure 
a rising scale of living in accordance with desired standards.1 For a 
clear understanding of this objective a dynamic concept of optimum popu-
lation is needed. The widely accepted version of optimum population is 
static. It depicts a hypothetical optimum ratio of population to resources 
suitable for statistical measurements of overpopulation but inadequate to 
describe the dynamic objective of economic developrr.ent. Furthermore, 
a new concept of demographic equilibrium in the place of the Malthusian 
one is needed. The Malthusian equilibrium, originally connected with 
natural subsistence, i.e., the minimum level of consumption deter-
mined qy the physical environment, does not describe sufficiently the 
1. The above objective of economic development stems from the follow-
ing definition of the term "underdeveloped" area, which is deemed 
pertinent for the purpose at hand. A country is considered under-
developed when the ratio of capital and technological state of 
resources utilization to the population is relatively low, yet the 
country presents reasonable prospects that additional mpital could 
be profitably invested. This definition is taken from A. N. McLeod 
with slight phraseological changes. For his definition and critical 
comments on the use of the term under different meanings see his 
"Trade and Investment in Underdeveloped Areas: A Comment," The 
American Economic Review, XLI (June, 1951), 4ll-U9. McLeod"i'S"""" 
definition has been adopted by Hollis B. Chenery, "The Application 
of Investment Criteria," The Quarterly Journal of Economics, LXII 
(February, 1953), 76-96. 
4. 
conditions prevailing in countries like Greece. The demographic equil-
ibrium developed here substitutes for the natural subsistence of the 
Malthusian equilibrium the concept of conventional subsistence, i.e., the 
minimum scale of living which is detennined by the 130cial environment, and 
takes into consideration the attitudinal aspects of the people with 
regard to the scale of living. The purpose of this topic is to clari:f.'y 
the old concepts of optimum population and Malthusian · equilibrium and 
develop new concepts which attempt to describe certain criteria for the 
objective of economic development. 
In a true evolutionary sense all variables in an economic so-
ciety are interdependent and appear in their dynamic form in the endless 
process of continuity. It is for the sake of analysis and exposition 
that these variables are grouped or classified and conceptualized.! 
Therefore, the number of variables and their assumed 
1. On this point the extensive discussion on factors in industrial evo-
lution by Pei-kang Chang, Agriculture and Industrialization: The 
Ad ·ustment s that Take Place as an A ricul tural Count is Industrial-
ized Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1949 , pp. 77-90, is jn: 
teresting. After presenting factor classifications made by others, 
Chang recognizes five factors in the process of economic development, 
three of which are limitational: resources, population, and social 
institutions; and two of which are generating: entrepreneurship and 
technology. However, if entrepreneurship is defined as the function 
of "carrying out innovations" and if "technology includes both inven-
tion and innovation, the latter meaning application of the former, 11 
the reader is unable to see any differentia specifica between entre-
preneurship and technology but only that the former is a function and 
the latter a factor. If Kaldor 1 s definition of entrepreneurship as 
(1) risk taking and (2) management, which includes both supervision 
and coordinating ability, is considered, then the 11factor 11 entrepre-
neurship can hardly maintain its pure generating character. It 
(Continued on next page) 
properties depend on the type of analysis and the purpose at hand. 
A few terms need to be defined. The static form of natural 
resources does not imply a ubiquitous state, but rather a given stage 
of profitable exploitation. It assumes no technological or institu-
tional changes resulting in territorial gains or losses. Capital 
formation takes place only in proportion to the increase of the labor-
ing section of the population. In the dynamic form of resources these 
assumptions are relaxed. Factor labor means the part of the population 
which is productively employed, measured in hours of work. In con-
trast, the economically unproductive part of the total population is 
called the supported population. Scale of living represents the per 
capita real income. Natural subsistence means the minimum level of 
consumption which is determined by the physical environment, ~nile 
conventional subsistence means the level of consumption which is de-
termined by the social environment. 
On the other hand, standard of living expresses the socially 
desirable scale of living . The concept is attitudinal, manifesting 
the desire people may have for a higher scale of living or think that 
(Continued from preceding page) 
seems that the most plausible explanation for this dichotomy is to 
be found in Chang 's attempt to present his "theory of industriali-
zation" as "objectively as possible" and to include "some theories 
or explanations ••••• because any description of a time sequence 
cannot be very effective without some sort of theory behind it." 
For the term entrepreneurship taken as function see Joseph A. 
Schumpeter, Business cles: A Theoretical Historical and Statis-
tical Anal sis of the Ca italist Process New York and London: 
MacGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1939 , I, 102 ff. 
5. 
they are entitled to it.1 Relative deprivation depicts the difference 
between the scale of living and the standard of living in the absence 
of expectations of the former to reach the latter. The term may be 
related to the idea of consumer's surplus in reverse, i.e., the loss 
in consumer satisfaction inflicted by t he fall in the scale of living 
below conventional subsistence.2 It may also be related to and partly 
include well-known sociological concepts like 11social frame of refer--
ence, 11 "pattern of expectations, 11 or "definition of the situation. 113 
1. Carle C. Zimmerman, in Consum tion and Standards of Livin (New 
York: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1936 , classifies the defi--
nitions on the standard of living into scientific, attitudinal, 
and typological, while he terms scale of living as plane of living. 
Cf. his discussion with extensive bibliography on the subject on 
pp. 4-7. 
2~ Alfred Marshall, Princi les of Economics, (8th ed.; London: lvl.ac--
Ivl.illan and Co., Ltd., 1922 ·, pp. 124 ff. However, Harshall 1 s rela-
tive surplus concept, which is supported and discussed by Charles 
Junius Stokes, "The Development and Use of the Consumer's Surplus 
in Economic Analysis" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Boston Uni -
versity, 1950), p. 23, is a comparison between a real and possible 
alternative situation. Relative deprivation differs in that 
respect because it may also be a comparison betv-reen two real situ-
ations, the scale of living and conventional subsistence. 
3. Relative deprivation seems to be used for the first time by 
A. Stouffer et al. in The American Soldier: · 
6. 
Li£e (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1949 , I, 125. 
The term was used to help explain variations in attitudes of individ-
uals who changed their civilian status to that of military. In 
order to illustrate the use of the term the follov-Iing quotation is 
taken from the same source: "Becoming a soldier meant to many men 
a very real deprivation. But the felt sacrifice was greater for 
some than for others, depending on their standards of comparison." 
However, the content of the term used in this paper is somewhat broad-
er and does not refer to any single individual but to aggregates of 
individuals. 
7. 
Contours of the schema. Population is assumed to be an inde-
pendent factor and the analysis is non-cyclical. The difference in 
national income between the production and consumption levels is assumed 
constant. No particular institutional setup is assumed.1 Lines and 
points on the diagrams symbolically represent zones and neighborhoods, 
respectively. 
Assuming static natural resources, labor L will produce nation-
al physical output-income I and average physical output 0 per hour of 
work. Average pnysical productivity may be presented by 0 = I/L. 
In accordance with the law of diminishing returns, additional units 
of L applied on static resources will bring successively increasing, 
constant, and decreasing marginal physical output. Supposing that 
labor is measured horizontally and output vertically in Figure I, the 
locus of the successive average physical outputs LL . • ·LnLn may be 
presented by a curve like the solid line II'. This curve depicts the 
average physical productivity at increasing labor increments applied 
on static natural resources. 
The dynamic for.m of natural resources may be illustrated by 
continuous upward movements of the productivity curve II 1 • An infinite 
1. This assumption does not deny the fact tha~ the highest scales of 
living have been achieved under the "free enterprise system. 11 
vJhat it does assert is that the geograpqic-economic cycle has 
occurred in the past and it may occur again in the future under 
different institutional arrangements. 
8-
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number of such curves may be imagined like the broken-line curves 
I1I•1 ••• Ini'n in Figure I. Then the locus of the average output 
obtained by additiopal labor increments applied on dynamic resources ·-
9. 
may be shown by curve LL'n• Its shape will depend on the rates ·at wh:Lch 
the two variables, labor and dynamic resources, move.1 
On the other hand, the scale of living S is equal to the 
national income I divided by the total population P, i.e., S : I/P. 
Assuming population OP in Figure II, the scale of living is PL, or 
OC. With static natural resources and population increasing from OP 
to OP1 , the scale of living will fall to the natural subsistence level 
P1M or OB, depicted by horizontal line BB 1 • M represents a point in 
the neighborhood of a Malthusian equilibrium for the productivity 
curve II 1 • Line MV~ becomes the locus of an infinite number of such 
equilibria. 
However, with dynamic natural resources, the scale of living 
may be prevented from falling to the natural subsistence level. It may 
remain above it following a course like the one shown by curve LL'n• 
At the same time that the scale of living moves along this curve to oc1, 
1. For a similar graphic presentation see Paul H. Douglas, The Theor,[ 
of Wages (Ne\'r York: The Ivlacmillan Company, 1934), pp. 216-220; 
John M. Cassels, "On the Law of Variable Proportions, 11 in Readings 
in the TheoiJ} of Income Distribution (Philadelphia: The Blakiston 
Company, 194 ) , pp. 103-118; E. H. Chamberlin, "Proportionality, 
Divisibility, and Economies of Scale, II Quarterly Journal of Econom-
ics (February, 1948), pp. 229-262. 
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its previous stage OC becomes the present stage of conventional 
subsistence.1 
11. 
The framework of the demographic schema presented in Figure II 
may be connected with the successive stages of exposition witnessed in 
the writings of most economists in the classical tradition. Clearly 
/ 
implicit in the Tableau Economique of Quesnay and the Physiocrats, the 
concept of stationary state makes its first appearance in the dis-
cussion on wages in the Wealth of Nations. At that stage the station-
ary state is a natural equilibrium connected with physical or natural 
subsistence. Any point along the horizontal line ill~ in Figure II 
may depict such a Malthusian equilibrium. The transition of the sta-
tionary state from the ·natural to the conventional subsistence level 
is well started by Ricardo and developed by J. S. Hill. Curve :t-Jlvi r n 
may be accepted as the locus of such eau:i.libria. In Marshall the 
stationary state becomes simply a tool of analysis. Finally, the 
Clarkian concept of stationary state2 and the Schumpeterian circular 
1. Although consumption patterns may not change appreciably during an 
individual's lifetime, such changes between successive generations 
are more clearly indicated in budget studies.. For instance, the 
lower percentage of income spent on food at rising real incomes is 
particularly significant. Cf. Paul H. Douglas, Real ·wages in the 
United states 1890-1926 (Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1930), especially pp. 492-503. 
2. For the evolution of the concept of the stationary state see 
Lionel Robbins, 110n a Certain Ambiguity in the Conception of 
Stationary Equilibrium, 11 Economic Journal (June, 1930), pp. 194-214. 
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flow may be placed along the curve LL 1 n. Any point on this curve may 
represent a Schumpeterian neighborhood of equilibrium, while successive 
productivity curves may depict the course of a complete cycle.1 
Obviously, the content of the stationary state has undergone 
several changes. Each time it was given different properties to fit 
objectives of individual thinkers or to become the foundation upon 
which whole systems were built. 2 Yet, these very changes of the sta-
tionary state lead toward one important observation. If the creation 
of concepts, systems, or theories is to a large extent the reflection 
of environmental conditioning through Inental inductive processes of 
the human mind, the evolution of the concept of the stationary state 
reveals more than anything else the long-run course of economic pro-
gress in the western economies. Furthermore, we need be tolerant of 
the classical meaning of the long-run term. If the course of economic 
progress represents some sort of a growth curve, then the classical 
deterministic and dismal outlook may be viewed as one of the several 
ends of the curve leading to economic decadence. 
1. For the connection of the Schumpeterian equilibrium with the sta-
tionary state see Richard V. Clemence and Francis s. Doody, The 
Schumpeterian System (Cambridge: Addison-Wesley Press, Inc.;-1950), 
pp. 25-27. Also, P. A. Samuelson, "Dynamics, statics, and the 
Stationary State, 11 Review of Economic Statistics (February, 1943), 
pp. 58-68. 
2. For the changing properties of the stationary state cf. previous 
references on the subject and also A. C. Pigou, The Economics of Sta-
tiona!Y States (London: Mac-millan and Co., 1935), pp. 8, 264, 
et passim. 
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Optimum population and demographic equilibrium concepts. These 
concepts may be derived from Figure II. The population of a country is 
at its optimum at any time that the scale of living equals the marginal 
product of the new labor increment multiplied by labor-to-population 
ratio.1 Thus, population OP is optimum for productivity curve II 1 • 2 
However, one may recognize an optimum population for each productivity 
curve. Theoretically, the optimum may move upward in any direction, 
depending on the shape of successive productivity curves. Actually, 
once the population passes the neighborhood of opt~, it seldom again 
obtains the optimum ratio to resources. The course of economic progress 
is more realistically depicted by a curve similar to LL'n because 
neither resources nor population is independent in the process of 
economic change. Although the scale of living may keep rising for a 
long time, its course is yet more likely to fall gradually to the right 
of the optimum position for any given productivity curve. If this · 
1. A symbolic presentation of the optimum conditions may be derived 
from equations 0 = I/L and S = I/P. Substituting for I, the second 
equation becomes S: 0 • L/P. If 1 = P, then 0 :AI/AL = S at the 
highest point of any productivity curve. But L <P or L/P <1 and 
S = ..1I/AL • L/P. For a simplified graphic presentation of the 
population optimum cf. Kenneth E. Boulding, Economic Analysis 
(New York and London: Harper and Brothers, 1941), pp. 418-482. 
2. For a slinilar analysis and definition of optimum without the use 
of diagrams see J. Joseph Spengler, "The Population Obstacle to 
Economic Betterment," The American Economic Review: Papers and 
Proceedings, XLI (May, 1951), 343-354. 
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be so, the difference between the classical position accepting one 
optimum and the modern version of the presence of several optima may be 
reconciled.1 
As every productivity curve theoretically has an optimum popu-
lation, so the scale of living curve has an optimum neighborhood. For 
that matter, if the shape of curve LL'n in Figure II repeats itself, 
every repetition will present a new optimum like population OP2 for 
curve LL'n• However, conditions of any optimum remain the same as 
1. P. Chang, op. cit., p. 50, in accepting L. Robbins' interpretation 
of the classical position on the optimum population presented in 
"The Optimum Theory of Population, " in London Essays in Economics 
(London: Routledge, 1927), remar ks that this optimum, as presented 
by J. S. Hill, "who is considered by some writers the father of the 
optimum theory of population, is fixed once and for all and is 
unaffected by any improvement whatever. The optimum of modern 
theory on the other hand, is one which is continuously shifting; 
it is essentially a function of the 'progress of improvement."' 
Chang 1 s argument that "the modern approach of 1 optimum 1 population 
is quite different from that of the classical economists" does not 
seem to offer aQy ground for reconciling the two approaches. This 
writer thinks that the gap between the two approaches is not as 
great as appears to be at first glance. Horeover, this gap can be 
bridged. The acceptance of Chang 's argument depends on the follovr-
ing: (a) whether the classical economists assumed no changes in 
productivity, as he argues, or they assumed such changes but be-
lieved that in the long run these changes were completely ineffect-
ive; (b) whether they were talking about the theoretical optimum 
population for a given productivity curve or whether they had in 
mind the growth curve of economic evolution and the population 
optimum on this curve, i.e., the course of the scale of living; 
(c} whether the modern approach attaches the same content to the 
classical long-run term. If thinkers at all t imes and periods 
reflect somewhat the environmental conditions which surrounded 
their earthly existence, then a reconciliatory position is more con-
sistent vlith the principle of continuity in economic and social 
evolution. 
stated above.1 It is evident that two versions of optimum population 
exist - the static for any productivity curve and the dyhamic for the 
scale of living curve. 
Assuming that curve LL 1n represents the course of economic 
progress, and standard of living is shown by line ' DD 1 in Figure II, 
what are the conditions of demographic equilibrium? The economy is at 
equilibrium as long as large sections of the population expect that the 
scale of living will eventually reach the standard of living. Accept-
ing the proposition that expectations are the function of scale of 
living, the degree by which equilibriwn conditions are fulfilled 
depends on the behavior of curves LL 1n and DD 1 • With a stationar.y or 
slowly upward moving curve DD 1 , expectations remain high as long as 
curve LL 1n keeps rising. These expectations gradually diminish and 
finally disappear as curve LL 1n falls below conventional subsistence 
1-11-1 1 n. On the other hand, a fast upward moving curve DD 1 will cmnmen-
surably diminish the prospects for equilibrium even when curve LL 1n is 
slowly rising.2 
1. 
2. 
If S = AI/.6-L • L/P expresses conditions of optimum, then 
S <6I/6L • L/P describes underpopulation and S) AI/.a.L • L/P 
overpopulation. 
~bolically, the equil~brium may be presented as 
~ = (s_>=~4I/l!.L • L/P)J ~ DD, where E represents expectations, 
and DD standard of living; and disequilibrium conditions 
~ = (s >"-"'<~I/6L • L/PTI <( DD. 
16. 
Disequilibrium conditions. The process of economic development 
necessitates profound and all-embracing structural changes of the setup 
which prevails in an underdeveloped economy. These changes need touch 
more or less practically all manifestations of societal life. Conse-
quently, the obstacles blocking the road to economic betterment are 
l . 1 eg1on. This exposition attempts to throw light into understanding 
the general nature of the problem, observing this problem from the 
population viewpoint. Therefore, it may be accepted that the inter-
action of the myriads of variables would be reflected through the 
behavior of the scale of living and the standard of living. 
First, if the rate of population increase is high after the 
optimum, say the neighborhood of point L• 5 on curve LL'n is reached, 
and the increase in dynamic resources is not adequate, the scale of 
living would fall. The deterioration of the scale of living would 
take place even with rising marginal productivity as long as the 
l. See Paul A. Baran's interesting discussion following the pre-
sentation of papers on general considerations of economic pro-
gress before the sixty-third annual meeting of the American 
Economic Association. The American Economic Review: Papers and 
Proceedings, XLI, No. 2 (May, 1951), pp. 354-35S. 
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labor-to-population ratio is falling at a faster rate.1 Falling scale 
of living may appear in the form of falling animal-vegetable ratio, 
i.e., the ratio of food of animal origin to the food of vegetable ori-
gin, lower quality of manufactured articles, and even a secular fall 
in per capita real income. The fall in the animal-vegetable ratio at 
the production level is the most phenomenal and significant, yet not 
the only important change. Surplus employable population permeates 
practically all economic activities. Uneconomic parcellation of arable 
land resulting in partial employment of agricultural labor, overcrowded 
service industries and professions, parasitic employment and outright 
unemployment in the cities, and large government payrolls are the most 
common forms of underemployment. The gap between private and social 
profitability increases directly i"rith rising underemployment; conse-
quently, long-run investments for external economies and the creation 
of new employment opportunities increasingly become the exclusive 
undertaking of the government. 
Second, the presence and behavior of the standard of living 
J.. Expressing the above variables symbolically, S : D.I/.6 L · L/P, 
the follovring major case of interrelation may be recognized: 
(a) assuming labor-to-population ratio L/P constant, then rising, 
constant, or falling marginal productivity~I/~L would have pro-
portional results in the scale of living S, respectively; (b) 
assuming that L/P is rising, then even falling~I/6L would have 
resulted in rising S if -DI/~L is falling at a lower rate than the 
rising L/P; (c} assuming that L/P is falling, then even rising 
.6.1/L'IL would have resulted in falling S if the falling rate of 
L/P is greater than the rising rate of ~I/6L. 
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further complicates the situation. The standard of living is to a 
large extent externally conditioned. Its intensiveness and extensive-
ness depend on several factors among which geographic position of the 
countr,y, accessibility to other wealthier nations, dependence on foreign 
trade, domestic cultural patterns, and philosophy of life play important 
roles. With the present rapid and abundant means of communication and 
transportation, a rising feeling among peoples that all belong to a 
global community and the growing spirit of international responsibility 
manifested in material as well as non-material terms - all these are 
likely to increase the desire for a higher scale of living among 
economically retarded peoples. The standard of living becomes a norm 
to which increasing numbers of a country's population aspire.1 
other population concepts. Finally, the often used terms over-
population and population pressure need to be clarified. The demo-
graphic schema may be useful in this respect. 
The term overpopulation may be used with two different mean-
ings, static and dynamic, corresponding to the two versions of popula-
tion optimum. Under the static definition, a country is considered 
l. "Thus, all over the world the less favored countries are afflicted 
with a hallucination which has been well called 1.Arnericanitis. 111 
Ellsworth Huntington, "Agricultural Productivity and Pressure of 
Population, 11 Annals of the American Academ.y of Political and Social 
Science, 198 (July, 1938), p. 73. 
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overpopulated if a smaller than the present population is capable of 
assuring a higher scale of living at given stages of arts of production. 
According to this definition, a country with a population larger than 
OP in Figure II is considered overpopulated, although successive moves 
of the productivity curve II' may bring about a rising scale of living 
depicted by curve LL 15• It is with this meaning that the term seems 
to be most frequently used in the literature on the subject. All 
overpopulation measurements seem to accept this meaning of the term by 
taking as a base an index which hypothetically presents the optimum 
ratio of population to resources. Such overpopulation measurements 
are conducted in this study. 
However, the relative significance of the definition and its 
application may be better understood if its limitations are brought 
forth. First, it compares present situations - relation of population 
to resources - with a hypothetical situation in which a smaller popula-
tion is considered to be at optimum ratio from the productive viewpoint 
to resources. Second, depending on the criterion which is accepted as 
optimum, .the static definition of overpopulation may lead to a somehow 
paradoxical conclusion that even the United States of America is over-
populated today. For that matter, Figure II suggests that it is unlike-
ly that any country can be underpopulated. Yet, despite the above 
limitations, the qualified use of the static definition of overpopula-
tion is not without merits. 
On the other hand, under the dynamic definition, a country is 
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considered overpopulated when, at a given rate of dynamic resources, 
population increases at a faster rate, resulting in a falling scale of 
living. Thus, according to Figure II, a countr,y with its population 
increasing after reaching OP2 size and rate of dJ~amic resources from 
I5I' 5 to InP n' resulting in a falling scale of living, is considered 
overpopulated. Obviously, the dynamic definition of overpopulation 
coincides with actual population pressure. 
In addition, the term overpopulation should not be confused 
with population pressure because t hese terms are not always identical. 
Two types of actual population pressure may be recognized. Actual 
population pressure may be latent when the fall in the scale of living 
is not noticeable by large sections of the population or it has not 
fallen belm'l the socially endurable minimum, or manifest when the above 
conditions are realized. However, the most common and important is 
felt population pressure, which depicts the degree of deprivation 
betv1een a constant or slowly rising scale of living and standard of 
1 . . 1 lVlng. Population pressure, in general, expresses demographic 
1. Felt population pressure is considered most important, cf. ibid. 
The remarks of Warren s. Thompson and P. K. Welpton are also 
pertinent: 11 ••••• It is felt population pressure, rather than ab-
solute pressure that makes a people dangerous to -world peace,tt in 
"Levels of Living and Population Pressure, 11 ibid., p. 93. Both 
articles agree that population pressure is largely a state of 
mind. 
disequilibrium conditions. However, the use of the term relative 
deprivation in lieu of population pressure is considered more descrip-
tive of the attitudinal character of the disequilibrium conditions.1 
Sununary. In this section an attempt has been made to clarify 
the old concepts of optimum population and 11althusian equilibrium. A 
new, revised version of optimum population was introduced and incorp-
orated into a concept of dynamic demographic equilibrium ·suitable for 
underdeveloped countries like Greece. The purpose was to present the 
demographic aspects of the Greek economic problem on a theoretical 
level and establish certain clearly defined criteria regarding the 
objective of economic development, which may facilitate the analysis 
and exposition of this problem. 
B. Method of Approach and Outline 
21. 
In addition to the introduction and the concluding. Chapter VIII, 
the main body of this stuqy consists of six chapters. The following 
main steps are taken in each one of them. 
1. In Figure II relative deprivation is the difference between the 
scale of living curve LL'n after point L 15 and standard of living 
line DD 1 • In the neighborhood of point L'n on LL'n relative 
deprivation is c4o. Line DD 1 should be imagined as moving up~ 
ward as expectat1ons decrease with falling scale of living. 
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Chapter II attempts to show the importance of natural resources 
in the development of commercial capitalism on the Greek peninsula. A 
brief, historical investigation of migrator.y movements is conducted. In 
addition, the fact that the economic prosperity of the Greek peninsula 
is externally conditioned is further illustrated by pointing out the 
shifting economic significance of the region through technological 
changes in the means of transportation and communication. 
The population-resources relationship is further analyzed in 
Chapter III by a statistical analysis of the extent and nature of 
Greece's dependence on foreign trade since 1S2S when the country gained 
her independence. Increases in population and trade are correlated, 
with the aid of a semi-logarithmic chart. other statistical measure-
ments are used to compare the trade dependence of Greece with the 
trade dependence of other countries. The chronic trade deficit is 
shown, with the aid of a chart, as a ratio of exports to imports. Add-
itional statistical measurements are used to analyze extensively the 
secular and cyclical nature of the trade balance and the current bal-
ance of payments. 
Chapter IV attempts to shmv the effect of the imbalance 
between domestic resources and population under conditions allo~dng for 
free movement of goods and people in and out of the country. The per-
iod under investigation covers the first hundred years of Greece's 
.national life, 182S-1920. Changes in the relation between domestic 
· I 
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resources and population are shown by various indices measuring popula-
tion densities. An investigation of the Greek economy is conducted 
with regard to agriculture~ manufacturing, and capit al conditions. The 
development of an externally conditioned population is shown by a trend 
correlation of changes in population, imports, and exports for selected 
years, and export industries are discussed briefly. Finally, migratory 
movements are presented by attempting to determine the population 
inflow-outflow. 
The persisting imbalance between domestic resources and popula-
tion is further supported in Chapter V. The sources of population in-
crease and population densities are first presented. Capital invest-
ments in the 1920's, the refugee settlement, and the agrarian reform 
are discussed as main measures constituting the first inter-war attempt 
toward economic adjustment. An investigation of the economy in general 
and the default of the countr,y in the early 1930's is presented to show 
that the developmental program fell short of its objective. 
Chapter VI deals with the policy for economic autarchy, which 
constituted the second inter-war attempt toward economic adjustment. 
Trade and exchange controls are discussed, as they constituted the main 
measures by which the new policy was implemented. Discussions on 
investments, production in agriculture and manufacturing, per capita 
income~ measurements of surplus population and agricultural labor, and 
measurements of the animal-vegetable ratio are undertaken in order to 
show that under the new policy population increase was again the main 
24. 
factor in keeping the scale of living from rising. 
The post-war foreign aid as a new attempt toward economic 
development is discussed in Chapter VII. The extent of foreign aid is 
presented, and the reasons for the slow economic recovery of the Greek 
economy are analyzed. The importance of population increase is stressed 
as being the main factor for the economic difficulties of Greece in the 
past. After an analysis of capital conditions necessary to continue 
the drastically curtailed developmental program, the post-war rapid 
population increase is presented to show that temporary economic gains 
may be lost and past experience-may repeat itself. Possibilities for 
demographic solutions by fertility control apd emigration are presented. 
In addition, some information on the standard of living is briefly cited 
to show that conditions of demographic equilibrium may not be main-
tained. 
C. Statistical Difficulties 
Greek statistics are not the best available. For that matter, 
they fall considerably below usual American standards. Honey time 
series are occasionally discontinuous and have frequent changes in their 
monetary unit. Most indices do not go further back than 192S, and 
national income statistics are inadequate. Vital statistics are almost 
absent before World War I. Yet, available population statistics, rela-
tively speaking, offer the most reliable index for analysis. The dif-
ficulties in presenting a relatively reliable and comprehensive body of 
statistical inforn~tion are too numerous to mention, and the treatment 
of the subject suffers accordingly. Huch effort and time have been 
spent in checking one source against another in order to supplement 
inadequate information and to assure the accuracy and the relative 
reliability of the statistical data. 
D. Material Arrangement 
In order to facilitate reading, basic tables, as well as refer-
ences and computations, have been put in an appendix. Section A of 
this appendix includes basic tables; Section B includes notes on com-
putations of tables which occur both in the text and in the appendix. 
Minor computations and statistical information appear in footnotes to 
support the arguments or to explain statistical findings presented in 
the text. The text unfolds in a continuous sequence, however, and may 
be read without necessarily resorting to the appendix or footnotes. To 
simplify references to basic statistics of -the Greek government, all 
references have been designated as Greek Government Statistics, with a 
special note in the bibliography indicating the book series included 
therein. 
CHAPTER II 
THE IMPORTANCE OF NATURAL RESOURCES IN THE ECONOMIC PROGRESS OF GREECE 
Economic progress is the combined result of technology, insti-
tutions, people1s attitudes and objectives, and, finally, the natural 
resources, i.e., the natural environment in Which the economy is devel-
oping. From the economic viewpoint the significance of natural resources 
depends on the concerted action of the other factors. In turn, given 
the stage of technology, institutional arrangements, and attitudes and 
objectives, the natural resources act as a limitational force and con-
tribute to the development of a certain type of economy. Patterns of 
population movement and settlement become the function of primacy, i.e., 
quantitative and qualitative occurrence and accessibility of natural 
1 
resources. 
1. Preston E. James, 11 An Assessment of the Role of the Habitat as a 
Factor in Differential Economic Development, n The American Economic 
Review: Papers and Proceedings, XLI, No. 2 (May, 1951), 229-23g; 
John E. Sawyer, "Social Structure and Economic Progress: General 
Propositions and Some French Examples, 11 ibid., pp. 321-329; 
Daniel H. Buchanan, "Japan Versus Asia," in the discussion on 
Differential Economic Progress: Some Cases, Comparisons, and 
Contrasts, ibid., pp. 359-366; Sanford A. Mosk, "Latin America 
Versus the United States," ibid., pp. 367-383. 
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In this chapter the attempt is made to show the importance of 
natural resources in the development of commercial capitalism on the 
Greek peninsula. This proposition is supported by pointing out that 
from the economic viewpoint the Greek peninsula has been part of a 
region occupying a large part of the eastern Mediterranean basin, that 
eastward out-migration 111ras phenomenal during all times in the history 
of the area, that this free movement of peopla and goods led to the 
development of conwercial capitalism, and, finally, that economic 
prosperity has been externally conditioned and dependent on the chang-
ing significance of the region through technological changes in the 
means of transportation and communication. 
A. Natural Resources: Greece as Part of a World Region1 
Greece has been a food deficit area since ancient times. Like 
1. Depending on the relatively dominant importance of geomatic posi-
tion, climate, physiography, or mineral wealth, the following four 
types or regions may be distinguished respectively: world regions, 
climatic regions, physiographic provinces, and natural districts. 
M. Aurousseau, "The Distribution of Population: A Constructive 
Problem," Geographical Review, XI (1921), 579-580, as cited by 
William H. Dean in "The Theory of the Geographic Location of Eco-
nomic Activities with Special Reference to Historical Change" 
(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University, 193S), 
p. 102. 
------- --
most of the Balkan Peninsula the country is mountainous.1 The high 
relief of the country may be illustrated qy the fact that only 
33 per cent of the territory lies below 650 feet. As nruch as 
41 per cent lies more than 1,600 feet above sea level. This mountain-
ous topography "rith low configuration leaves only a fraction of the 
Greek territory for plains. 2 In addition, the semiarid subtropical 
Hediterranean climate3 puts sharp limitation on the production of 
staple agricultural products. 
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On the other hand, the fragrr~nted mainland, a broken coastline, 
the scores of islands sporadically placed all over the AEgean Sea, the 
hundreds of natural harbors and anchorages, the favorable system of 
winds, and the intercontinental location of Greece - all these offered 
an ideal environment for the early development of maritime activities. 
The type of natural resources and the fact that the Greek 
peninsula enjoyed days of econonuc prosperity only during periods in 
1. Young, folded mountains embrace the greatest part of Greece. Old 
residual plateaus of archaean and crystalline rocks provide add-
itional relief in East Hacedonia and Thrace. Ellen Chu~chill Semple, 
The Geo ra h of the Nediterranean Re ion: Its Relation to Ancient 
Histo~ New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1931 , pp. 16-25. 
2. The tvrenty-six largest plains in Greece mentioned by official sta-
tistics occupy an area of about 6,039 square miles, comprising about 
7.5 per cent of the whole territory of 50,149 square miles before 
the acquisition of the Dodecanese Islands. Computed from Greek 
Government Statistics. 
3. Thomas A. Blair, Climatology, General and Regional (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1942), pp. 366-368; Greek Government Statistics. 
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which institutional arrangements allowed the free movement of people 
and goods in and out of the mainland led to the widely accepted belief 
among geographers that Greece constitutes an integral part of a world 
region termed AEgeis.1 In turn, this belief could not arise without 
the presence of limited domestic resources which contributed to the 
rise of a surplus population supported by resources lying outside the 
. 2 Greek penlnsula. 
1. This region has as a center the AEgean Sea and occupies part of 
the eastern Hediterranean and her littoral. The economic "bounda-
ries11 of AEgeis have undergone several changes following population 
movements, institutional changes, and technological states of pro-
duction. Some geographers, however, recognize definite physical 
boundaries for AEgeis: the AEgean Sea as a center, the mountain 
AEmos or Rodopi in the north, Crete and the Libean Sea in the 
south, the Ionian Sea in the west, and the vmstern littoral of 
Asia Hinor in the east. George T. Colias, Geographic History of 
the Hellenic Area, Publication of the Ministry of Reconstruction 
(Series A., No. 35; Athens: Pyrsos, Inc., 1948), pp. 11-13. The 
above work presents an extensive geographic interpretation of 
migratory movements and the political and economic life of AEgeis 
with rich bibliography on the subject. 
2. The natural resources do not offer a geographical interpretation 
of economic phenomena alone. Practically every study attempting a 
geographical interpretation of social phenomena cites Greece as an 
example. E. C. Semple, loc. cit. Also, her Influences of Geo-
graphic Environment (New York~ Henry Holt and Company, 1911); 
Ellsworth Huntington and Sumner W. Cushing, Principles of Human 
Geography: An Ecological Stu~y of Society (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., 1948). 
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B. 1-iigratory lvlovements 
The above point is further supported by a brief discussion on 
migratory movements. Apart from the mass imrnigrations and invasions 
from all sides, especially the north, which the Greek peninsula has 
repeatedly witnessed, Greece presents a phenomenal out-migrate~ move-
ment toward the rest of AEgeis. To be sure, this out-migration has 
taken a different form and magnitude in each historical period. Yet, 
the direction of the movement has almost always been eastward. For 
centuries during antiquity the surplus population of the city-states, 
following the water routes of least resistance, settled along the 
eastern lvlediterranean and beyond, but especially across the AEgean Sea 
on the Anatolian coast. This colonization movement of the earlier 
period was followed by the "unification" of the city-states under the 
Macedonians and the tempestuous campaign eastward of Alexander the 
Great. During the Roman rule and the thousand and more years of his-
torical existence of the Byzantine Empire the eastvJard movement was 
less spectacular, yet present. Nor did Turkish rule put an end to this 
eastward movement of people. Finally, within a century after national 
independence (1S21-1S2S), the people of Greece undertook the unsuccess-
ful campaign to Asia Ninor, following again the eastward route estab-
lished centuries ago. 
Undoubtedly, this migratory movement has some causes which were 
exclusively connected with specific historical periods. External 
factors like invasions from without, wars from within, and natural 
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catastrophies occasionally sent waves of people out of the mainland 
or sometimes reversed the direction of migrations. Yet the influence 
of the natural resources in the continuous eastward direction of the 
out-migration can hardly be exaggerated. 
The limited arable land, coupled with a continuous threat of 
drought and famine, underlined this movement by constantly keeping the 
pressure of population on the means of subsistence.1 The comparatively 
easy access to other parts of AEgeis with relatively richer resources 
gave this movement its definite eastward direction. People moved from 
the continuous food-deficit overpopulated Greek mainland to the food-
surplus parts of AEgeis. Emigration acted as a balancing force. On 
the one hand, it relieved some of the population pressure on the Greek 
peninsula; on the other hand, it permitted the support of the remaining 
surplus population from without by expansion of transport and commer-
cial activities primarily and, to a lesser extent, manufacturing . 
C. Economic Prosperity Based on Commercial Capitalism 
Natural resources contributed to the presence of a surplus 
population and gave economic progress a definite form vdth the develop-
ment of commercial capitalism. 'The development of an externally 
supported population was based predominantly on a transport-cowmerce 
1. Nothing can better describe this continuous out-migration than 
the Greek expression 'EAA\"\VIKn 6:10L6\ICV.X. 
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orientation of economic activities. Depending on a particular his-
torical period, these activities contributed more than anything else to 
the economic prosperity of AEgeis and served as an economic basis for 
the development of diverse forms of civilization.1 During the long 
sequence of ups and downs within the region one fact remains undisputed. 
The Greek mainland has witnessed periods of economic prosperity and 
progress at times when institutional conditions permitted the peaceful 
movement of peoples and free exchange of goods within AEgeis and 
beyond; in other words, when the Greek mainland had access to the 
resources of the other parts of AEgeis and was able to develop some 
form of commercial capitalism. 
No one could personif.1 the spirit of transport-commerce orienta-
tion of economic activities better than Homer in the person of the 
resourceful and clever Ulysses. The confusion of economics with ethics 
and politics and the ascetic and socialistic tendencies which appear in 
the writings of Socratic philosophers do nothing more than to veri~ the 
development of commercial capitalism in the ancient city-states, 
especially Athens. 2 
1. AEgeis witnessed the following major civilizations: Cretan, 
Mycenae, Hellenic, Hellenistic, Byzantine. 
2. Quite interesting and pertinent are the comments on this point made 
by Albert Augustus Trever in A History of Greek Economic Thought 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1916). Discussing the 
reasons for the underdeveloped character of Greek economics, he 
writes on p. 21: 11 It is the patent fact that almost our only extant 
(Continued on next page) 
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In the eventful and long histor.y of Greece the spirit of com-
mercial capitalism survived and rose triumphant and victorious whenever 
institutional conditions permitted. The Greek wanderer who leaves the 
motherland to become the successful enterpriser appears at practically 
all times and periods. The modern histor.y of Hellenism is no exception 
to this rule. Before the disaster in Asia Minor (1922) and the compul-
sory exchange of populations, the Greek element, which was predominant 
in parts of AEgeis outside Greece, consisted of a large percentage of 
people occupied with commercial activities. No statistics exist on the 
occupational distribution of the Greek element in the littoral provinces 
of the disintegrating Ottonan Empire. The available annals point out 
that the Greek element was highly urbanized with a commercial class 
11 ext.r~mement nombreuse" followed by professionals, artisans, and 
(Continued from preceding page) 
sources are the Socratic philosophers, vmo represent avowedly a 
direct moral reaction against the commercial spirit and money-greed 
of their age. Thus the limited development of Greek economics, so 
far from being an evidence of primi t ive economic conditions in 
Greece, is a direct argument for the opposite ••••• he ((Aristotle)) 
and Plato are moral prophets, protesting against that ver.y capital-
ism whose existence many modern historians have sought to deny to 
their age. 11 Some writers go so f ar as to argue that the Hellenic 
states of the fourth century B.C. reached a high stage of develop-
ment which was "ver.y near to the stage of industrial capitalism 
that characterises the economic history of Europe in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries." Rostovtzeff in Social and Economic 
Histo~ of the Roman Empire, as quoted by Colin Clark, The Condi-
tions of Economic Progress (2nd ed.; London: MacMillan and Co., 
Ltd., 1951), pp. 542-543. 
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maritime workers. Ties with the land were weak and not numerous. 
Similar situations have developed among the overseas Greek 
emigr~~ts in the United States and elsewhere. In the United States 
census for 1930 the Greek roinority appears to be highly urbanized with 
91 per cent registered as urban and only 9 per cent as an agricultural 
population. While occupa.tional distribution is not available, informa-
tion at hand supports the conclusion that there has been a high concen-
tration of Greeks in certain lines of business undertakings, especially 
restaurants; flower, fruit, candy, and fur stores; and bootblacking 
establishments. On the other hand, the number of Greek farmers is far 
less than the percentage v.rhich the above statistics of rural residence 
suggests, despite the agricultural origin of the imrnigrants. 2 Since 
the late 1930's, the second generation of Greek-Americans have been 
making remarkable strides in the professional fields. 
The present day Greek shipping and business tycoons who are 
scattered all over the commercial centers of the world are to no lesser 
extent the full representatives of this transport-corr@erce-service 
enterprising spirit. 
1. Andr{ Andreades et autres, Les effets iconorni ues et sociaux de la 
guerre en Grece (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1928 , pp. 152-153. 
2. Vasilios G. Valaoras, The Hellenism of the United States (Athens: 
Paraskeva Leoni, 1937), pp. 40 ff. Earlier studies reach the same 
conclusion: Henry Pratt Fairchild, Greek Immigration to the United 
States (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1911), pp. 78, 165, 
189-190, et passim. 
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D. Changing Economic Significance of the Region 
Finally, the importance of natural resources in the economic 
progress of Greece is supported by the fact that economic prosperity in 
Greece v!as externally conditioned, depending on the changing economic 
significance of AEgeis. The region assumed and maintained importance 
only ~Qth the development of a given stage of technology in transport 
and communications, locus of population, and institutional arrangements. 
Therefore, the economic significance of AEgeis was historically 
conditioned. 
During ancient times the region resembled the Atlantic Ocean in 
miniature forrrt from the viewpoint of colonization and nature of economic 
activities. AEgeis had been the cente r of the world, the oikoumene, as 
the city-states one after another became the region's nodal sites.1 
Its economic significance remained undiminished for centuries, except 
for periods of institutional disturbances, until about the tenth 
century, A.D. 
The rise of the population centers of western Europe, coupled 
with institutional arrangements unfavorable to commercial activities 
l. Nodality is defined as "the marketing significance of a site 
emerging from its properties as an intersection of trade routes or 
paths ••••• is a concept in economic, not physical geography." 
W. H. Dean, The Theory of the Geographic Location of Economic 
Activities, selections from the doctoral dissertation (Ann Arbor, 
J:.1ichigan: Edwards Brothers, Inc., 1938), pp. 36-39. 
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within AEgeis, especially invasions and piracy, gradually increased the 
nodality of the Italian city-states and reduced the economic signifi-
cance of AEgeis. Finally, the advancement of the Turks and the great 
discoveries of the New World sifted the world trade routes front the 
Mediterranean seaboards to the coastal cities of the Atlantic Ocean. 
So AEgeis remained in relative economic obscurity for centu-
ries, until the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, which restored some 
of her past commercial importance. Since then, the region's importance 
has been further enhanced by the revolutionary technological improve-
ments in the means of transportation and communication. Had it not 
been for unfavorable institutional arrangements, the movement of the 
population center in Europe easbvard and possibly rising scales of 
living would have further increased the economic importance of the 
region. 
E. Surmnary 
The long econo~~c history of Greece offers ample evidence to 
show the importance of natural resources in bringing about economic 
progress through the development of commercial capitalism. The belief 
held a~ong geographers that Greece constitutes an integral part of a 
world region termed AEgeis, a region occupying a large part of the east-
ern Mediterranean basin, cannot be explained without the presence of 
limited domestic resources on the Greek peninsula, which contributed to 
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the rise of a surplus population. The important influence of natural 
resources in the development of the economy is further illustrated by 
the phenomenal eastward out-migration toward the rest of AEgeis . In 
addition, natural resources gave the course of economic progress a 
definite form: commercial capitalism. This economic prosperity was 
externally conditioned, depending on the changing economic significance 
of the region. Despite persisting unfavorable institutional arrange-
ments , technological improvements in the means of transportation and 
connnunication of the last hundred years have restored some of the 
economic importance which the region enjoyed in the past. 
CHAPTER III 
DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN TRADE FOR THE SUPPORT OF A GROWING POPULATION 
The previous chapter emphasized the linportance of natural re-
sources in the development of a transport-commerce-service type economy 
on the Greek peninsula. This chapter attempts to show how a growing 
population has brought about an increasing dependence on foreign trade 
since the count~ gained her independence and to analyze the extent and 
nature of this trade dependence. 
Foreign trade is the combined effect of a growing population 
and a rising scale of living. Its analysis may reveal the secular 
effects of the relationship between population and resources on foreign 
trade. It may also show the extent to which this increasing trade 
dependence is affected by the powerful cyclical market forces from 
vdthout. Finally, knowledge of the nature of this dependence may 
largely determine the possibilities for the economic development of the 
domestic resources of the count~, as the balance of payments is the 
ultlinate limitation on the size of the investment program. 
The role of secular factors is shown by a correlation between 
population and trade balance; with the aid of a semi-logarithmic chart. 
A comparison of Greece's trade dependence with other countries is 
38. 
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conducted in terms of per capita trade, average propensity to trade, i.e., 
the ratio of the value of the trade balance to national income, and 
other indices. Finally, the secular and cyclical nature of trade de-
pendence is shown by an extensive analysis of the trade balance and the 
1 
balance of payments on current account. 
A. Dependence on Foreign Trade 
Population and the current balance of payments. From the view-
point of population-resources relationship the foreign trade of Greece 
may be taken as a rough measurement of the degree by which the popula-
tion of the country must depend on trade in order to support itself at 
a given scale of living. Foreign trade increase, therefore, may be 
considered as the combined .function of population growth and rising 
per capita income, which, as a rule, is regarded as the best available 
index of the scale of living. 
Population and trade balance changes of Greece are shown in 
1. Trade concepts are used here with the following meaning: Trade 
balance includes only the visible items which enter into the coun-
try's transactions with the outside world. The current balance of 
international payments includes both visible, or merchandise, and 
invisible imports and exports. The balance of international p~­
ments is the balance sheet of the country for a period of time, 
usually a calendar year, and includes, in addition to previous 
accounts, long-run capital movements. 
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1 Chart 1 for over one hundred years, 1850-1952. The first three sudden 
upward shifts of the discontinuous population trend are caused by terri-
torial acquisitions. The fourth shift of the trend is caused by terri-
torial gains and mass in-IT~gration which occurred during and after the 
unsuccessful Greek campaign in Asia Minor. During the period sho~m in 
the chart the population of Greece increased from 1,000,000 to over 
7,500,000. The trade balance, expressed in 1947-49 U.S. dollars, fol-
lows pretty closely the discontinuous population trend, except before 
1860, when the amount of trade is too small; after 1940, when large 
foreign aid distorts the pattern; and immediately after World War I, 
when the start of the Greek campaign in Anatolia in 1919-20 causes an 
unusual rise in trade. The value of the trade balance, imports and 
exports combined, averages about 10.5 million dollars during 1850-60. 
In the 1930's, despite the depression years, this trade value exceeds 
the yearly average of 300 million dollars to reach its peak, passing 
the half billion mark per year in the post-war period. 
This trade increase becomes more impressive with the inclusion 
of invisible items. Since the fourth quarter of the nineteenth century 
these items, especially emigrants' remittances, earnings from shipping, 
and tourist services, constitute both absolutewise and percentagewise 
a considerable part in the current balance of payments. For the years 
1. Most of the charts and tables presented in this chapter are of basic 
importance. Reference to them will be made in later discussions 
wherever required. 
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1929-32 invisible exports amounted to, roughly, 52 per cent and imports 
1 
to 21 per cent of the current balance of payments. During the 1929-32 
period, therefore, which includes two prosperity and two depression 
years, the value in real tenns of the current balance of payments was 
running at approximately 440 million dollars per year. 
This large trade balance and its close correlation with popula-
tion increase clearly shows the unfavorable relation between domestic 
resources and population. The territorial gains which took place before 
the last global war increased by 2.7 t~nes the size of the original 
area acquired during the War of Independence; however, these gains did 
not reduce the count~'s trade. On the contra~, the new lands, although 
comparatively richer in natural resources, were already well populated. 
In addition, mass in-migration during the 1920's and high excess birth 
rates in the inter-war years necessitated further increase in trade. 
Thus, from the 1850's to the 1930's the average per capita trade in real 
money terms has increased by about 4.1 times. 2 Moreover, most of this 
1. Infra, Table ?. 
2. From 1851 to 1940 population increased about ?.4 times, while from 
the 1850's to the 1930's the yearly value of the trade balance 
increased more than 30 times. 
trade increase is due to population increase alone. Little, if any, 
al f 1 . . 1 has contributed to a higher sc e o lVlng . 
Greece 's place in world trade. In comparison with total world 
trade, Greece 1 s share is not great. Before World 1'iar II, as well as 
after, her trade balance has constituted less than 1 per cent of world 
2 trade. This comparison measures the country's participation in 1Aforld 
trade. It is misleading, hmrJever, if the purpose of the investigation 
is to find out the degree of trade dependence . 
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In 1938, >.Jb.ich is often considered as a basic year, merchandise 
i mports in terms of volume were 391 tons per thousand persons, not 
including ~nports counted by piece or live animals. During the ten-year 
period from 1925-1934, which includes prosperity as well as depression 
years, the average trade balance -vms running at 39 1947-4-9 dollars per 
capita - 26 for merchandise imports and 13 for exports.3 In 1 938 Greece 
vlas among the first fifteen countries of the world having the largest 
per capita foreign trade. With over 2,000 real dollars per km2, she was 
1. This conclusion is based on findings presented in subsequent chap-
ters, which indicate that since the close of the last century and 
until the end of the 1930's, under a most optimistic interpretation 
of the available information the scale of living has remained 
stationary. 
2. Computed from Statistical Year-Book of the League of Nations, 1933/34 
and 1938/39 (Geneva: League of Nations), pp. 195 and 219, respective-
ly. Also in International l•Ionetary Fund, International Financial 
Statistics ("v-Jashington, D.C., November, 1952}, p . XXIV . 
3. Computed from Greek Government statistics. 
1 
among the first twelve countries in respect to trade per area. 
Ho\'rever, the best indices with which to measure the degree of 
trade dependence are ratios of the trade balance and its components to 
the country's national income. For the period 1927-1939, Greece's 
average propensity to trade, i.e., the ratio of the value of the trade 
2 balance to national income, ranged from 28 to 46, or averaged 37. 
Greece, with a 38 average propensity to trade in 1938, occupies the 
sixth position in a world list of twelve selected countries.3 
44. 
In terms of average propensity to import, the ratio being 
computed on merchandise imports, Greece ranks .eighth among thirty-three 
countries of the world for "mich propensities have been computed, with 
1. 92mputed from Statistical Year-Book of the League of Nations, 
1940/41, pp. 17, 177. See also international comparisons by Ernest 
Hiner Patterson, An Introduction to vlorld Economics (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1948), p. 672. 
2. Computed from United Nations, National Income Statistics of Various 
Countries 1938-1948 (Lake Success, New York), p. 231; United Nations, 
Statistical Yearbook 1951 (Lake Success, Ne\'r York), p. 430; and 
Greek Government Statistics. 
3. For the list of the twelve selected countries with Which Greece is 
compared here, see E. M. Patterson, op. cit., p. 262. In this list 
the following countries show greater propensities to trade, circa 
1938, than Greece: Denmark 68, New Zealand 55, Norway 52, Nether-
lands 47, and Sweden 39. 
a ratio of 24.0, 1 and first among four Balkan states. 2 Nevertheless, 
Greece occupies the twenty-second place in the same list of countries 
with respect to the average real per capita income expressed in inter-
national units.3 
1. T. c. Chang, 11 International Comparison of Demand for Imports, 11 
Review of Economic Studies, XIII (No. 2, 1945-46), p. 54. Compu-
tations made for Greece in this study for the period 1927-39 show 
an average ratio of 22.2, which is slightly lower than Chan g 's. 
In addition to a possible statistical discrepancy due to rounding 
of numbers, the difference is better explained by the different 
years on which the two estimates are based. Chang 's stuqy covers 
the years 1924-38, which include a greater number of years with 
larger imports. 
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2. The other Balkan states are Rumania with a 12.0 propensity to im-
port, Yugoslavia 10.6, and Bulgaria 8 .9. The following countries 
were found to have propensities higher than Greece's: Denmark 41.8, 
Belgium 36.1, Netherlands 35.2, Norway 34.7, Eire 29.8, S. Africa 
26.0, and New Zealand 26.0. Ibid. 
If more weight is given to consumption imports, Greece m~ as well 
occupy the sixth position in the propensity to import, as invest-
ment imports for S. Africa and New Zealand are likely to consti-
tute larger percentages of the total visible imports than for 
Greece. It is interesting to note that with the exception of 
S. P~rica and New Zealand, all the other six countries have a common 
characteristic: high arable population density. 
3. An international unit equals the amount of goods and services vmich 
one U.S. dollar would purchase on the average in 1925-34. See 
above reference and also Colin Clark, op. cit., pp. 19, 41, from 
which national income figures were taken for Chang's study. 
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Finally, another way to measure trade dependence is by t aking 
the ratio of the value of the first two or three main exportable com-
modities to the value of total visible exports. In this respect Greece 
occupies the ninth position in the world l ist with only two exportable 
products, tobacco and currants-raisins, comprising 72 per cent of total 
merchandise exports.1 
Before concluding this section on trade dependence of Greece, 
attention should be given the f act t hat the above international com-
parisons ought to be interpreted with certain reservations. Plt hough 
they are the best available and show the relative position of Greece 
on trade in relation to other countries of the world, these comparisons 
are subject to some qualifications. They may arise out of several con-
ditions which~- for the sake of briefness, may be grouped here into two 
main categories. First, lack of uniformity and efficiency in the 
methods of compiling national statistics on trade or estimating national 
income may introduce some bias either way. Second, unifo rm methods of 
estimating national income may produce different total figures for two 
countries having structurally diff erentiated economies, even though 
both have actually produced the same national income. In contrast to 
1. Chang, loc. cit. An exact 72 per cent ratio was found for Greece 
bet~'ieen 1 925-34 by computations made in this study. However, 
t hese include roughly l-2 per cent export s of other fruits. I nfra , 
Table 2. Chang measures the degree of export s pecialization of 
different countries by comparing their ratios of the value of 
s pecialized home production of exportable commodities to national 
lncome. This ratio for Greece is not computed because of lack of 
adequate data. 
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industrialized countries with a greater division of labor, in agricul-
tural countries a greater portion of their output, commodities, and 
services may be consumed by the producers themselves or bartered without 
entering the price system to be counted. For these reasons, although 
the national income for Greece includes emi gr&~t remittances, it seems 
1 likely that the country 1 s income has been underestimated. Greece 1 s 
average propensity to trade, therefore, is probably slightly over-
estimated in comparison with the other half dozen countries which top 
the world list. 
B. Chronic Trade Deficit 
Under normal conditions the trade balance of a country may pass 
through four stages: capital borrowing, interest paying and capital 
repaying, capital investing, and interest receiving. These depict the 
course of her economic development from a debtor to a creditor nation. 
The first stage shows a deficit in the trade balance, the second two 
stages a surplus, and the last stage again a deficit. Since national 
independence in 1821-28, Greece had never had a surplus in her trade 
balance. This chronic trade deficit indicates that the country has 
never passed the borrowing stage. Investigation may throw additional 
light into the population-resources relationship, which constitutes the 
subject matter of this study. 
1. United Nations, National Income Statistics ••• l938-48, pp. 84-85. 
4B. 
Trade deficit as ratio of exports to linports. Chart 2 presents 
the trade deficit as a ratio of exports to linports for a period of 
102 years, l S5l-l952. The dotted lines shm-T three different trends, 
which the trade deficit followed during the period. An arrangement of 
the ratios in a frequenc.y distribution with four classes at 25 point 
(per cent) intervals reveals the follo~dng : Excluding the post-war 
period, which includes 7 years, the frequency dist r ibution shows t hat 
for 58 years, or 65 per cent of the total 90 years, exports range be-
tween 51-75 per cent of imports, or that the trade deficit fluctuates 
between 50-25 per cent of imports. For the rest of the 32 years, 
20 per cent, or lS years, the deficit fluctuates between 50-75 per cent 
of imports; and 15 per cent, or only l4 years, exports range bet....men 
75-100 per cent of imports. Before 1850, and as early as lB33, exports 
also ranged for most of these years behreen 50-75 per cent of imports •1 
In the past, therefore, under normal conditions the trade deficit of 
Greece has been between 50-25 per cent of imports. 
Trade deficit in absolut e real terms . Chart l shows the trade 
deficit in absolute real terms. Hov.rever , the semi-logarithmic scale of 
the chart does not clearly shov/ the magnitude of the deficit. This is 
l. C. A. Doxiadis et al., A Plan for the Survival of the Greek Nation, 
Publication of the i.\iinistry of Reconstruction ( Series A, No. 32; 
Athens: Pyrsos, Inc., 1947), I, 225. 
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TABLE l. FIVW~YE-~ AVERAGES OF T?JffiE DEFICIT, 1851- 1952 
(In millions of U. S. dollars; 1947-49 purchasing power) 
Aver age Average 
Peri od Yearly Period Yearly 
Deficit. Defici t 
l . 1851-1855 3 . 2 ll. l90l-l905 13 . 7 
2. 1856-1860 3 . 8 12. 1906-1910 7 . 9 
3 . lS6l -lS65 6 . 2 13. 1911-1915 16 .6 
4 . 1866-1870 8. 4 14. 1916-1920 140 . 8 
5. 1871-1875 8 .3 15. 1921-1925 86 .0 
6 . 1876-1880 10 . 2 16. 1926-1930 101.2 
7 . lSSl-1885 12.1 17 . 1931-1935 62 . 4 
s. l SS6-lS90 6 .9 lS. 1936-1940 60 . 7 
9 . 1891-1895 7 . 6 19 . 1946-1950 365 . 6 
10 . 1896-1900 10. 2 20 . 1951-1952 250 . 0 
Source: Computed from Table 3 in Appendix. 
presented in Table 1 at five-year averages in millions of 1947-49 dol-
lars for the period 1851-1952. Since the 1850's, the yearly average of 
the trade deficit has gro~m from 3.5 to 63 .0 in the 1930's, to 
307.8 million dollars in the post-war years . 
C. Nature of the Trade Balance 
The previous quantitative analysis of the trade dependence and 
the chronic deficit of Greece poses several questions . What is the 
nature of this dependence? In other words, if this dependence is the 
combined function of population growth and scale of living in relation 
to domestic resources, along what lines has foreign trade developed 
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through international division of labor? In addition to this secular 
evolution of the trade dependence, ha s this persistent trade disequilib-
rium been subject to influences from cyclical fluctuations in inter-
national trade? How has the chroni c trade deficit been met? In this 
section an investigation will be made in order to answer the above 
questions. 
Composition of the trade balance. In order to present this 
composition, the yearly ma jor imports and exports for the period 
1925-34 have been grouped into five categories. They are shown in 
Table 2. This period was selected for several reasons: It falls a few 
years after the l ast ma jor territorial exp~nsion of Greece and mass 
immigration. It encompasses prosperity as well as depression years. 
Although imports during the first five years of the period are likely 
to be higher than normally expected because of the loans \vhich Greece 
received at that t:iJne for sett lement of refugees and economic readjust-
ment, the first seven years of the period represent conditions closer 
to free international trade. However, it was deemed that t he sample 
would be more representative if a couple of years were included after 
the establishment of trade and exchange controls in early 1932. 
The principal criterion for classifying i mports has been their 
relative importance in satisfying human needs. Exports, on the other 
hand, were grouped according to their value importance i n trade. Greek 
government statistics present an itemized list from 323 to 254 major 
imports and from 63 to 46 major exports in terms of their value. These 
52. 
TABLE 2. PER CENT CCl'lPOSITION OF TRADE BAT ... ANCE, 1925-1934 
Imp o r t s ,E Xpo r t s 
Per Cent Per Cent 
Class Class 
Designation Absolute Cumulative Designation Absolute Cumulative 
1. Foodstuff sa 36 36 1. Tobacco 49 
2. Textilesb 18 54 2. Currant sf 23 
3. Fuelsc 9 63 3. Alcoholic 7 
Beveragesg 
4. Industrial 20 83 4. Olive oil, 7 
Productsd olives 
5. Unclassifiede 17 100 5. Unclassifiedh 14 
rviillions of 1947-49 (184.1) Millions of 1947-49 
dollars dollars 
aincludes t he live animals W.1.ich ultimat ely may be used as food. 
bRaw materials, hides, their finished and semi-finished products . 
cAll mineral oils and coal. 
<\rachinery, engines, rolling stock, instruments, appliances, · tools, 
chemicals, chemical products, paper, paper products. 
49 
72 
79 
86 
100 
( 96.4) 
eLive animals for driving po\,rer, miscellaneous items which individually 
have small value, some luxury products, minor items which are not 
mentioned in the itemized list of imports. 
f Also r aisins, other dry f r uits.. 
gPr i.nci pall y \'lines . 
hrn addition to minor items, ~nich are not mentioned in the classified 
list of exports: 3 .6 per cent for textile r aw mat erials and products, 
2.2 per cent resinous and chEmical products, 1.8 per cent metals and 
ores. 
Source: Tables 4 and 5, eels. 12, in Appendix. 
1 
were grouped in five classes. 
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The composition of the trade balance, shown in Table 2, clearly 
depicts the nature of the trade dependence of the Greek economy. The 
three top classes of major imports consist of merchandise Which satis-
fies basic necessities of life. They represent about 63 per cent of 
the total imports. On the other side of the ledger, the three top 
classes of major exports are semi-luxur.y commodities, which represent 
79 per cent of the total exports. The bargaining position of the Greek 
economy is further dDninished by the fact that for the years 1925-29 
t he ratio of items which are considered by Greek government statistics 
as ma jor imports to the items designated as major exports is 5 to 1. 
During the depression years this ratio becomes almost 6 to 1. In 
addition, half a dozen exportable agricultural commodities - tobacco, 
raisins, currants, grape wines, olives, and olive oil - make up nearly 
SO per cent of the total exports. The Greek economy may almost be 
considered a monoculture. Finally, as merchandise i mports and exports 
2 . 
comprise less than 1 per cent of the world trade, Greece appears to be 
a small buyer and sell er, unable to influence prices in the ~rld 
market. 
1. See Tables 4 ~~d 5 in Appendix, which show yearly import s and 
exports, r espectively, in 1947-49 U.S. dollars. 
2. Supra, p. 43. 
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From the viewpoint of population-resources relationship, it 
appears that over the decades the count~ has been short of meeting her 
i mport requirements by developing her resources and thus increasing her 
exports. The trade disequilibrium has acquired a secular character. 
Furthermore, the composition of the trade balance points to a possible 
cyclical trade disequilibrium which, with the increasing external 
dependence, was superimposed over the secular one and gradually became 
more ~nportant during the depression years of the 1930 1s. In order to 
show the existence of such cyclical trade disequilibrium, an investiga-
tion of the relative elasticity of imports and exports will follow 
presently. 
Relatively inelastic visible imports and elastic exports. Her-
chandise import and export elasticities may be measured either in their 
total value or by computing the elasticities of certain major importable 
and exportable comnodities. Praiseworthy attempts have been made by 
1 
the application of both methods. However, such studies, besides having 
1. T. C. Chang's previously mentioned study on i mports is suggestive 
on this point. Another article of his deals with exports: "A Sta-
tistical Note on World Demand for Exports," The Review of Economics 
and Statistics, XXX (Hay, 1948), 106-116. Similar studies were done 
by J. Tinbergen, "Some Heasurements of Elasticities of Substitu-
tion, 11 The Review of Economic Statistics, XXVI II (August, 1946), 
109-ll6; and F. B. Horner, "Elasticity of Demand for the Exports of 
a Single Count~, 11 The Revie>'l of Economics and Statistics, XXXIV 
(November, 1952), 326-342. 
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1 
serious limitations, attempt to measure partial elasticities, which 
Jni ght be needed for other investigations but which hardly serve the 
purpose at hand. The objective here is to present the relative fluctu-
ations of total export receipts and import expenditures through time. 
Thus imports and exports appear as the revenue effect of all partial 
elasticities combined. In addition, partial elasticities of both ex-
ports a.nd imports may be relatively elastic or inelastic, yet there may 
be considerable difference in the fluctuations of export receipts and 
import expenditures. It is this relative position which is most 
import ant here • 
The inter-war period is neither sufficiently long nor norrr~l in 
some respects, especially with the introduction of trade restrictions 
in 1932, to show the relative fluctuations of export receipts and i mport 
expenditures . Instead, the period 1881-1912 has been considered suit-
able for our purpose. It covers t hirty-two years, the greatest number 
of years between any two major territorial acquisitions of Greece, and 
therefore likely to encompass at least two complete business cycles. 
Although the value of the trade balance is not as great as during the 
inter-war years, it averages 54.7 million dollars during the first 
decade and 69.4 million dollars during the last ten years of the period. 
1. J. J. Polak, 11Note on the Heasurement of Elasticity of Substitution 
in International Trade, 11 The Review of Economics and Statistics , 
XXXII (February, 1950) , 16-20; and Tinbergen 1 s "A Reply," op. cit., 
pp. 20-21. 
TABLE 3. ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE DISPERSION OF YEARLY INPORTS 
AND EXPORTS, 1881-1912 
(u.s. dollars, 1947-49 = 100; stabilized drachmas, 1928 : 100) 
Average Standard 
56. 
Deviation Deviation Coefficient 
Item of Variation 
Million Million 
Dollars Drachmas Dollars Drachmas Per cent 
(1) (2) (3) 
Imports 3.7 210 4.4 247 12.7 
Exports 4.3 243 5.5 309 21.9 
Source: Computed from Table 6, cols. 1 and 4, in Appendix. 
Finally, it is relatively free from trade controls which may seriously 
affect trade fluctuations or render such an investigation fruitless. 
One method of achieving this end is to compare the measures of 
dispersion of yearly import and export values. Table 3 shows these 
measures. It is interesting to note that average and standard devia-
tions, which measure absolute dispersion, are higher for exports than 
for imports. Over the years 1881-1912 variations of yearly exports 
have been 116 per cent for average deviation and 125 per cent for 
standard deviation over the same variations for yearly imports. How-
ever, the coefficient of variation was computed to measure relative 
dispersion because the arithmetic means of import and export time 
series differ. The same Table 3 shm.,rs that the coefficient of varia-
tion for exports is 72 per cent greater over the coefficient for imports. 
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These coefficient s of variation, which express simply the standard 
deviation as per cent of the arithmetic mean for each time series, 
clearly indi·cate that yearly export receipts have fluctuated relatively 
greater than yearly iw~ort expenditures. 
The relative fluctuations of imports and exports are shown 
graphically in Chart 3, which presents the deviations of the two time 
series as per cent of their straight-line trend.1 Hith the exception 
of or~y two years, 1gg2 and 1g93, which should not be considered 
2 
normal, export deviations are markedly greater than deviations of 
i mports from their respective trends. 
Cyclical behavior of classified merchandise imports and exports. 
In relation to the findings in Chart 3 and the coefficients of varia-
tion, the composition of the trade balance may strongl y suggest that 
i mports relative inelasticity has principally arisen out of low cross 
or substitute elasticity of the imported commodities. Expo-rts relative 
elasticity, on the other hand, has been primarily the effect of high 
income elasticity of the 1t1orld demand for Greek exports. St arting from 
1. Straight-line trend values were obtained by method of least squares. 
2. The abnormally high imports of the year 18g2 are presumably connected 
with the annexation of Thessaly in 1gg1, while unusually low imports 
in 1g93 are seemingly due to the financial difficulties of the country 
which eventually led to default. In 1893 public debt service "ras ' 
56 per cent of revenue. Dem. Georgiades, La Gr~ce ~conomigue et fin-
anci~re en 1g93 (Paris: Guillaumin et cie., Libraires, 1g93), p. 57. 
Also, P. Karolides, Contem ora Histor of Greeks and Other Pea le 
of Hiddle East from 1821 to 1921 Athens: Alex Vitsikounakis, 1929), 
VII, 309-312. 
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these propositions, this trade disequilibrating relationship should have 
been preserved or further aggravated during the inter-war period. The 
influx of hundreds of thousands of refugees and higher net birth rates 
ought to have reinforced imports inelasticity through the increasing 
trade dependence of the Greek economy. In addition, the gro~dng volume 
of world trade and importance of busine ss cycles may have had an equally 
strong effect by resulting in higher exports income elasticity. It was 
already sho~m in Chart 2 and Table 1 that the trade deficit increased 
both absolutely and percentagewise in the inter-war years. However, a 
closer scrutiny of the trade balance is needed to sho~r clearly how and 
to what extent imports and exports have contributed to this trade 
disequilibrium. This will be done by demonstrating the cyclical be-
havior of the classified parts of the trade balance. 
It has already been pointed out that the inter-~rar period is 
not quite free of abnormal conditions which may seriously change the 
expected pattern of behavior of the trade balance. During the 1920's 
Greece received refugee loans, which have somewhat swelled t he volume 
of imports. Aft e r the imposition of trade controls in 1932~ the trade 
balance was less and less subject to i nfluences from forces working in 
a freer international trade. For these two main r easons the prosperity 
years 1929-30 and the depression years 1932-33 were selected with the 
understanding that the trade controls and regulations did not bring 
about their full results until after 1933 and that a small part of the 
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TABLE . 4. CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF CLASSIFIED MERCHANDI SE ll\1PORTS, 
SELECTIVE . YEARS 
Decrease (-) or Increase (f) 
over 1929-30 
Class 1929-30 1932-33 
Designation Per cent Per cent Millions 
Current Dollars 
(1) (2) (3) 
1. Foodstuffs 36 34 -(32.2) 
2. Textiles 17 1$ -(13.4) 
3. Fuels $ 9 -( 6.0) 
4. Industrial 
products 21 20 -(19.0) 
5. Unclassified lS . 19 -(14.4) 
6. Total 100 100 ••• 
Nillions Current 
Dollars (156.5) (71.5) -(S5.0) 
Source: Table 4, cols. 5-6, S-9, in Appendix. 
1 
refugee loans was spent after 1929. 
Per cent 
(4) 
-57 
-51 
-49 
-57 
-52 
• •• 
-54 ., 
The classi fied Dnport expenditures are shown in Table 4. From 
1. This refers to the 2.5 million pound sterlings , or about 12. 2 mil-
l i on gol d dol l ars which were l oaned by t he Uni ted States government 
in l"ay, 1929, and turned over t o t he Refugees Settlement Commission 
exclusi vel y for refugee settlement work . The R. S. C. was liquidated 
at the end of 1930 . League of Nations , The Learoe of Nations 
Reconstruct ion Schemes in t he Inter-War Period ~~neva: League of 
Nations Publications, 1945) , pp. 79- SO. 
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the prosperity to the depression period total i mports fall by 54 per 
cent. Yet the per cent composition of classified i mports does not 
change appreciably. In sequence, the per cent decline in each class is 
rather uniform, ranging from 3 per cent above to 5 per cent below the 
total fall. This m1iform behavior is contrary to the expectation that 
foodstuffs should have shown a relatively higher inelasticity; rather 
does this class witness the highest fall percentagewise and, together 
with industrial products, comprises more than one-third of the decline 
in all imports. This unusual fall is due both to an exceptionally 
good crop in 1933 and to the policy of economic autarchy, which pai d 
special attention to decreasing the country's dependence on foodstuffs 
from abroad. The available index of agricultural production (1928 = 100) 
shows that production remained at 98.5 in 1929-30. It jumped to 149 in 
1 1932-33. The fall in imports of industrial products is equally high, 
although the results of economic protectionism on industrial production 
were not immediately felt as in agriculture.2 
l. The index shows the follm.Ung changes: 1929 = 97, 1930 = 100, 
1931 = 95, 1932 = 132, 1933 = 166. High Economic Board, The Greek 
Economy in the Year 1938 (Athens: Pyrsos, Inc., 1939), pp. 6-7. 
2. The index (1928 = 100) is as follows: 1929 = 102, 1930 = 105, 
1932 = 103, 1933 = 112. Ibid., p. 32. 
TABLE 5. CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF CLASSIFIED MERCHANDISE EXPORTS, 
SELECTIVE YEARS 
62. 
Decrease (-) or Increase (f) 
over 1929-30 
Class 1929-30 1932-33 
Designation Per Cent Per Cent Hillions 
Current Dollars Per Cent 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
1. Tobacco 57 35 -(32.S) -69 
2. Currants 19 31 -( 3.1) -19 
3. Alcoholic 
beverages 7 6 -( 3.7) -62 
4. Olive oil, olives 5 13 f( .9) f2l 
5. Unclassified 12 15 -( 3.7) -37 
6. Total 100 100 ..... . .... 
Millions Current 
Dollars ( 83.7) (39 .5) -(44.2) 
-53 
Source: Table 5, cols. 5-6, S-9, in Appendix. 
The analysis of classified exports, sho~m in Table 5, reveals 
more clearly the nature of the trade disequilibrium. Although during 
the depression years total exports declined by 53 per cent, 1 per cent 
less than imports, the percentage composition of classified exports 
changed markedly. The per cent shares of tobacco and alcoholic bever-
ages fell, vmile the shares of the other three classes, especially 
currants and olive oil, rose. Consequently, the per cent decline of 
each export class ranges from 16 per cent above in tobacco to 34 per cent 
below in currants over the fall of total exports. In addition, the 
monoculture character of the Greek economy is supported by the fact that 
as much as 74 per cent of the total fall came from tobacco. 
The greater decline of imports over exports, 54 against 51, 
does not invalidate the previous measures of dispersion. Rather does 
it supplement the previous investigation by demonstrating the cyclical 
behavior of a classified trade balance. Furthermore, it shows that 
new developments have considerably obscured the cyclical pattern in the 
inter-war years. In addition to the fact that part of the refugee 
loans, which Greece received in the 1920's, was spent directly on 
imports in 1929-30,1 the year 1932 marks the beginning of a vigorous 
policy for economic protectionism, having as a primar,y objective the 
reduction of the trade deficit and dependence through development of 
domestic natural resources. This policy has alreaqy begun to alter the 
composition of the trade balance. Whether it has succeeded in effect-
ively combating the depression effects on national income and in raising 
the scale of living will be the subject of a later investigation. 2 
Secular developments and the effect of World War II on merchan-
dise exports. During the inter-war years cyclical factors assumed a 
1. See n. 1 on p. 60. 
2. Chap. VI. 
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greater importance in the trade disequilibrium, although in the long 
run secular developments were by far more important. Despite terri-
torial gains in the 1910's, which more than doubled the old areas of 
Greece, the ratio of population to natural resources was kept low, as 
the new lands were already well populated. Ample evidence exists to 
support the view that during the inter-war years this ratio was further 
lowered b.Y rapid population growth. 
Closely connected with these secular .developments were the 
changes which the Greek econo~ sustained with regard to her position 
in the world production of currants-raisins and oriental tobacco. 
During the inter-war years Greece's monopolistic position in the 
production of currants-raisins was virtually lost. · From as high as 
76 per cent before World War I, Greece's output of the two products 
fell as low as 26 per cent of world production in·· the late 1930's •1 
1. In 1909-13 Greek output of currants averaged 15S,35S tons, or 
9S per cent, of world production; in 1926-30 it fell to 133,935 
tons, or 90 per cent; and in 1935-39 it further declined to 
126,655 tons, or S6 per cent, of the world total. This rather 
moderate decline becomes far more significant when world produc-
tion of currants is combined with that of raisins. The two pro-
ducts are ver,r close, if not perfect, substitutes, and for practical 
purposes they constitute one market. World production of the two 
commodities jumped from 391,1Sl tons in 1909-13 to 629,765 tons in 
1935-39, or by 61 per cent. However, this increase came entirely 
from the production of raisins, while currants output actually 
declined by about 9 per cent, from 162,033 tons in 1909-13 to 14S,l33 
tons in 1935-39. Although Greece's output of raisins kept up with 
the world output, her output of the two commodities combined fell 
by approximately 9 per cent. The decline came entirely from her 
production of currants. Her share in the world output of the two 
(Continued on next page) 
Yet they hold the second position as single products, comprising 
16 per cent of total Greek merchandise exports in 1 926-30.1 
In the place of the declining currants-raisins, tobacco, another 
specialty product, became of greater i mportance in t he inter-v~-ar years . 
Before World VIar I most of the tobacco production was consumed domes-
tically, although some was exported. v'Jith the annexation of 11acedonia 
and Thrace in the 1910 1 s, par excellence oriental tobacco-producing 
regions, and the influx of refugees, who were specialized in t he pro-
duction of this commodity, tobacco became t he first e2..rportable commodity 
and occupied a unique position in the Greek economy with nine-tenths of 
total output exported. Throughout the inter-war years Greece hel d the 
first position in the production of oriental tobacco, with a sl ight 
2 
decline of her share in the late 1930's. 
( Continued from preceding page) 
products was s har ply reduced from as high as 76 per cent in 1909-13 
to 28 per cent in 1926-30 and 26 per cent in 1935-39 . Since the l ate 
1920's California has acquired f i rst position as a singl e producer 
with 222,194 tons of raisins, or about 34 per cent of "rorld product ion 
for the two products in 1926-30, with Greece occupying the second 
world position. Chr. Evelpidis, The Greek A riculture: Economic and 
Social Aspects (Athens: Greek Publishing Company, Inc., 1944 • Table 
on p. 72. 
1. Coraputed from Greek Government Statistics. 
2. Besides Greece, Bulgaria and Turkey are the major producers of orien-
tal tobacco. The combined yearly exports amounted to 73,040 tons in 
1920-24, 110,663 tons in 1925-29, 87,655 tons in 1 930-34, and 105,492 
tons in 1935-39, 1-rlth Greece sharing 41.9, 44.9, 45.6, and 42.6 per 
cent of the total output, respectively. The remaining exports vrere 
shared by the other two producers, with Turkey having exported 
32 per cent and Bulgaria 25.4 per cent in 1935-39. Evelpi dis , 
op . cit. Table on p . 55. 
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TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF PRE-vJAR AND P ST-V.J.AR CLASSIFIED VISIBLE EXPORTS, 
SELECTIVE YEARS 
(Absolute figures in millions 1947-49 U. S. dollars)a 
Itemb 
1937-38 1951-52 1951-52 
• 
. 
Per Cent Dollars Per Cent Dollars 1937- 38 (1) (2) (3 ) 
1 . Tobacco 48 (69.3) 42 (41.4) 60 
2. Currants 15 (21.1) 19 (18.6) 88 
3. Alcoholic beverages 4 ( 5.7) 3 ( 2.5) 44 
4. Olive oil, olives 7 (10.5) 3 c 3.0) 29 
5. Other 26 (36.7) 33 (32.8) 89 
6. Total 100 (143.3) 100 ( 98.3 ) 69 
aFor method of converting original values see Note 2 in Appendix. 
bThe classes of visible exports are the same as the ones used previously, 
Tables ~ and .5, with the only difference that currants include raisins, 
but other fruits are included in Class 5. 
Sources: (1} Greek Government St atistics; (2) National Bank of 
Greece, Report for 1949, Part II, p. 44; (3) International 1lonetary Fund, 
International Financial Statistics (August, 1953), p. 184. 
Furthermore, Greek merchandise exports have sustained heavy 
losses during World War II. The fall in exports is shown in Table 6, 
which compares the pre-war 1937-38 with the post-war 1951-52 classified 
exports. Post- war total exports comprised only 69 per cent of the 
1937-38 average . ~far and its afte:nnath has contributed to this low 
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post-war level of exports in several ways. Old markets for Greek pro-
ducts were gained by other competing suppliers. The market conditions 
for oriental tobacco are particularly significant on this point. Greece 
does not seem to have reached her pre-·w-ar first position on the exports 
1 
of this important product. other markets were partly or totally lost 
2 because of post-war political developments. Restrictions on i mports by 
certain pre-war buyers of Greek products such as currants-raisins and 
wines have been equally important.3 In addition, Table 6 suggests that 
l. In 1949 Greece exported slightly over 28,000 tons of tobacco, repre-
senting not more than 64 per cent of her 1935-39 average. During the 
same year Turkey exported 49,500 tons, practically all the 1949 crop, 
which represents a 44 per cent increase over her pre-war average. 
National Bank of Greece, Report for 1949, Part II, 35-36. This situa-
tion on Greek tobacco exports has persisted up to 1951 because of un-
favorable prices and low market demand. Bank of Greece, Report for 
1951, p. 35. However, a slight improvement in tobacco sales was 
observed in 1952. International Honetary Fund, op. cit. ( August, 
1953), p. 84. 
2. Divided Germany presents an outstanding example in this respect. 
Pre-war Germany was the first single buyer of Greek exports, absorb-
ing in 1937-38 about 36 per cent of total exports. The post-Y.rar 
share of West Germany has been slightly over 10 per cent in 1949. 
Despite 1vest Germany's fast economic recovery, this share in 1951 
approxL~ted 20 per cent of total Greek exports, slightly more than 
half of the pre-war levels. National Bank of Greece, Report for 
1949, Part II, 44; and International Iv1onetary Fund, op . cit. 
(November, 1952), p. 150. 
3. N~aely, Great Britain on currants-raisins and France on Greek 
w~es. National Bank of Greece, Report for 1949, Part II, 45. How-
ever, some improvement on exports of currants-raisins since 1949 is 
indicated in Table 6. 
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Greece :made little progress in reducing her monoculture type economy, 
with the exception of exports of mineral ores, which seem to account 
for the relatively higher increase ( 89 per cent) of other post-war 
exports over pre->var levels. 
D. Nature of the Current Balance of Payments 
A chronic trade deficit is neither unusual nor economically 
unsound if invisible exports are large enough to meet that deficit. 
Furthermore, large non-merchandise exports may moderate the monocul-
ture character of the Greek economy and show a shift of economic 
activity to other lines of production. Therefore, an analysis of the 
nature of the balance of payments on current account is needed for a 
full appreciation of the country's trade dependence. 
Composition of the current balance of payments. This is shov.rn 
for 1929-32 in Table 7. Invisible exports are slightly larger than 
merchandise exports, largely because of the relatively greater decline 
of visible exports during 1931-32. During the inter-war years invisible 
1 
exports ranged from 40 to 50 per cent of the current balance. Four 
major items comprise as much as 90 per cent of total invisible exports, 
emigrant remittances, shipping, tourism and earnings of Greek capital 
1. This percentage was 48 in 1929, the earliest year for ~1ich statis-
tics on the balance of payments became available, and 41 in 1935. 
Computed from Greek Government Statistics. 
TABLE 7. PER CEIIJT CO:i:,IPOSI TION OF THE CUPJiENT BALANCE OF PAYlvffiNTS, 
AVERAGE 1929-32 
Account 
1. Visible items 
2. Invisible items 
3. Current payments 
(Rows 1 .f 2) 
4. Surplus (.f), deficit (-) 
5. Capital movements, 
monetary gold 
6. Balance of payments 
(Rows 3 t 5) 
Hillions of 1947-49 dollars 
Source: Table 7, col. 5, in Appendix. 
Exports 
Credit 
(.f) 
37 
40 
77 
23 
100 
(261.3) 
Imports 
Debit 
(-) 
70 
22 
92 
-15 
8 
100 
(261.3) 
abroad. The rest represent public debt payments in Greece, interest 
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of the banks' deposits abroad, and the account of the Greek government. 
Against these non-merchandise exports stand three major items: the 
trade deficit, earnings of foreign capital in Greece, and public debt 
service charges payable abroad. In addition, insurance premiwns, 
expenses of Greeks traveling abroad, and expenditures of the Greek 
government abroad 1nake up the rest of the debit side of the current 
balance of payments. For most of the years since Greece bec~~e an 
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independent nation (1821-28), the balance remained unfavorable. This 
chronic deficit on payments was met by borrowing from abroad. 
The influx of foreign capital into Greece will be discussed 
later in subsequent chapters. With regard .to the composition of the 
current balance of payments the following may be observed here. Over 
a period of time invisible exports have assumed increasing importance, 
absolutely and percentagel'rise, over merchandise exports. On the one 
hand, this development moderates the monoculture type of the Greek 
econo~y by introducing new lines of pr oduction, namely, services; on 
the other hand, it strongl y indicat es the low ratio of population to 
natural resources. In the relative scarcity of the latter the surplus 
population seeks services as means for its support. The analysis of 
important invisible exports is taken up in turn. 
Cyclical and secular behavior of individual invisible exports . 
In comparison with merchandise exports , total invisible exports present 
t hemselves with equally great cyclical fluctuations. During the 
depression of the 1930's the decline of invisible exports, shmm in 
Table 8, cols. l and 2, is almost equal to the fall in merchandise 
1 exports. In addition, the depression effect is shovm here to be of 
longer duration. Invisible exports fall and do not recover, remaining 
throughout the 1930 ' s at approximately half the 1929-30 level. Off hand, 
1. Supra, Table 5, col. 3. 
TABLE $ . CYCLICAL AND SECULAR BEHAVIOR OF INDIVIDUAL I NVISIBLE EXPORTS, 
PRE-1-Jtu-q AND POST-I•!AR SELECTIVE YEARS 
(11illions of current U.S. dollars)a 
1929-30 1932-33 1937-38 1950 
Exports 
Item Base Dollars Per cent Dollars Per cent Dollars Per cent Dollars (1) (2) (3) (4) 
--
1. Enigrants 1 remittances 100 (39.3) 42 (16.4) 50 (19.6) 36 (14.3) 
2. Shipping 100 ( 4.4) 104 ( 4.6) 152 ( 6.6) 386 (17.0) 
3. Tourism 100 ( 5.9) 139 ( 8.2) 8$ ( 5.2) 82 ( 4. B) 
4. Earnings of Greek 
capital 100 (20.6) 45 ( 9.3) 30 c 6.1) 4 ( .8) 
5. Other 100 (12.0) 24 ( 2.9) 33 ( 3.9) 122 (14. 7) 
- -
6. Total 100 (82 .2) 50 (41.4) 50 (4J..4) 63 ( 51.6) 
aFor converting original figures into current dollars see Note · 8~ in Appendix. 
Sources: (1) Greek Government Statistics; (2) G. Charitakis et al., Econonuc Yearbook of Greece: 
1937 (Athens: S. K. Vlastos, 1938), Part II, pp. 199, 309-11; (3) Bankof Greece, Reports for 1938 -.J 
and 1950. t-' 
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post-war recover,y seems to be by far more encouraging than that of 
1 
merchandise exports. As early as 1950 invisible exports surpass (by 
24 per cent) the 1937-38 level. However, this increase is to a large 
extent relative in view of the fact that the pre-war level of invisible 
exports remains low and the 1950 11 other11 exports include items like 
expenses of foreign missions and similar accounts which are the result 
of large post-war foreign aid to Greece and for present purposes should 
be eliminated. Furthermore, a closer investigation will reveal more 
clearly the cyclical and secular behavior of certain individual exports. 
Emigrants' remittances are as old a source of income as the 
continuous out-migration movement from the Greek peninsula which has 
taken place for centuri?s• Since the Vlfar of Independence, income 
earned by Greeks abroad has been flo>dng into the countr.y either in the 
form of remittances for the support of kin at home, or large contribu-
tions by national benefactors, or savings carried in by the repatriating 
emigrants. This source of income assumed increasing importance for the 
country since the end of the nineteenth centur,y after overseas emigra-
tion, predominantly to the United States of America, began on a large 
scale. Except for the abnormally high emigration income received 
1. Supra, Table 6, col. 3. 
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l during the year 1919-21, the 1929-30 annual average at 39 million 
current dollars, shown in Table 8, represents the rate of flow which 
prevailed during most of the 1920's. Income from emigrants' remittances 
presents clear signs of a secular decline in addition to cyclical flue-
tuations. This income never reaches the 1929-30 average, and the post-
war annual average is lower than that of the pre-war, excluding large 
post-war contributions in kind. 
Earnings of the Greek merchant marine are an equally old source 
of income. Services of sea transportation are remnants of the co1nmer-
cial capitalism which once flourished among the Greek states of anti-
quity, especially Athens, and bec&~e the economic basis of the ancient 
Greek civilization. Since Greek independence, shipping has been an 
important national source of income, according to the generally accepted 
fact that shipping is the business of a country with poor natural re-
sources. Earnings from sea transportation, shown in Table 8, indicate 
a clear anticyclical behavior. After a small setback in 1933, Greek 
shipping successfully weathered the depression, as steady increases in 
number of ships and tonnage indicate. 2 Post-war conditions have had 
1. Under the fervor of rising patriotism thousands of emi grants 
returned to Greece and joined the Greek army in its campaign in 
Asia Minor. Emigration income was flowing in at the yearly rate 
of 85.2 million 1928 dollars. Computed from Greek Government 
Statistics. 
2. Bank of Greece, Report for 1933, pp. 41-42; and Lloyd's P~gister 
of Shipping Book: Appendix, 1950 (London, 1950), Section 8, p. 18. 
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adverse effects both on the nlli~ber of ships carr,ying the Greek flag and 
l 
their tonnage vrhich, until 1950, were below pre-war levels. In add-
ition, during the first half of 1950, before the Korean war, a slack in 
sea transportation occurred. Yet, post-war shipping earnings were by 
far gr eater than pre-war earnings, a reflection of the fact that the 
largest part of t he shipping ovmed by Greeks, although not carFfing 
the Greek flag, was manned by Greek crews. 2 
Tourism, the third important source of income, shows, paradox-
ically enough, anticyclical behavior (Table S). However, post-v;ar 
earnings from the tourist trade in 1950 remained below pre-war levels. 
To some extent post-war tourism is expected to be a substitute for 
emigrants' remittances, and earni ngs from that source may have increased 
considerably after 1950. 
l. In 1949-50 there were about 332 steamers and motorships registered 
under the Greek flag, totaling.approximately 1.320 million tons and 
constituting 55 and 72 per cent, respectively, of the pre-war 
1938-39 registration of 608 ships and 1.863 million total gross 
tonnage. Bank of Greece, Report for 1950, p. 116. 
2. According to private sources, at the end of 1948 Greek shipping 
under foreign registry nmnbered 573 ships with 3.535 million gross 
tons. National Bank of Greece, Report for 1949, Part II, 72. 
This was 73 per cent greater in number of ships and 128 per cent 
over the Greek registry tonnage of 1949-50, thus depriving the 
country of much needed revenue. 
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Earnings of Greek capital abroad, shown in Table 8, are cycli-
cally affected to a serious extent during the 1930 1 s, falling to a 
negligible amount in 1950. The rather large pre-war earnings of Grsek 
capital abroad may be considered as a sure indication of the preference 
in foreign investments and l a ck of confidence in the economic future of 
Greece. The post-war virtual loss of this source of income may be due 
partly to the loss of this capital. It is more likely, ho..,..rever, that 
it may be due to ew~gration to other countries of the recipients of 
capital earnings . 
L11. closing the discussion on invisible exports, it ;nay be 
pointed out that non-merchandise exports moderate the monoculture 
character of the Greek economy . By no means, hmv-ever, does this moder-
ation decisively meet the economic problem of Greece . Exports in 
general are below the level needed to support the population of Greece at 
accustomed pre-war scale of living . To a lesser extent, these foreign 
revenues are adequate to allow sufficient savings for continuing the 
developmental program which started with post-v~r foreign aid. 
E. Summary and Dis cussion of Findings 
In this chapter a further investigation into the population-
resources relationship is made by conducting a statistical analysis of 
the extent and nature of Greece's dependence on foreign trade since the 
tvar of Independence (1821-28) . In terms of per capita trade and 
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propensity to trade, Greece's dependence on foreign trade is one of the 
highest in the world. A close cor relat ion between population increase 
and rising trade dependence shows that the population-resources rela-
tionshi p did not improve, despite repeated territorial acquisitions . 
Evidence reveals that most of this increase in trade was necessary for 
the support of a gro'dng population at an almost stationary scale of 
living . 
The gro>dng chronic trade deficit may indicate a persistent 
imbalance betv.reen population and domestic resources. Over the decades 
Greece has been unable to meet her import requirements for foodstuffs 
by not developing her resources and thus increasing her visible ex-
ports. This trade deficit was met with invisible exports, i<.'ili ch 
gradually increased in i mportance, and borrowing . Yet, the chronic 
trade deficit i ndicates that Greece has never passed the borrowing 
stage in her economic relations with the outside world . 
The secular char acter of the trade deficit was followed by a 
cyclical trade disequilibriwn. Measurements show that visible exports 
are relat ively elastic and visible imports relatively inelastic. I·Jith 
the passing of years the cyclical disequi librium vias superimposed on 
the secular trade deficit and asswned a greater i mportance in the 
inter-war years . Furthermore, the monoculture t y pe of economy, evi-
denced by the f a ct that tuo semi-luxury export com.1nodities - tobacco 
and currants - constitute more than two-thirds of the total pre-i,vorld 
~far II visible exports, accentuates this cyclical disequilibrium. The 
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rise of invisible exports moderates somei,!hat the monoculture character 
of the Greek econo~f, yet the cyclical effects extend to the balance of 
payments because invisible exports also show cyclical behavior. 
Finally, the importance of trade dependence is further increased because 
of the fact that Greece is a small buyer and seller in world trade and 
consequently unable to exercise any control on prices in the world 
market. 
l-vorld viar II and its aftermath, apart from widespread destruc-
tion, created some unfavorable conditions for Greek trade. Old markets 
for Greek products, especially tobacco, were acquired by other pro-
ducers or partially lost because of post-war political developments. 
Furthermore, the post-war attempt tmrard economic development has made 
little progress in reducing Greece's monoculture type of economy. Emi-
grant remittances show clear signs of secular decline, although earnings 
from the post-war tourist trade are expected to make up somewnat for 
the loss. The largest part of the shipping owned by Greek nationals, 
despite its post-i'lar phenomenal growth, does not operate under the 
Greek flag and thus deprives the count~ of much needed revenue. 
This high trade dependence of the Greek economy seriously limits 
the prospects for economic development, as the balance of payments is a 
restricting factor on the size of the investment progrrun. In view of 
this fact, the population factor assumes paramount importance and may 
spell the degree of success or failure in any attempt to raise the 
scale of living in Greece. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE PERIOD OF MIGRATORY MOVEMENTS: 1828-1920 
A. Introduction 
The previous analysis show that the extent and nature of 
dependence on foreign trade imposes strict limitations on the size of 
the investment program and the possibilities for economic development. 
However, no conclusive opinion with regard to these possibilities may 
be expressed unless an investigation of the past performance of the 
Greek econoJey is .undertaken. 
From the long-run viewpoint the present economic problem of 
Greece is the accumulation of changes in natural resources, population 
moven:ents, technological improvements, and institutional arrangements. 
If the present situation is to be appraised and definite views cr.ystal-
ized, the past performance of the Greek econoJey' should be investigated. 
How have natural resources affected population movements? What impact 
have technological changes had on the welf-are of the Greek econoJey'? 
Of what importance have external factors been in radically altering 
population patterns, depriving the country of part of her resources, . 
and eventually causing serious and chronic dislocations? 
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The answer to these and similar questions may throw more light 
on the nature of the Greek economic problem and its sources. They may 
reveal the conditions and forces which give evidence of the presence of 
demographic disequilibrium. Finally, they may lead to the conclusion 
that a positive population stabilization policy is needed for increas-
ing the prospects for establishing demographic equilibrium conditions. 
Since the War of Independence, the territory of modern Greece 
has increased by repeated territorial acquisitions. At the same time, 
the population of Greece has increased because of the well populated 
new territories, large in-migration, and high birth rates. 
The major area and population changes are shown in schematic 
1 Map 1. Since the establishment of modern Greece, the territory of the 
countr.r has increased from 47,516 km2 to 132,562 km2, or less than 
three times. At the same time, population has grown from 753,000 in 
1828 to 7,631,000 in 1951, or more than ten times.2 Taking the area-
population ratio as 100 in 1828, the marginal ratio falls to about .20 
1. The use of schematic maps was adopted from Dudley Kirk in Europe's 
Population in the Interwar Years (League of Nations Publications,. 
Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1946). The 
position of the squares in the schematic map depicts the approxi-
mate direction toward which territorial expansion took place. 
2. For statistical information and a brief account of hi~torical 
events which brought about these area and population changes cf. 
Table 8 in Appendix. 
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1 
in 1951. Area-population density increased from 16 persons per km2 
in 1828 to 58 in 1951, or by about 3.6 times. 2 
The exact sources of this population increase will be fully 
presented later. It is sufficient here to observe that the schematic 
map shows two distinctly different periods. In the first period, end-
ing in 1920 and coinciding with free international trade and free migra-
tory movements, population increase is largely the result of terri-
torial gains. In the second period, after 1920, marking the rising 
barriers to trade and movement of people, population increases both by 
large immigration and high excess birth rates. 
These two periods offer excellent opportunities for observing 
the performance of the Greek economy under two different sets of con-
ditions. This chapter covers the period before 1920. Two subsequent 
1. The ratio .20 measures the rate of change of the two variables 
since 1828. It is derived by dividing the per cent change in area 
(179) by the per cent change in population (9i3) above the 1828 
base. Cf. Table 8 in Appendix. 
2. Cf. Table 8 in Appendix. Population densities and other indices 
measuring the ratio of population to resources are relative in value 
and have several limitations. Particularly, area density is the 
crudest index because in comparing densities it assumes area and 
population chang.es ceteris paribus. Therefore, in comparing 
diverse economies or areas this index does not mean much, if any-
thing at all. However, such an index does become relatively more 
meaningful when the compared areas have similar climatic character-
istics, topography, mineral wealth, _and type of economy. Also, 
cf. _Wilbert E. Moore, Economic Demography of Eastern and Southern 
Europe (League of Nations Publications, Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1945), pp. 56-64. 
chapters take up the inter-war attempts toward economic adjustment in 
Greece. 
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Under conditions of relatively free international trade, a pre-
dominantly agricultural population living in a food deficit countr.y 
would either turn to export industries in order to find means of sub-
sistence or emigrate. The presence of an externally conditioned popu-
lation becomes possible with the development of export industries on 
the basis of international division of labor and comparative advantage 
in trade. If the pace with which the countr.y's domestic resources are 
exploited is slow and inadequate to create enough economic opportuni-
ties for the growing population - in other words, if the domestic cost 
for supporting this population remains far greater than the cost 
abroad - emigration accompanies the development of export industries. 
The timing and the rate of either development will depend on the 
other, as export industries are to some extent the alternative to emi-
gration. However, emigration may further indicate the persisting 
imbalance between resources and population. 
The present chapter offers evidence for the support of the 
above propositions. Except in war or warlike conditions, the first 
hundred years of the national existence of modern Greece, 1821-28 to 
1920, coincide with a period of relatively free international trade. 
Important innovations in all lines of economic activity have brought 
about rapid industrialization and rising scales of living in western 
economies, increased economic interdependence among national economies 
manyfold, multiplied the volume and value of foreign trade several 
times over, and shrunk the globe in terms of time-distance practically 
to the dimensions of ancient AEgeis. 
For the purpose at hand the following steps are taken: First, 
increase in resources and population, as well as sources of increase 
for the latter, are analyzed in order to show the changes which took 
place in their relation during the period. Second, a brief investiga-
tion of agricultural and manufacturing activities, capital conditions, 
and some institutional arrangements or changes is undertaken in order 
to show the extent to which the domestic econo~ has changed or not 
changed during the first hundred years of national existence of Greece. 
Third, investigation of the performance of the domestic econo~ is 
helpful in pointing out, on the one hand, the connection between lack 
of economic opportunities internally and, on the other hand, the 
development of an externally conditioned population, as well as out-
migration. These points are taken up in turn. 
B. Increase of Population and Resources 
This section presents, first, population increase during the 
period (1S2S-1920) by sources and, second, the relation of population 
to changing resources with the aid of various population densities. 
Population increase. From 1828 until the end of 1920, after 
Greece had acquired her present territory (except the Dodecanese Islands) 
but before the mass in-migration which followed the unsuccessful cam-
paign in Asia Minor, the population of Greece increased from 753,000 
1 
to 5, 017, 000, more than six and. one-half times, or an increase of 
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about 4,264,000. This increase represents the net result of population 
inflow-outflow.2 It is easily ascertained because population figures 
at the two end dates of the period in question are known. 
Difficulties have arisen in determining this increase b,y 
sources. The possible sources of population increase are three: the 
balance of births over deaths, the net effect of migrations, and the 
population of newly acquired territories. All three sources contributed 
1. The latter figure represents the results of the census taken on 
January 1, 1921 (December lB, 1920, according to the old calendar 
year). The census population amounted to 5, 536,375. However, if 
the population of East Thrace, the islands Imvros and Tenedos, and 
fourteen villages of Epirus, which were under Greek control at the 
census taking but subsequently lost, was subtracted, the population 
of the territory which finall.y remained in Greek hands would amount 
to 5,016,889. Letter from I. Michalopoulos, Head of Census Bureau, 
Greek Ministry of Commerce, December 20, 1952. 
2. The population inflow-outflow is expressed by the basic formula 
Pn = P0 f B f I - D - E, where Pn = population at a later date, 
P0 = population at an earlier date, B : births, I = immigration, D = deaths, and E = emigration between these two dates. Cf. U.S. 
Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Handbook of statistical 
Methods for Demographers, (Preliminary Edition; Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1951). However, for total population 
increase, additions b,y territorial acquisitions should be taken 
into consideration. 
to the population increase of Greece. However, the inadequacy of vital 
statistics available before 1920 and the complete absence of migration 
statistics, except those pertaining to overseas migration, make the 
exact estimate of population increase by sources problematic. Only the 
relatively reliable and frequent population census, taken at short 
irregular intervals and at ever,y new territorial acquisition, renders 
such an estimate possible. Although the figures Which follow should 
be considered as approximations, the possible error is probably not 
great enough to make these estimates useless or affect conclusions 
appreciably in a misleading manner. 
Table 9 shows the population increase of Greece from 1S2S to 
1920, by sources. The total increase amounts to about 4,264,000. 
Territorial expansion counts for almost two-thirds, excess births con-
tribute less than one-third, while net immigration makes the difference 
for the total increase. During the above period no less than thirteen 
population censuses were taken. The estimates for the sources of 
population increase are based on the census results for increase 
through territorial acquisition and the difference between constant 
rate of increase for population increase from excess births and net 
immi~ration for each inter-census period.1 
1. For a detailed account of the method cf. Table 9 in Appendix and 
Table 13 in text; also Notes 9 and 13 in Appendix. 
TABLE 9 . POPULATI ON INCREASE BY EST TI·IATED EXCESS BI RT!-IS OR DEATHS, 
NET :HGRATIONS, A...'f\JD TERRITORIAL ACQUI SITIONS, 1328-1920 
Populat i on 
Increase, 
Source 
1 . Beginning of period 
2 . Excess births 
3. Net immigr ation 
4 . Territorial acquisition 
5. Population increase 
(2.j.3.f4) 
6. End of period (lf5) 
Source: Tabl e 9 , i n Appendix. 
Per cent Thousands 
753 
29 .4 1, 253 
6 .4 278 
64 . 2 2, 733 
100 .0 4,264 
5, 017 
Population densities. At the same time, the area of Greece 
increased from 47,516 to 129,880 km2, less than three times. The fact 
that nearly two-thirds of the population had come from new territories 
suggests that the new areas were already heavily populated. The new 
lands did not bring relief to the old crowded section of Greece. On 
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the contra~, Table 10 shows that population densities increased during 
the period.l 
1. It has already been pointed out that indices of population densi-
ties have relative value. However, in the present case they assume 
particular importance and greater significance as reliable measure-
ments because the different sect ions of Greece have similar cli-
matic characteristics, topography to a great extent, mineral 
wealth, and agricultural economy. Also cf. n. on p. 81. 
TABLE 10. C:.-J:ANGES IN POPULATION DEN"SI TIES OF GREECE, SELECTED YEARS 1828-1920 
Area Arable Arable Equivalent 
Year Per cent Person~ Per Capita 1861:100 Per Km Acres 
Per cent Persons Per Capita 
1861:100 Per Km2 Acres 
Per cent Persons Per Capita 
1861:::100 Per I\m2 Acres 
(1) (2) (3) 
1. 1861 100 (23) 10.73 100 (147) 1.68 100 (103) 2.39 
2. 1864 117 (27) 9.14 117 (172) 1.44 114 (117) 2.11 
3. 1881 139 (32) 7.81 126 (186) 1.33 125 (129) 1. 92 
4. 1914 174 (40) 6.25 153 (240) 1.03 195 (201) 1.23 
5· 1920 170 (39) 6.40 184 (271) .91 192 (198) 1.25 
Source: Table 11 in Appendix. 
~ 
• 
This index, Table 10, shows that arable equivalent density in-
creased almost by 100 per cent over the period 1S2S-1920. However, it 
shows a density of 19S persons per km2 and 1 1/4 acres per person, the 
former lower and the latter higher than the respective measurements of 
arable density. 
The above densities clearly indicate the continuous lowering 
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of arable land to population ratio. They strongly suggest the growth 
of a surplus population because of the predominantly agricultural char-
acter of the Greek economy. Yet, they cannot be conclusive without an 
investigation of the capital conditions, technological changes, and 
institutional arrangements which have prevailed in the Greek economy. 
Their investigation represents the dynamic aspect of resources. This 
is necessary in order to understand fully the significance of the above 
densities. 
c. The Domestic Economy in General 
Before 1920 the domestic economy of Greece progressed very 
slowly. To be sure, until the annexation of Thessaly and part of 
Epirus (lg80), economic conditions were practically stagnant. Several 
factors contributed toward this state of affairs. On the one hand, 
under relatively free trade, economic opportunities abroad acted as an 
effective retarding factor. On the other hand, the vast destruction 
89. 
brought about by the War of Independence, 1 foreign intervention, poli-
tical instability, continuation of the institutional setup which pre-
vailed during the Turkish rule, smallness of area, and the reluctance of 
capital to invest in long-run productive undertakings - all these were 
equally important retarding factors. 
This economic backwardness of the domestic economy can be 
shown by the type of land ownership and other institutional arrange-
ments, the technological stage of production both in agriculture and 
manufacturing, and the prevailing capital conditions. 2 
Agriculture. For the first forty years of national life the 
feudal system, inherited from B.yzantium and maintained for almost four 
centuries of Turkish rule, underwent no change. A large section of 
the population was propertyless. Privately owned land was concentrated 
in the hands of a few, while the government was the greatest landlord 
1. The birth of Hodem Greece was the combined effect of the declining 
power of the Ottoman Empire, the brave~ of the Greek people in the 
seven-year, destructive War of Independence fostered b,y the rising 
sentiment of western Christian peoples for the Hellenic cause, and, 
finally, the political expediency of the great powers of England, 
France, and Russia. 
2. Unless another source is specified, information included in this 
section has been taken from Demetrios E. Theodore, "Economic His-
tory of Modern Hellas, 1832-1937" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
Boston University, 1938). 
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of all. Distribution of national land holdings took place not earlier 
than 1871. However, the policy was ill devised and badly carried out. 
Although the price of land was low, only 55 per cent of it was paid b,y 
1911. Non-farmers purchased land and speculated on it. In addition, 
the distribution policy resulted in the uneconomical parcelation of 
arable land in small widely scattered lots. In 1896 the government 
decided to terminate the absentee ownership of large estates in Thessaly. 
For several reasons no alienation of the estates ~ the government was 
carried out, which was originally contemplated. Until 1910 only 105 out 
of 300 large estates were sold at a high price to the farmers by con-
sent of their owners. The decision of the government in 1912 to 
alienate the large estates was partially carried out in 1917 and com-
pletely in 1923. 
These institutional arrangements on the limited land were 
coupled with primitive methods of cultivation. Reports assure us that 
the iron plough was introducted in Thessaly not earlier than 1895. 
1. From a total of 2.1 million hectares 76 per cent, or 1.6 million 
hectares, was owned by the government. Only .5 million, or 
24 per cent, belonged to individuals. other sources cited by 
Nicos J. Polyzos; in Essai sur l 1emi ration Grec ue· etude 
demo,raphigue, economigue et sociale Paris: Recueil Sirey, 
1947 , are more conservative. In 1830 only one-sixth of the 
120,000 agricultural families owned land. The state owned 
about 721,000 hectares, or more than one-seventh of the total 
territor.y of the kingdom. 
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The wooden plough was extensively used throughout the period.1 Oxen 
were the only motive power. Agricultural machinery was practically 
absent in view of the fact that in 1924, the earliest year for which 
statistics are available, only 517 tons of machiner,y were imported 
and 50,000 pieces were produced at home. Until 1909 chemical fertil-
izers were used in limited quantities only in vineyards. Their use 
showed little progress until 1920. In 1921-22 total home production, 
plus imports-exports balance, averaged about 19,000 tons. 
Other aspects of agricultural activities were equally stagnant. 
Although agricultural education attracted the attention of the govern-
ment since independence, it was not realized with the establishment of 
viable institutions until after 1917. The movement toward the estab-
lishment of agricultural cooperatives dates back only to 1914. The 
farmer was virtually left without any 'institution to help him finan-
cially. Before the establishment of the Agricultural Bank in 192S, 
farm loans could be obtained at interest rates as high as 30 per cent 
from individuals or from commercial banks through usurers. Agricul-
tural insurance was conspicuously absent until the establishment of 
the Central Bank for Insurance in 1926. 
Manufacturing. Except for a few small factories, there were no 
1. This is evidenced by the fact that in 1929 wooden agricultural 
implements were more numerous than those made of iron. In the 
census of that year there were 241,548 iron and 286,534 wooden 
ploughs, and 20,321 iron and 129,748 wooden harrows reported. 
Greek Government Statistics. 
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industrial establishments in Greece before 1900 in the modern sense of 
industry. Manufacturing was largely carried on by the household. . 
Between 1860 and 1884 no organized effort existed to promote the indus-
try of the country. Some impetus to domestic manufacturing was given 
with the introduction of a protective tariff in 1884. However, the 
rise of foreign exchange, the financial difficulties of the country, 
and the unsuccessful Greco-Turkish War of 1897 had a retarding effect. 
Between 1896 and 1900 only 73 manufacturing trade marks were deposited.1 
In 1905 in the six leading cities of Greece - Athens, Piraeus, 
Patras, Voto, S,yra, and Corfu- there ·were 1,132 manufacturing estab-
lishments in sixteen different lines of production. 2 The fall in 
foreign exchange in 1910 and its stability between 1910 and 1918, 
along with war conditions, gave new impetus to industrial activities. 
1.· Greek Government Statistics. 
2. The 'first eight lines of production with the most numerous estab-
lishments and comprising 83 per cent of the total, consisted of 
564 shoemaker shops, 91 tanneries, 76 marble yards, 50 chair fac-
tories, 44 macaroni factories, 43 straw hat factories, 39 machine 
shops and foundries, and 36 saddle and harness factories. The 
other lines of production were the following with a descending 
number of establishments: roofing and tiles, carriages, soap, 
flour, picture frames, steam currant cleaning, cotton, and olive 
oil. Report by the American Consul-General as presented by 
H. P. Fairchild, op. cit., pp. 67 and 247. Unfortunately, the 
average and total number of people employed by the above estab-
lishments are not given. 
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According to the industrial registration in 1917 there were 2,145 manu-
facturing establishments in the country employing 36,124 workers, an 
average of about 17 persons per establishment.1 
In the 1920 census the number of manufacturing establishments 
reported was less than 30,000, employing about B5,000 workers and 
2 44,000 managerial and clerical personnel. However, the average number 
of persons employed per establishment fell to 4.5. Except for possible 
differences in methods of registration, the above findings clearly in-
dicate a greater division of labor but no greater concentration of 
manufacturing on a larger and more efficient scale of production. This 
contention is substantiated b.Y the fact that for ever.y 3.3 persons 
employed, one was a proprietor or manager. Furthermore, in 191B there 
were only fifty-six industrial corporations. In 1921 the lines of 
manufacturing production in descending order of value of output reported 
were foodstuffs, textiles, leather, chemicals, tobacco, electricity, 
building materials, woodworks, mechanical and metallurgical products, 
clothing, and paper.3 The beginnings of labor organizations date frOm 
1. Of this total l,llB firms employed from 1 to 5 persons, 745 employed 
6 to 25 workers, and only 2B2 establishments employed 26 persons or 
over. 
2. G. Charitaki et al., Economic Yearbook of Greece: 1932 (Athens: 
s. K. Vlastos), p. 193. 
3. Greek Government statistics. 
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the year 1901, although unorganized activities among workers date back 
several years earlier. Smallness of area and inadequacy of land trans-
portation seriously retarded the development of manufacturing and the 
economy in general. 
Capital conditions. Perhaps no other single index could more 
explicitly reflect the economic outlook of the period than financial 
conditions and terms on capital borrowing. High interest rates could 
simply reflect scarcity of loanable funds due to the low saving capacity 
of the economy in comparison to existing investment opportunities. 
However, they could equally reflect high risks involved in domestic 
investments. In addition, they could indicate preference of capital 
to invest in undertakings of a commercial type at home or abroad. 
Subsequent discussions will show that high interest rates increasingly 
reflected the latter two rather than the former condition. 
Free market interest rates were usurious. It is reported that 
until 1840 interest rates, including indirect charges, fluctuated from 
30 to 50 per cent from 1800 to 1900. With monetary stability in 19ll 
and a few years after, interest rates fell to 12 per cent. They rose 
1 
again after vlorld War I. 
1. Great differences existed between legal and free market interest 
rates. This was particularly true before 1877 when customar,y rates 
were recognized at 12 per cent, but the courts upheld freedom in 
contractual rates. Legislation fixed rates on public debts at 
8 per cent in 1877. Rates for public debts were determined at 
8 per cent and for commercial debts at 9 per cent. In 1909, 1910, 
and 1911 stricter laws were passed against usurious interest rates. 
(Continued on next page) 
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Monetary instability and the repeated defaults of the government 
were partly responsible for preventing the development of a sound 
saving-credit mechanism. The low scale of living contributed little to 
the accumulation of domestic capital. In addition, the old practice 
during the Turkish rule of holding the small savings in gold, jewels, 
and ornaments prevailed. Banking and investment facilities were known 
only in the few cities and used to a limited extent until World War I. 
Emigrant remittances were not channeled toward productive undertakings. 
They were spent on consumption in general.1 Large capital funds at the 
hands of the Greeks who had presumably become wealthy abroad were kept 
from assuming long-term productive undertakings. 2 Until 1918 the larg-
est banks with original English, French, German, and Greek capital, the 
latter controlled by Greeks living abroad, were predominantly engaged in 
commercial credit with a very conservative credit policy toward agricul-
ture and industry. 
(Continued from preceding page) 
Public debt rates were lowered at 6 per cent and contractual rates 
at 9-12 per cent. G. Charitaki et al., op. cit., 1932, pp. 628-629. 
1. Except in a few cases, emigrant money was spent by the repatriating 
emigrant for the support of kin at home, housing, paying of debts, 
giving of dowries to female relatives, or on annuities. 
2. H. P. Fairchild, op. cit., p. 69, estimates that around 1910 
approximate~ 300 million francs controlled by Greeks were lying 
idle in the banks at Athens. 
In view of these conditions, the country was heavily dependent 
on foreign capital. There are no statistics on the amount of the 
foreign private capital invested in Greece during the period.1 At any 
rate, it was a small fraction of government borrowing. Most of the 
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foreign capital was borrowed by the government. During this period the 
external debt of Greece served by the International Financial Commission 
approximated 430 to 440 million 1947-49 u.s. dollars. Although interest 
rates of the several foreign loans were not higher than 5 per cent, all 
loans were issued far below par. The net amount realized approximated 
345 to 355 million 1947-49 U.S. dollars, or 81 per cent of original 
par value, indicating the extent of the burdensome terms. Worse than 
that, the largest part of the net receipts from the loans was spent on 
non-productive purposes of the government: military, budget deficits, 
pensions, and other administrative expenditures. Improvements in 
transportation, especially the construction of railroads and harbors, 
land reclamation, and other small productive undertakings, make up the 
difference. The internal debt of the period served by the International 
Financial Commission amounted to about 266 million drachmas. The terms 
of domestic loans were better by far, as practically all loans were 
1. According to unofficial estimates, the following private funds were 
invested in Greece until 1922 in gold francs: 50 million between 
1821-79, 220 million in 1879-93, and 270 million in 1893-1922 - a 
total of 540 million gold francs, or 170-180 million 1947-49 U.S. 
dollars. C. A. Doxiadis et al., op. cit., pp. 274-276. 
issued at par value. Yet, most of these loans were allocated toward 
1 
current or unproductive : expenditures of the government. 
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With these financial burdens and undeveloped econo~, the coun-
try repeatedly fell into default. Greece was obliged to suspend pay-
ments of her foreign debt in 1826 before being recognized as a sovereign 
nation. The second default occurred in 1843. The closing up of foreign 
money markets forced the government to balance the budget successfully 
0 
without foreign aid for the years 1844-1860. Continuous budget 
deficits from 1861-1878, connected with political unrest domestically, 
and war preparations necessitated domestic borrowing. In 1893 heavy 
foreign borrowing occurring between 1879 and 1890 led to the default 
of the country for a third time. Finally, in 1898, after the unsuc-
cessful Greco-Turkish War and the crop failures of that year, the 
International Financial Commission was established with jurisdiction 
over policies of national finance and control of certain state revenues 
for the continuation of the service of the loans Which constituted the 
2 bulk of Greece's foreign debt. 
1. The exact share of the productive expenses to the total net amount 
of the loans cannot be ascertained. Available information suggests 
that this share was not greater than 20-25 per cent. The original 
amounts of the nominal debt are 1,312 million and net proceeds 
1,058 million gold francs. They were converted to current dollars 
at 5.18 gold francs per dollar. Computed from G. Charitaki et al., 
op. cit., 1932, pp.•472-473, 582-583, et passim. 
2. The League of Nations Reconstruction Schemes, op. cit., pp. 74-75. 
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D. Development of Externally Conditioned Population 
The first means by which the increasing surplus population 
attempted to find a new basis of support was through the establishment 
and growth of export industries. An effort is made here to correlate 
population, imports, ana. exports in order to show and analyze this 
development. 
Population, imports. and exports. Trends can be correlated by 
comparing their trend equations. This type of correlation differs from 
the correlation of the time series. In the latter instance, variations 
of short-term movements are compared. Slopes are compared in the 
correlation of trends. Yet the trend correlation is not free of the 
difficulties which are present in the correlation of the time series. 
The different observations are not randomly distributed. Hence, the 
nature of the relationship is specific and limited to the particular 
case. Present findings cannot be developed in a general relationship.1 
However, this limitation in correlating trends does not affect our 
purpose. 
Three periods - 1851-1863, 1864-1880, and 1881-1912 - have been 
singled out from our series. These periods represent years between 
1. For support of the discussion on correlation of trends and the 
straight-line trend method used here cf. Frederick E. Croxton and 
Dudley J. Cowden, Applied GeneraL Statistics (New York: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1939), pp. 408 and 790-805. 
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sudden, irregular changes. This approach was adopted because the series 
are discontipuous. Later years were considered not suitable for the 
present statistical treatment, as many of them were influenced by war 
or trade control policies. Secondly, the straight-line trends of this 
series were computed by the method of least squares.1 Thirdly, the 
values of each trend were expressed as per cent of the first year. 
The yearly constant per cent change values are shown in 
Table ll. They measure the slope of their respective trends at the 
designated periods. The case is a multiple and partial positive corre-
lation. Their coefficients of correlation are shown in the same table. 
Comparatively speaking, the correlation of imports and exports, col. 4, 
is f.739, f.741, and f.56S for periods 1 (1S51-63), 2 (1864-SO), and 
3 (lSSl-1912), respectively, as high as expected because of the con-
fluence effect between imports and exports time series. However, the 
coefficients decrease from period 2 to period 3, shoWing a decreasing 
1. A straight-line tre~d was considered as best fitted to the series, 
although such a trend has some limitations. The reliability of 
the trend increases with the number of observations. The discon-
tinuity of the series, making it necessar.y to break them down into 
three periods of 13, 17, and 32 years, omitting the years after 
1912, render the trends less reliable than if the series were 
broken down into two longer periods. This· breakdown is not only 
necessar,y but useful for our purpose. It may show various stages 
in the relationship of population, imports, and exports. The 
slopes of the trends may also be markedly affected by the end 
values of each period. A considerable margin of error in calcula-
tions may be introduced, but such error is not likely to render 
impossible the comparison of behavior among the trends. 
TABLE 11 . CORRELATION BY STRAI GHT LINE TP..END FI TTED TO TI.J.PORI'S, EXPORTS, AND POPULATION, 
S~IECTED PERIODS, 1S51-1912 
Per cent of Constant (b)a 
Coefficients of Correlation 
Period Dnports Population 
Imports Exports Population . 
-+-....._.. 
Exports Dnports 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1. 1S51-1S63 23 .51 17.3S 0.82 f .739b f .035 
2. 1S64-1SSO 4.44 5.99 1.60 .741 .362 
3. l SSl-1912 1.17 2.(36 1.19 .56S . 9S3c 
aTrend equation: Yc • afbx 
bExports were divided by imports, as the l atter have higher value than the for.mer . 
cDnports were divided by population for the same r eason. 
Source: Table 12 in Appendix. 
Population 
-+-
Exports 
(6) 
f .047 
. 267 
.577 
8 
• 
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degree of correlation. On the other hand, the coefficients in columns 
5 and 6 increase constantly from period 1 to period 3, depicting an 
increasing correlation of population to imports and exports. In period 
1 the coefficient of correlation of population and imports is f.035, 
lower than the coefficient f.047 of population and exports. However, 
the correlation of population and imports becomes higher, f.362 in 
period 2 and f.9B3 in period 3, than that of population and exports, 
f.267 and f.577 for the respective periods. From the population view-
points the table shows that (a) in period 1 imports and exports are 
comparatively independent of population increase, (b) this independence 
is considerably reduced in period 2 and decreases further in period 3, 
(c) a very high correlation of imports and population is evidenced in 
period 3. 
Export industries. The above relationships between the three 
time series is significant. The high coefficient of correlation 
between population and imports during period 3 adequately shows the 
growing importance of the externally conditioned population. The lower 
coefficients of correlation between population and exports strongly 
points to the widening chronic trade deficit and the growing importance 
of the service industri~s. 
The first exportable commodities of the kingdom were currants 
and raisins, wines and liquors of all kinds, olives and olive oil, and 
silk, raw and cocoon. During the last third of the nineteenth century 
silk exports declined and minerals and currants assumed greater 
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importance. Mineral production grew to considerable proportions, 
relativelY speaking. It reached its peak at the turn of the centur,r 
and before World War I, never reaching pre-war levels in the inter-war 
1 years. Practically all mineral production was exported. The total 
value of mineral production amounted to 2.1 million dollars in 1905 and 
rose to 4.1 million dollars in 1906, according to American Consulate 
2 
authorities in Greece. In the latter year minerals were the second 
of six leading exportable commodities, constituting 21 per cent of 
3 their combined export value. 
However, the most notable commodity export industry was currants 
and, to a secondary extent, wines. In 1863 the disastrous pest phyllo-
xera destroyed the vines in France, causing a large demand of Greek 
currants to be used for wine making in the former countr,y. This demand, 
which had been caused b,y accident, remained high almost to the end of 
the nineteenth centur,y. Greek production of currants and wines in-
creased. Silk culture was allowed to decline, and many fine old olive 
orchards were cut down and replaced by vines. Greek exports of cur-
rants and wines remained high until the early 1890 1s. After the 
1. Mineral products were iron, manganese, chrome ore, magnesium, 
sulphur, emer,y stone, plaster, salt, lead, silver ore, speiss, 
marble, and millstones. Greek Government Statistics. 
2. H. P. Fairchild, op. cit., p. 67. 
3. D. E. Theodore, op. cit., p. 186. 
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restoration of the vines in France, this market was partially closed 
in 1892 and completely in 1901. Exports were seriously curtailed. 
Domestic production, however, remained for years above demand, 1 despite 
government attempts to limit output and to dispose parts of the surplus 
2 produce in the home market. After World War I Greek production of 
currants declined absolutewise and as a per cent of world output. Cur-
rants fell to second place on Greek merchandise exports, with tobacco 
occupying the first position as the leading exportable commodity. 3 
Shipping was, as it has been at all times in Greek history, 
another export industry during the period. In the :first half of the 
nineteenth century the Greek merchant marine consisted of thousands of 
1. Private sources disagree slightly as to the acreage devoted to the 
production of currants. Acreage increased :from 34,600 to 34,900 
hectares in 1871, to 67,000 in 1891, to 75,000 in 1893, and de-
creased slightly in 1900. On the other hand, production increased 
from 154 thousand metric tons in 1875 to 218 in 1885, reached the 
top in 1894 with 322 thousand metric tons, and gradually declined 
to 310 in 1895, 222 in 1897, and 150 thousand metric tons in 1900. 
D. E. Theodore, op. cit., p. 124. For production figures in later 
years, supra, pp • . 64-65. 
2. For the series of laws and acts passed by the Greek government 
between 1895 and 1914, which attempted to cope with the current 
crisis, cf. Chr. Evelpidi, op. cit., PP• 70-72. 
3. Supra, p. 65. 
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sailboats with increasing total tonnage.1 With the advancement of the 
steamship Greek shipping had a temporar,r setback. But it soon adapted 
itself to the new technological changes. Sea-transport commercial 
activities received special impetus with the construction of the 
Corinth Canal (1882-1893) and particularly the opening of the Suez 
Canal. The latter, coupled with faster transportation by steamship, 
brought Greece closer to the centers of the rising international trade. 
Some of the economic significance of ancient AEgeis was restored. The 
number of steamers increased, as well as their total tonnage, especially 
2 
after 1900. The English-Boer War and overseas emigration gave a great 
impetus to Greek shipping. The first year of World War I was excep-
tionally prosperous for the shipping of Greece. In l~rch, 1915, the 
1. According to not entirely verified information given b.y Greek Govern-
ment statistics, Greek shipping in 1840 numbered 3,814 sailboats 
totaling 110,690 net tons; in 1845, 3,581 ships with 164,103 tons; 
and in 1850, 4,046 sailboats with a total of 266,201 net tonnage. 
2. In 1895 the Greek marine numbered 107 steamers with 144, 975 gross 
tons; in 1900, 210 ships and 168,566 gross tons; in 1905, 220 
steamers wtth 356,000 tons; and in 1912, 389 steamships with 433,662 
tons. Greek Government statistics. According to British sources, 
the Greek marine numbered 185 steamers with 333,391 tons . in ·l 915, and 
204 steamships with 353,484 tons in 1906. H. P. Fairchild, op. cit., 
p. 65. In 1911-12 Greece ranked seventh among the largest seafaring 
nations of the world. A. Andreades, op. cit., p. 105. In this 
source Greece appears to have a total tonnage of 407,137 tons, or 
26,000 tons less than the tonnage in 1912 reported by government 
statistics. However, different census time or registration require-
ments may explain this discrepancy. 
1 
Greek marine numbered 475 steamers, totaling 893,650 gross tons. 
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After the entrance of Greece into the world conflict on the side of the 
western allies, Greece lost causa bellum as much as 65 per cent of her 
2 
tonnage. Yet, by 1925 Greek tonnage surpassed pre-war levels and, as 
has already been presented, 3 its earnings showed clear anticyclical be-
havior in the inter-war years. 
Late during the period a thin:i external source of income made 
its appearance, namely, emigrant remittances. As already pointed out, 
emigration was an old source of income for Greece.4 However, with the 
large Greek emigration overseas, especially to the United states, 
since the turn of the century remittances became a very important source 
of income • Although no official information is available before 1914, 
unofficial estimates bring the total amount earned from this source 
before 1910 to about $ million current u.s. dollars per year.5 Between 
1914 and 1918 emigrant remittances averaged about 15.5 million 1928 
U.S. dollars. Earnings from this source reached their peak in the 
1. 
2. 
Including sailboats, the Greek marine of this ~ar totaled more 
than one million gross tons. Greek Gover.nment Statistics. 
, 
A. Andreades, op. cit., pp. 112-113. 
Supra, PP• 73-74. 
Supra, pp. 72-73. 
H. P. Fairchild, op. cit., p. 72. 
1 years 1919-21. 
E. Migratory Novements 
The inadequacy of migration and vital statistics has already 
been pointed out. Using available information this section discusses 
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the net effect of population inflow-outflow emigration and immigration 
movenents during the period to the extent which is necessary to serve 
the purpose at hand. 
Population inflow-outflow. Despite the difficulties encoun-
tered, the comparison of constant rates of population increase between 
frequent population census figures and net birth rates offers some 
evidence of the net effect of the population inflow-outflow. Although 
out-migrations, as well as in-migrations, were almost continuous, a 
constant rate of increase above net birth rates would indicate net 
immigration, while the reverse would depict net emigration. 2 
1. Greek Government statistics. Also, supra, pp. 72-73. 
2. The above effects may be expressed with the use of variables of the 
population inflow-outflow equation Pn: P0 f B fI-D-E; cf. n. 
on p. 84, as follows: net immigration with inequation (B - D) t 
(I - E)) (B - D) and net emigration with (B - D) t (I - E) ~ (B - D), 
where the first part of the inequation expresses . total populat:.ion 
increase and the second part total growth between two census popu-
lation figures. 
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Needless to repeat, net migration figures would be approximations. 
Official statistics report that during the War of Independence 
(1821-28) the population of Greece decreased by about 185,000. For 
1 the ensuing ten years (1828-38) population showed a further decrease. 
From 1838 to 1845 the population of Greece increased by 208,159. The 
annual constant rate of increase for this seven-year period is approx-
imately 35.5 per thousand population. This rate cannot be explained 
with high excess births. Assuming annual net birth rates between 8.50 
to 9.50 per thousand, 2 the total increase because of excess births 
would range between 45,000 to 51,000 for the whole period. Therefore, 
3 net immigration ranged between 163,000 to 157,000. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
In 1821 the population of Greece, i.e., the part of Greece liber-
ated by the War of Independence with an area of 47,516 km2, was 
estimated at 938,765. In the first census in 1828 population was 
reduced to 753,430. The se~ond census in 1838 showed a figure of 
752,077. Greek Government Statistics. The exact sources of such 
a population decrease remain unknown. Undoubtedly, the seven-year 
War of Ind~pendence had the lion's share, directly by casualties 
and disease and indirectly by deficit of births. Some emigration, 
however, is not unlikely to have taken place following the pattern 
of previous unsuccessful uprisings of the Greek element. 
The earliest annual excess birth rates available between 1860 and 
1889 range between 7.45-8.30. Infra, Table 12. These rates were 
increased by one per thousand to take care of under-registration 
op births. 
N. · J. Polyzos, op. cit., pp. 33-46, estimates this immigration at 
158,000. 
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In the following years until 1861 migratory movements reversed 
themselves and finally resulted in net emigration. This is shown in 
Table 12. The 1860-61 annual net birth rates, the earliest available, 
averaged 8.30. Allowing between 5 to 15 per cent for under-registration, 
excess birth rates before 1861 were assumed to have ranged between 
8.72 to 9.55. Thus, during the years immediately after 1845, the rate 
' 
of increase was close to net birth rates. In- and out-migrations Which 
were likely to have taken place seem to cancel each other. However, 
after 1853 the rates of increase fell slightly below the estimated 
excess birth rates, giving ample evidence to support the conclusion 
that migratory movements had gradually reversed themselves and re-
sulted in net emigration during the years 1856-1861. 
Constant rates of increase for 1861-1896, shom in the same 
table, remained considerably above the available average net birth 
rates for certain years. They clearly indicate that migratory move-
ments reversed themselves, again resulting in net immigration. This 
proposition is further supported b,y the range of constant rates for 
periods 5 and 7 of the table, during which territorial acquisitions 
occurred. The low rate for period 5 represents the constant rate for 
1864-1870, including the population of the Ionian Islands annexed in 
1864. The high rate represents the years 1861-1870 without the popula-
tion of the annexed islands. The same happens during the period 
1879-1889 with the annexation of Thessaly. The low rate includes and 
the high rate excludes the annexed territory. Both cases strongly 
TABLE 12. INTER-CENSUS ANNUAL CONSTANT RATES OF POPULATION INCREASE 
AND AVERAGE E."'CCESS BIRTHS, 1845-1912 
Inter-census Annual Constant Ratea Excess Birthsb 
Period of Increase Armual Average Rate 
(1) (2) 
1. 1845-184$ 9.14 • •• 
2. 1848-1853 9.70 • •• 
3. 1853-1856 8.65 . .. 
4. 1856-1861 6.35 8.30 
5. 1861-1870 11.77-13.67 7.45 
6. 1870-1879 14.32 8.11 
7. 1879-1889 10.93-11.45 7.56 
8. 1889-1896 14.27 10.09 
9. 1896-1907 7.13 • •• 
10. 1907-1912 6.56 • •• 
aRates of col. 1 have been estimated on the basis of the formula 
Pn = Po (llr)n. The rates for periods 1-4 are not adjusted to rep-
resent yearly rates, as census dates are not available. The low 
rate of period 5 represents an increase for the period 1861-1870 
and includes the population of the Ionian Islands annexed in 1864, 
while the high rate represents the whole period 1861-1870 without 
the population of these islands. Rates of periods 6, 8, and 9 are 
adjusted for differences in census dates to represent yearly rates. 
The low rate of period 7 includes the new territories, Thessali 
and Arta, annexed in 1881, while high rate excludes these terri-
tories. Rate of period 10 is estimated on the basis of 1907 cen-
sus results and the population figure to 1912 presented in Greek 
Government statistics. 
bVital statistics are quite inadequate before 1920. They are not 
available for periods 1-3 and 9-10. Birth and death rates have 
been kept for most of the years between 1860 and 1890. The system 
for the registration of births which was followed until 1924 per-
mitted considerable under-registration on births. 
Source: Greek Government statistics. 
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suggest that large immigration occurred from the new territories pend-
ing annexation, as well as other parts of Greece not yet liberated, 
especially Epirus. 
Between 1896 and 1912 migratory movements reversed themselves, 
again resulting in net emigration, as constant rates fell below the 
last available average birth rates for 1889-1896. The tum of the 
century witnessed large emigration overseas, predominantly to the 
United States of America, which will be discussed subsequently. 
After 1912 migratory movements, with the exception of the 
overseas exodus, assumed the violent character of mass evacuations 
because of war or warlike conditions. The First Balkan War (fall of 
1912) was followed by the Second Balkan War (1913) and the entrance of 
Greece into the global conflict on the side of the western allies. 
Lack of adequate and exact statistics make practically impossible a 
complete account of all migrations which took place from the end of 
1912 until 1920 before the defeat of the Greek army in its campaign 
in Asia Minor and the wholesale uprooting of the Greek population 
from almost all parts of ancient AEgeis and beyond that region. More-
over, these en masse movements of people were quite frequent and con-
tinuous with the same people being moved back and forth more than 
once. For instance, it is estimated that at least seventeen migra-
tions took place in Macedonia alone between 1912 and 1925. The situa-
tion was further complicated because population movements preceded or 
followed changes in the boundaries of Greece. Therefore, the major 
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migratory movements between 1912 and 1920, presented in Table 13, 
should not be considered more than rough approximations. 
For the purpose of showing these migrations in a comprehensive 
manner the distinction was drawn between de facto and de jure migratory 
movements. The former concept takes into consideration all migrations 
which took place between 1912 and 1920 in the area which finally 
remained in Greek hands after the Treaty of Lausanne (1923). The latter 
term follows chronologically the territorial changes of Greece and ex-
eludes the migrations which took place in sections of the annexed terri-
tory before these sections were finally irioorporated into Greece. 
Therefore, 107,000 total net emigration, shown in Table 13, is based 
on de facto migrations. De jure migratory movements show a much lower 
net emigration figure, 25,000.1 Disregarding overseas migrations, net 
emigration turns to 17,000 net immigration. 
According to government statistics, the population of Greece fell 
2 
slightly between 1913 and 1919. As no territorial changes occurred 
1. The latter figure is arrived at by subtracting from 107,000 net emi-
gration the following de facto emigrations: first, 10,000 Moslems 
(1912-13); second, 60.000 Bulgarians (1912-13); third, the balance 
of 49,000 Moslems and 47,000 Bulgarians (1912-13); fourth, 10,000 
Bulgarians (1919-20). All these groups emigrated from Greek terri-
tory before this territory was annexed to Greece. For a detailed 
account of the migratory movements which are included in Table 13 
cf. Note 13 in Appendix. 
2. The decrease was 4,799. In 1913, after the Second Balkan War, 
Greece had a pop~ation of 4,819, 793. In 1919, after the Treaties 
of Neuilly and Serves, the population was 4, 814,994. Greek Govern-
ment Statistics. 
Population 
l'iovement s* 
1. Emigration 
2. 
3. 
Immigration 
Net( - ) Emigration 
(f) Imrrd gration 
TABLE 13 . MAJ OR HI GRATORY MO'iJE£."1ENTS I N GREECE, 191 2-1920 
(Thousands) 
1 91 2-1913a 1 914-1916b 
(1) (2) 
119 151 
57 265 
-62 fll4 
1919-1920c 
(3) 
1 93 
76 
-117 
Overseas 
lii grations d 
1 913-1920 
(4) 
145 
103 
- 42 
1~For a detailed account of individual migratory movements cf. Note 13, in Appendix. 
Total 1912-1920 
Col. lf2t3t4 
( 5) 
608 
501 
-107 
Sources: A. A. Pallis, "Racial lVIi grations in the Bal kans During the Years 1 912-1924, 11 Geographical 
Journal, LXVI (October, 1925), 315-331; Stephen P . Ladas, The Exchange of Minorities: Bulgaria, Greece and 
Turke;y: ( New York: The Hacrnillan Company, 1932) , pp . 15-16. 
...... 
...... 
!\) 
. 
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during the period, the decrease is attributed to de jure net emigration 
and to war losses. The decrease by the latter source is by far greater. 
World War I losses alone are estimated at 295,000.1 
Out-migration. Greek emigrations m~ be distinguished, accord-
ing to country of destination, into continental and overseas emigration. 
This classification is in accordance with the government practice of 
keeping statistics only on overseas emigration. 2 
During the Turkish rule continental emigration from the Greek 
peninsula was continuous, especially to the already dense Greek popula-
tions of other parts of ancient AEgeis and the littorals of the Black 
Sea. The factors which contributed to this emigration movement before 
1821 varied according to the period and prevailing conditions: they 
were religious, political, economic, and social. However, this 
1. These losses constitute 6.2 per cent of the 1914 population of 
4,732,000 with the following estimated sources: military losses, 
25,000; excess civilian deaths of persons over one year of age, 
100,000; deficit of births, 200,000; minus reduction of infant 
deaths, 3Q,OOO • . Frank N. Notestein et al., The Future Population 
of Euro e and the Soviet Union. Po ulation Pro ections 1940-1970 
League of Nations, 19~~ , pp. 75-7 • 
2. Until 1924 overseas emigration included the United States of 
America, Canada, Cuba, Brazil, Australia, and the Union of South 
Africa. Since 1925 overseas emigration included all the countries 
of emigration, i.e., all countries except those of Europe and the 
Mediterranean, which by contrast constitute the continental emi-
gration. Greek Government Statistics. 
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emigration maintained its commercial character. 
The emergence of free Greece does not appear to have interrupted 
this emigration movement from the Greek peninsula. Countries of des-
tination were predominantly Asia Minor, especially the western littoral, 
Rumania, Egypt, and southern Russia. Emigration from Greece to the 
latter countr,y did not begin to take on any importance until after the 
appearance of cereal imports from South Russia as return cargo and 
after the Greek merchant marine had succeeded in securing a predominant 
position in the eastern Mediterranean sea traffic. 2 The latter emi-
gration was preceded by the displacement of Greeks from Asia Minor. 
It is estimated that late in the eighteenth and during the nineteenth 
centuries, as a consequence of antagonistic Russo-Turkish relations, 
about 515,000 Greeks fled the Turkish littoral of the Black Sea and 
found refuge in the Caucasus and southern Ukraine.3 
No statistics are available, and the exact number of emigrants 
from Greece after the liberation of the country must remain unknown. 
However, there are some estimates on the Greek element living outside 
1. For the emigration movements during the Turkish rule and earlier 
cf. N. J. Polyzos, op. cit., I, pp. 23-32. Also, G. T. Colias, 
op. cit., I, pp. 11-115, with a rich bibliography of the subject 
on pp. lOS-115. 
2. N. J. Polyzos, op. cit., pp. 33-46. 
3. / A. Andreades, op. cit., p. 146. 
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Greece. A stuqy made in 1877 professes that out of the 9,350,000 esti-
mated total population of European Turke~ in that year, 2,940,000, or 
about 32 per cent, were Greeks. The map shown with this stu~ indicates 
that t he Greek element was predominant in the regions which constituted 
ancient· AEgeis. In the Balkans the Greek element -was numerous to the 
north of the Greek kingdom as far north as Veration in Albania, Skopia 
in Yugoslavia, along the mountain range Aemos in Bulgaria, and along 
the European littoral of the Black Sea as far north as Kostanza in 
Ruman . 1 l.a. The Greek element is shown as predominant not only in all 
the AEgean Islands, but also in the western littoral from the coast of 
Asia ~tlnor across the Dodecanese Islands as far north as Constantinople, 
including the Dardanelles and Propondis. 2 
According to available estimates, the Greek element was quite 
numerous outside the areas which finally remained under the control of 
Greece. It is estimated that the population of the areas from which 
large emigrations into Greece occurred as early as 1906, reaching their 
summit in 1922 after the Greek defeat in Asia Minor, was placed between 
1. Edward Stanford, Carte ethnologigue de la 'furguie d 'Europe et de la 
Gr~ce et m'moire sur la re artition actuelle des races dans la 
Peninsula Illyrigue. Traduit de 1 1anglais Paris: E. Dentu, 1877). 
2. Ethnographic Map of European Turkey and Greece with Explanatory 
Notes about the Racial Distribution in Illyrigue Peninsula and 
Statistical Population Tables, edited b,y Hercules Lazarides (Athens: 
Newspaper of Debates, 1877). This map is the same as the French 
edition with the only addition that it shows the Greek settlements 
in Asiatic Turkey. 
2,775,000 and 3,125,000. In eastern Thrace the Greek population was 
between 250,000 and 300,000. Approximately another 300,000 lived in 
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Constantinople. The Greek population of Asia Minor was between 1,500,000 
and 1,750,000. Two-thirds of this total was settled along the western 
littoral of Asia Minor, which comprised the Vilayets of Aidin and 
Broussa and the independent sandjaks of Ismid and the Dardanelles. 
Nearly a. half-million Greeks lived in Pontus and the rest mainly in the 
Vilayets of Sivas, Angora, Konia, and Adana. Prosperous Greek par-
ishes stood in several urban centers of the Balkan Peninsula., like 
Argyrocastron and Koritsa in present Albania; Varna and Philippopolis in 
Bulgaria; Bucarest, Braila, Galatz, and Constanza in Rumania.. The 
Greek population in those centers remains unknown. From the number of 
refugees, however, and subsequent census reports by those countries, 
their total rn.ay be safely placed above the 150,000 figure. In 1919 a. 
relief mission of the Greek government which had been sent to take care 
of the bolshevik refugees of Greek ancestry estimated that 593,700 
Greeks were settled in Russia, especially in Caucasus and South Ukraine.1 
Overseas emigration is shown in Table 14. Although gross emi-
gration overseas is reported since 1824, the total number of emigrants 
until 1890 amounts to about 2, 700. This total number of emigrants does 
1. A. Andr,ades, loc. cit. Also, N. J. Polyzos, loc. cit; stephen P. 
Ladas, The Exchange of Minorities: Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey 
(New York: The Macmillan Co., 1932), p. 14; Greek Government sta-
tistics. The above account does not include the Greek population 
which was then settled in other European and l-fediterranean countries. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5. 
6 . 
7. 
8. 
9 . 
10. 
TABLE 14. ESTTI·:P.1'ED NET OITE ... ttSE. .S Ela GRATION FROH GREECE 
ON THE BASIS OF' ACTUAL GROSS EJ.,.li GRA.TION AND 
ACTUAL AND ESTTI~ATED P~PATRIATION, 
1824-1930 
(Thousands) 
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Period Actual Gross Emigration 
Actual EstDnated 
Repatriat ion 
Net 
Emigration 
1824-1890 
1891-1895 
1896-1900· 
1901-1905 
1906-1910 
1911-1915 
1916-1920 
1921-1925 
1926-1930 
1824-1930 
(1) 
2.7 
5. 8 
11.2 
51.5 
122.0 
128.5 
67.6 
50.5 
40.9 
480 .7 
(2) 
1.1 
5. 8 
27.5 
78.4 
47 .2 
36 .0 
(3) 
2.7 
5. 8 
10.1 
45 .7 
94 .5 
50 .1 
20 .4 
14.5 
40 .9 
aThis total represents about 169 ,000 actual repatriation from the U. S . A. 
only for 1908-1924, 13, 700 estimated overseas r epatriation for 1896-
1907, and 13, 300 estimated repatriation from other overseas countri e s 
than the U. S. A., a s folloi'TS: 2, 600, 4,400, 1, 600, and 4,700 for 
1908-12, 1913-15, 1915-20, and 1921- 24, respe ctively . These l atter 
estimates are based on the ratio of actual repatriation statist ics to 
gross emigration for the U.S.A . 
bThis total net emigration figure includes estimated repatriation . Net 
emigration increases to 311,700 i f only actual repatriation statistics 
are taken into consideration . 
Sources: (1) Greek Governn~nt St atistics; (2) Tables 13 and 14, in 
Appendix. 
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not exclude probable repatriation. It averages about forty-one persons 
per year with 70 per cent of the total concentrated in the last five 
years of the period between 1886 and 1890. As the table shows, actual 
gross emigration gains momentum after 1896, reaches great proportions 
between 1906 and 1915, and remains high at a decreasing rate until 
1930. Total gross emigration for the over one hundred years' period 
in the table nears the half-million figure. 
However, the modern Greek emigrant in the wake of Ulysses 
repatriated in large numbers. Table 14 shows that after excluding 
actual repatriation for reported years, total net emigration falls to 
311,700, or about two-thirds of actual gross emigration. If the esti-
mated repatriation for unreported years is included, total net overseas 
emigration falls to 284,700, or to not more than 59 per cent of actual 
gross emigration. 
Emigration overseas was predominantly directed to the . United 
States of America. Because of the inadequate repatriation records, the 
exact number of people who emigrated to the United states must remain 
unknown. However, early estimates based on American statistics offer 
adequate information for estimating fairly accurately the net Greek 
emigration to America. 
According to calculations made in the present study between the 
years 1901 and 1910, about 135,000-140,000 Greeks emigrated to the 
United states.1 This is considerably lower than other conservative 
estimates made by Fairchild in 1910. However, his calculations are 
not based on information which was available after that year. 2 
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The findings of the present study, as conservative as they may 
appear, are in accordance with the number of Greek immigrants reported 
by the 1930 U.S. Government census. Net emigration, including estimated 
repatriation, is found to be 284,700 (Table 14). Excluding the esti-
mated repatriation of 27,000 but allowing for actual recorded 
1. The exact number of net emigration is estimated at 136,100. This 
figure is arrived at by subtracting from the total 173,500 gross 
emigration between 1901 and 1910, shown in Table 14, 6,000 gross 
emigration .. to other overseas countries, and 31,400 repatriation 
from the United States. 
2. H. P. Fairchild, op. cit., p. 111, estimates that during the above 
period Greek net immigration to the United states amounted to 
176,252 (i.e., 184,907 in 1910, minus 8,656 in 1900). He arrives 
at this figure qy assuming a repatriation constant yearly rate of 
10 per cent of the 195,800 gross immigration for the period re-
ported by the Commissioner-General of Immigration. Thus Fairchild 
arrived at a figure 'Nrl.ch was higher than the present study by 
40,200. Most of the difference is apparently due to his low 
10 per cent constant rate of repatriation. Available Greek sta-
tistics report that for the three years only, 1908-1910, 21,000 
persons repatriated from America. This figure equals about 34 per 
cent average rate of repatriation of gross emigration for the above 
three years. If a 30 per cent rate is applied to Fairchild's 
195,800 gross immigration figure, total repatriation becomes 
58,700 and his net emigration falls to 137,100. Some immigration 
of Greeks to the United States from outside Greece has taken place. 
However, before 1910 this immigration is not likely to be so large 
as to justif.y a difference of several thousands. 
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repatriation, the net emigration figure increases to a total of 
311,700. If 43,045 Greek emigration to overseas countries other than 
the United States is subtracted from the two above net emigration 
figures, net emigration to the United States only is found to be 
between 241,655 and 268,655. In the 1930 census there were only 
169,646 immigrants in the United States who reportedly came from 
. 1 Greece, a difference of between 72,009 and 99,009 less than the esti-
mated total net emigration. This difference is quite adequate to take 
care of deaths which occurred among the emigrants between 1824 and 
1930; probable re-emigration from the United states to other coun-
tries; repatriation to Greece after 1924, as no repatriation was re-
ported or estimated after that year; some of the 19,420 Greek immi-
grants in the United states who were reported in the 1930 census as 
coming frem other countries than Greece, especially Turkey, and who 
may have been included in the gro.ss emigration from Greece as transit 
passengers; and, finally, tourists Who were not distinguishable from 
emigrants before 1931 and therefore were included in the gross emigra-
tion.:: total but do not seem to be included in the repatriation 
statistics. 
What are the underlying conditions for this out-migration, 
continental as well as overseas? Causal relationship implies the in-
troduction of the time variable, and therefore such analysis is 
1. v. G. Valaoras, op. cit., p. 74. 
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implicitly connected with the approach employed in a particular study. 
Increasing population densities and the stagnant economic conditions of 
the period seem to underline this emigration. students on the subject 
unanimously agree that economic conditions at home have contributed 
most to this out-migratory movement.1 To what extent economic condi-
tions were deteriorating in terms of per capita income, animal-vegetable 
ratio, or other indices, must remain largely unknown. Measurements 
made by Colin Clark, with the use of the meager information available 
before 1920, show a fall in per capita income in the latter part of the 
period.2 However, until 1920 national income is estimated only for two 
1. In emphasizing economic conditions, Fairchild points out that "the 
causes of Greek (overseas) emigration are practically entirely 
economic, 11 op. cit., p. 60. He reaches this conclusion by analyz-
ing conditions in Greece at the turn of the last century and 
eliminating political, religious, and social causes. This residue 
method, although valuable in emphasizing the importance of economic 
conditions, may lead to unhappy misinterpretations. Presumably, 
the above statement of his does not imply single causation. The 
elimination of other direct causes to overseas emigration does not 
exclude their indirect influence on economic conditions. This 
contention is supported b.Y Fairchild's thorough investigation of 
Greek immigration to the United states, Which effaces possibilities 
of misinterpretation of the above statement by a careful reader. 
2. National income is estimated at 270, 530, and 630 million inter-
national monetar,y units, Which are equivalent to U.S. dollars at 
1925-34 average purchasing power, for the years 1891, 1913, and 
1929, respectively. With the population of Greece at 2.2, 4.8, and 
6.3 million, per capita real income ran at 123, 110, and 100 inter-
national units for the above respective years. Colin Clark, 
op. cit., pp. 158-159. 
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years, 1S91 and 1913, with per capita income at 123 and 11.0 international 
monetar,y units, respectively. It is highly questionable Whether two 
years are adequate to depict conclusively a secular deterioration of 
scale of living. More specifically, assuming relatively reliaple orig-
inal statistics, the representativeness of the two years may be 
questioned.1 Yet, these findings are suggestive and · in accordance with 
the stagnant economic conditions of the whole period in general. 
In contrast to the domestic viewpoint, Greek emigration may 
also be observed from the standpoint of alternative cost. V.Jith respect 
to emigration, the opportunity-cost principle appeared -in the form of 
better opportunities of domestic labor for employment abroad. Several 
media worked in making these economic opportunities abroad widely known 
at home. Emigrant remittances were a tangible and effective evidence 
1. For a few years before and until 1S91 economic activities in Greece 
were stimulated by the influx of considerable foreign capital for 
internal improvements, especially transportation, and large exports 
of currants and liquors, which were at their peak about that year. 
On the other hand, the year 1913 coincides with the two Balkan 
Wars which almost doubled the territor,y and more than doubled the 
population of the countr.y. In addition, between 1S91 and 1913 
Greece fell into default conditions from 1S92 to 1S9S and witnessed 
an acute agricultural crisis on currants and liquors after 1901. 
To be sure, both these crises were almost over, although agricul-
tural maladjustments persisted even later than 1913. Furthermore, 
after the large emigration overseas of the preceding two decades 
and favorable trade conditions during the years immediately pre-
ceding 1913, both emigrant remittances and shipping earnings were 
running high. Despite these counterbalancing developments, the 
great territorial and population changes, as well as war conditions 
in 1913, make this year hardly comparable to the year 1S91. 
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to the village of the success of the first adventurous emigrants. The 
repatriating relatively wealthy emigrant was an equally effective ad-
vertiser for emigration~ In addition, emigrants were aggressively 
sought by Greek and foreign maritime companies as return cargo for 
Greek imports. Last but not least, the chain-letter system prepared 
the young relatives at home for the great voyage and provided for pas-
sage and employment upon arrival to the foreign country.1 
In-migration. In addition to the reported repatriation, immi-
gration was occurring, frequently assuming the form of hasty or violent 
mass movements of people. The lack of immigration statistics during 
. 
the nineteenth century makes any account of such movements pure guess-
work. The only sure indications which offer some idea of the extent 
of these movements are the net immigration periods indicated in the 
analysis of the population inflow-outflow. Thus, during the nineteenth 
1. A typical chain-letter cas~; , as well as the emigration induce-
ments in general, is amply described by H. P. Fairchild, op. cit., 
pp. 90-93 et passim. The broad kinship system and strong local 
factionaJ, i sm which widely prevails among the rural populace enabled 
the chain-letter system to take on startling proportions. Large 
sections of the male population of whole villages were transplanted 
to one city of the United States during the early years of large 
overseas emigration. Personal interviews of this writer with old-
time immigrants show that groups of early immigrants had estab-
lished .funds for the purpose of providing passage and financial 
support to the newcomers from the old country. Although the situa-
tion described above refers to overseas emigration, ,particularly t o 
the United States, continental emigration, which preceded overseas 
emigration, presented similar patterns of behavior. 
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centur,y, two inter-census periods of large immigration are outstanding. 
Apparently, the first immigration took place between 1838 and 1845 and 
the second between 1861 and 1896. Part of this immigration seems to 
be repatriation. However, 'Whether in-migration was simply the return 
of the successful Ulysses or not, the feature characteristic of this 
movement is its non-economic character. Intense patriotism, a strong 
desire to participate active~ in the political life of free Greece, 
possibility of acquiring a better social status in a new community by 
means of wealth accumulated abroad, and political oppression, either 
real or imagined, were the outstanding motives which underlined the 
in-migration movement during the nineteenth centur,y. 
The rising power of the newly established Balkan states, their 
increasing nationalism and aggressiveness against the disintegrating 
Ottoman .Empire, intense rivalr,y among them, and, finally, the policy 
of Turkification of the Empire adopted by the young Turks, gradually 
changed the political atmosphere in the Balkans. The rising hostile 
institutional environment outside Greece was largely responsible in 
the shift of the Greek continental emigration overseas at the end of 
the last centur,y. This first development was soon followed qy a 
violent mass influx of Greeks who, under political suppression, found 
refuge in Greece. As early as 1906 about 35,000 Greeks fled Burgas, 
Kavakli, and Philippopolis and found refuge in Greece. They were 
settled qy the Greek government in the area of Volos, Thessaly •1 The 
1. s. P. Ladas, op. cit., p. 121. 
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influx of refugees gained momentum at the end of 1912 and afterwards. 
Until 1920, before the voluntary and compulsory exchange of minorities 
between Bulgaria, Greece, and Turkey, approximately 400,000 refugees 
came to the Greek shores, not including overseas repatriation. At the 
same time, about 450,000 left the territories which were finally 
1 
annexed to Greece. However, the virtual uprooting of the Greek element 
from almost all parts of ancient AEgeis outside Greece was to come after 
1920. It is part of the subject of the next chapter, which will inves-
tigate the period of large mass immigration and the first inter-war 
attempt toward economic adjustment. 
F. Swmnary and Discussion of Findings 
From the long-run viewpoint the present economic problem of 
Greece consists of the accumulation of changes in natural resources, 
population movements, technological improvements, and institutional 
arrangements. Since the establishment of modern Greece, the territory 
of the country has increased from 47,516 km2 to 132,562 km2, or less 
than three times. At the same time, population ha:s grown from 753,000 
in 1S2S to 7,631,000 in 1951, or more than ten times. Area population 
density has increased from 16 persons per km2 in 1828 to 58 in 1951, 
or b.1 about 3.6 times. Two periods are distinguishable with regard to 
1. Supra, Table 13, and discussion thereon. 
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sources of population increase: 1S2l-2S to 1920, and 1921 to date. 
Before 1920 most of the population increase was largely the result of 
territorial acquisitions. Mass in-migration and high excess birth 
rates have been the main sources of population increase during the 
past thirty years. The present chapter investigates the first period, 
1S2l-2S to 1920. 
The first one hundred years of national existence of modern 
Greece, 1S2l-2S to 1920, coincide with conditions of relatively free 
international trade, free migratory movements, rapid industrialization 
and rising scales of living in western economies, increasing economic 
interdependence among countries, and revolutionar.y changes in the 
means of transportation and communications. During this period the 
population of Greece increased from 753,000 in 1828 to 5,017,000 in 
1920, or by 4,264,000. Almost two-thirds of this increase came from 
territorial expansion, while excess birth rates and, to a secondary 
degree, net immigration account for the remainder. 
Throughout the period economic conditions in the domestic 
econo~ were practically stagnant. Widespread destruction during the 
War of Independence, foreign intervention, political instability, con-
tinuation of the institutional setup which prevailed during the Turkish 
rule, smallness of area, and the reluctance of capital to invest in 
long-run productive undertakings were the main retarding factors. In 
addition to limited land suitable for cultivation, employment oppor-
tunities in agriculture were further restricted by the preservation of 
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a feudal-like system of land tenure. Primitive methods in cultivation 
and lack of institutions to educate the farmer and assist him finan-
cially further retarded progress in agriculture. Manufacturing was 
largely a household operation. The predominantly agrarian character 
of the econonw did not change. Usurious interest rates, more than any 
other single index, reflected the unfavorable outlook, the risks in-
volved in socially productive undertakings, and the bad credit record 
of the government. Foreign capital borrowed by the government on 
burdensome terms was spent mostly for non-productive purposes and twice 
led the country into default. 
On the other hand, international market conditions worked with 
unusual force upon the overpopulated Greek econonw. Increasingly closer 
correlation between population and imports suggests the rising depend-
ence of the economy on imported foodstuffs. The lower coefficient of 
correlation between population and exports strongly points to the 
widening chronic trade deficit and the growing importance of service 
industries. Currants-raisins became the main exportable commodity, 
while shipping earnings and emigrant remittances assumed increasing 
importance at the turn of the century. 
Throughout the period migratory movements were almost continu-
ous, especially with the Greek populations settled along the Anatolian 
littoral and other parts of the eastern Mediterranean. However, from 
the viewpoint of an increasing imbalance between population and re-
sources, the phenomenal overseas emigration at the tum of the century 
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is very significant. Remittances from continental and especially over-
seas emigration became a substantial source of revenue for the econo~. 
However, the contribution of emigration in reducing the surplus popula-
tion of the country was unimportant. Emigration was partly offset by 
repatriation and mostly by the large numbers of refugees brought to the 
Greek shores by the changing political atmosphere in the Balkans, even 
before the virtual uprooting of the Greek element from almost all parts 
of ancient AEgeis. 
Lack of statistical information prevents an exact account of the 
scale of living by the use of. indices. However, available information 
supports the view that most likely the scale of living remained sta-
tionary, at least since the early 1890's. In view of this evidence, 
increase in trade dependence was largely the result of increase in 
numbers. Under already established criteria the stationary or perhaps 
falling scale of living, together with the large overseas emigration, 
may be taken as a sure indication that conditions of demographic 
equilibrium were not established. 
CHAPI'ER V 
MASS IN-MIGRATIONS AND FIRST INTER-,vAR ATTEMPT TOWARD ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT 
In the previous chapter the performance of the Greek economy was 
observed under conditions of relatively free international trade. But 
the free flow of people and goods was not the only characteristic con-
dition of the period. The laissez-faire doctrine in trade also included 
the laxness of the government in bringing about the needed institutional 
changes conducive to economic progress. The status quo inherited from 
the Turkish rule was generally maintained, and the summit of the 
capit~ist era passed by with no noteworthy reforms, especially in the 
land tenure system. 
In contrast, the period between the two world wars marked the 
reversal of all these conditions. Mass in-migrations took place during 
the early 1920 1s. A radical agrarian reform, which started a few 
years earlier, was further intensified with the influx of a large num-
ber of refugees. Emigration outlets practically closed while Greece 
passed legislation discouraging or prohibiting emigration. Finally, 
after the experience of the Great Depression, Greece reversed the 
principle of free trade and followed a policy for economic autarchy. 
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Therefore, Greece now presents a different case study under an al-
most entirely new set of conditions. 
After the presentation of population increase and its relation 
to resources in the inter-war years, this chapter will deal with the 
first attempt toward economic adjustmmt in the 1920's. The second 
inter-war attempt is discussed in the following chapter. 
A. Population Increase and Resources in the Inter-war Years 
Population increase came as a result of the influx of large 
numbers of refugees, followed by rising net birth rates. While area 
density kept rising, arable and arable equivalent densities decreased 
constantly as a result of increase in cultivated land and higher 
yields. 
Population inflow-outflow. During the inter;_war years the 
population of Greece increased from 5,017,000 to 7,345,000, an absolute 
increase of 2,328,000, or more _than 46 per cent. This increase is 
shown in Table 15, by source. Little less than two-thirds of the 
total increase comes from excess births, while the balance consists of 
net immigration and a statistical discrepancy. No new territorial 
acquisitions occurred during the inter-war years. 
From the viewpoint of source of increase two sub-periods, 
1921-28 and 1928-40, are distinguishable. They share almost equally 
the total population increase. During the first seven and one-half 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5· 
6. 
.TABLE 15. PER CENT AND ABSOLUTE POPULATION INCl1.EASE IN THE INTER-1r.lAR YEARS BY SOURCE 
(Figures in parentheses represent thousands.) 
Population 
Increase, 
Source 
Beginning of period 
Excess births 
Net immigration 
Statistical discrepancy 
Population increase 
(2-/-3-/-4) 
End of period 
Source: Table 15, in Appendix. 
1921-192S 
(1) 
(5,017) 
34.1 ( 405) 
65.9 ( 7S3) 
. .. c ... ) 
100.0 (l,lSS) 
(6,205) 
192S-1940 
(2) 
(6,205) 
93.2 (1,062) 
2.S ( 32) 
4.0 ( 46) 
100.0 (1,140) 
(7,345) 
1921-1940 
(3) 
(5,017) 
63.0 (1,467) 
35.0 ( Sl5) 
2.0 ( 46) 
100.0 (2,32S) 
(7,345) 
~ 
~ 
. 
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years slightly less than two-thirds of the increase came from the bal-
ance of migrations. Between 1,225,000 and 1,275,000 Greeks from all 
parts of AEgeis, predominantly the western littoral of Asia r.i~or, 
found refuge in Greece. Most of these refugees came into the country 
in a period of a few months, following the defeat of the Greek arnw in 
1 Anatolia (end of 1922), while between 400,000 and 450,000 people from 
other nationalities, predominantly Moslems, left Greece. According to 
the 1928 population census, there was one refugee out of every five 
inhabitants of Greece in that year, not including deaths and some emi-
gration which took place in the intervening years.2 
The influx of so many people in such a short time- was destined 
to have many great and lasting effects on the economic and social life 
of Greece. To mention some most outstanding consequences: The exchange 
of minorities definitely contributed to more peaceful relations between 
Bulgaria, Greece, and Turkey by eliminating to a large extent sources of 
friction. Greece became a nation with a more homogeneous population in 
1. For details cf. Table and Note 15 in Appendix. 
2. In 1928 the population of Greece totaled 6,204,684. Out of this 
total 1,221,849 were reported as refugees, 151,892 refugees before 
and 1,069,957 after the disaster in Asia Minor. For each thousand 
refugees about 513 came from the western littoral of Asia Minor; 
210 from East Thrace; 149 from Pontos, Black Sea; 40 from Bulgaria; 
39 from Caucasus; 32 from Constantinople; and the rest from Russia, 
Serbia, Albania, the Dodecanese Islands, Rumania, Cyprus, and 
Egypt. Greek Government statistics. 
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respect to language, religion, ethnic origin, tradition, and aspira-
tions,1 but the possibilities for the realization of these aspirations 
for the re-establishment of the ~zantine Empire with Constantinople 
as the capitol were irrevocably lost. 
A decade of wars more than doubled the country's territory, with 
the new lands relatively richer in resources. The domestic market was 
adequately enlarged to allow a greater division of labor and economies 
on a larger scale of production. However, the influx of refugees cast 
doubts from the beginning as to whether the achievement of political 
objectives in the arena of international affairs was compatible with 
the economic welfare of the nation. 
The situation was further aggravated by a rapid population 
increase through high excess births. Although high net birth rates 
appeared as early as 1925, during the second half of the inter-war 
period as much as 93 per cent of the increase, excluding a statistical 
discrepanc,y, came from births (Table 15). 
With slight yearly variations birth rates, shown in Chart 4, 
1. The homogeneous character of the population is evidenced by the 
changes in the ethnic composition of the newly acquired provinces. 
In 1912 the Greek element represented about 37 per cent of the 
population in West Thrace, 43 per cent in Macedonia, and 77 per cent 
in Epirus. In 1926 Greeks constituted more than 67, 88, and 81 
per cent of the population of the same provinces, respectively. 
For all Greece the Greek nationality represented 80.8 per cent of 
.. 
the population in 1920 and 93.8 per cent in 1928. A. A. Pallia, 
"Racial Migrations in the Balkans during the Years 1912-1924," 
Geographical Journal, LXVI (October, 1925), 315-331. Also A. Andre-
ades et al., op. cit., pp. 136-146; s. P. Ladas, op. cit., pp. 699-
704. 
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average about 30 per thousand between 1926 and 1934. Actual birth 
rates before 1925 are higher than those shown in the chart because of 
under-registration before the establishment of the new system in that 
year. The years after 1934 show a marked decline in birth rates. On 
the other hand, death rates, although with some under-registration 
before 1930, fluctuate between 10.5 and 16.5 per thousand after 1925. 
The marked decline in birth rates after 1934 is partially offset by a 
noticeable decline in death rates so that net birth rates, although 
having a tendenc.y to decline, remain above 10.0 per thousand. 
Analysis of birth and death rates leads to two noteworthy 
observations. First, the depression may have somewhat contributed 
to the fall of birth rates. Differential birth rates indicate that 
urban rates, with slight leaps and bounds, continuous~ decline after 
1930. On the other hand, the fall of rural birth rates is interrupted 
by high rates in 1934, which presumably are related to higher farm 
incomes realized from protective tariffs on grains and a good crop 
in 1933. Second, the rural population and, to a secondar.y degree, the 
refugee element contributed more to the population increase through 
. 1 
excess b1rths. 
1. Rural birth rates remain higher than urban rates throughout the 
period. The difference averages 3.9 per thousand in 1926-27, 
5.5 in 1930-33, 7.4 in 1934, and 4.4 in 1934-48. This difference 
becomes higher from the fact that rural death rates, except for 
1931-33, remain lower than urban rates. Vital statistics on 
(Continued on next page) 
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Population densities. Table 16 shows changes in the population 
densities in the inter-war years. Area density naturally increases. 
It reaches 23 per cent in 1929 and about 41 per cent in 1939 above the 
1920 level. On the other hand, arable and arable equivalent densities 
fall, the former to 96 per cent in 1929 and 79 per cent in 1939, the 
latter to 95 per cent in 1929 and 80 per cent in 1939, belo1., the 1920 
level. The fall ih both these densities indicates the magnitude of the 
expansion in land utilization, first because of the settlement of 
refugees, and second under the policy of economic autarchy. 
However, by no means does this large increase of agricultural 
land indicate higher scales of living through the actual lowering of 
population-to-resources ratio. It may simply show the magnitude of the 
fixed labor cost or the extent of surplus population. A possible de-
crease of dependence on foreign foodstuffs may be more than offset by 
an increased dependence on agricultural implements and, even more, on 
(Continued from preceding page) 
refugees alone are not available. Nevertheless, Macedonia and 
Thrace with the highest per cent of refugees in 1928 - 45.2 and 
35.5, respectively - experience for most of the years the highest 
excess births in the country. Excess birth rates for Greece average 
12.9 in 1927-31 and 13.1 in 1933-37 per thousand, While rates for 
Thrace average 11.1 and 15.8 per thousand, and for Macedonia 14.2 
and 16.9 for the above period, respectively. Among several fac-
tors, perhaps the relative abundance of land in the two provinces, 
indicated by the larger size of farms, may have induced the popu-
lat ion to maintain high fertility rates. Greek Government sta-
tistics; C. A. Doxiadis et al., op. cit., pp. 48-59. Also, cf. 
n. on P• 145. 
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TABLE 16 . CHANGES IN POPULATION DENSI TIES OF GREECE, SELECTED l'E.JUS 
Type of Density 1920 1929 1939 
1 . Area Density 
Per cent (1861 = 100) 170 209 239 
Persons per kn? (39) (48) (55) 
Per capita, acres 6 .40 5.13 4. 48 
2. Arable Density 
Per cent (1861 = 100) 184 176 146 
Persons per km2 (271) (258) (215) 
Per capita, acres . 91 . 96 1.15 
3 . Arable Equivalent 
Per cent (1861 = 100) 192 182 153 
Persons per lall2 (198) (188) (158) 
Per capita, acres 1.25 1.31 1.57 
Source: Tabl e 11, in Appendix. 
foreign capital obligations. The economic welfare of Greece may finally 
depend on the degree to which these new obligations could be met. 
B. First Inter-war Att empt toward Economic Adjustment 
Introduction. With the closing up of emigration outlets the 
growing surplus population may act as a fixed cost to the econo~. As 
this surplus population may have no other choice except to work harder, 
the relative profitable exploitation of the domestic resources will 
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rise. However, unless the ratio of population to the dynamic fonn of 
resources is prevented from falling by additional capital investment, 
according to the neoclassical theory of wages the marginal productivity 
per unit of labor service may decline. Furthermore, assuming that no 
adequate capital investment is forthcoming, the fixed cost arising out 
of a growing surplus population may eventually cause a deterioration 
of the scale of living. This phenomenon might come about even with a 
constant or rising marginal product per unit of labor service in cer-
tain industries or sections of the economy if the fall in the ratio of 
working to total population is greater than the gain from higher pro-
ductivity. Thus, while there might be an absolute increase in the 
national dividend, both by employment of a greater number of people and 
higher productivity per unit of labor service, the scale of living may 
decline if the population which shares these gains increases at a 
1 faster rate. In addition, if foreign capital investments bring about 
a temporarily rising scale of living, this rise will continue up to 
the point at which a reduction in national income is necessar,y in order 
to balance the international accounts. Therefore, as the balance of 
payments is the ultimate limitation of the size of the investment pro-
gram, a rising scale of living will be assured as long as the economy 
is able to export enough in order to meet foreign obligations and imports. 
1. For a symbolical illustration of the above cases cf. n. on p. 17. 
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The remainder of this chapter attempts to support the above-
mentioned propositions. It involves an analysis of the first inter-war 
reconstruction scheme through a discussion of capital investments, the 
refugee settlement, the agrarian reform, showing the unsatisfactor,y 
' 
results of the attempt in agriculture and manufacturing (with the use 
of production indices), national income and other statistical measure-
.~rents. Finally, it includes an investigation of the new default of the 
countr,y in 1932. 
Although economic difficulties of Greece early in the 1920 1s 
arose mainly from the influx of refugees, the first inter-war attempt 
toward economic adjustment was not limited to the task of solving the 
refugee problem. Extensive agrarian reform accompanied the refugee 
settlement. Foreign capital entered the eountr,y both in the form of 
public loans and private investments. Industr,y progressed relatively 
more than previously, while during the prosperous 1920's the Greek 
econo~ was still operating under conditions of relative~ free inter-
national trade. 
Capital investments: 1923-32 • . The total amount of capital 
funds spent on productive purposes cannot be ascertained accurately. 
Existing information permits the application of superficial criteria 
only. The criterion applied here is a broad one because it takes into 
consideration social profitability. It includes all long-term loans 
spent on refugee settlement and loans which could indirectly enhance 
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the productive ability of the econoiiJiY". 
Thus, it is estimated that public loans of this nature totaled 
from 365 to 375 million 1947-49 U.S. dollars. This amount represents 
213-218 million dollars, a nominal amount, from public loans contracted 
by the Greek government abroad and guaranteed by state revenues under 
the control of the International Financial Commission.1 The rest of 
the total, ranging from 152 to 157 million dollars, represents long-
2 
term public domestic loans issued mostly in drachmas. 
Greater difficulties appear in estimating foreign private 
capital invested in Greece during the period. According to reliable 
sources, the foreign private capital present in Greece in 1932 totaled 
214.4 million 1947-49 U.S. dollars. Available information suggests 
that long-term investments were not more than 88 per cent of the 
total, or about 190 million dollars.3 Available information indicates 
that between 35-40 per cent of the last amount, or 70-75 million dollars, 
1. From this nominal amount, most of which is originally expressed in 
pounds sterling, only 193-198 million dollars, or 85 per cent, 
represents net proceeds, because the majority of the loans were 
. issued below par with heavy commissions. Computed from G. Charitaki 
et al., op. cit., 1932, pp. 493-583. 
2. With the exception of only two loans, representing less than 10 per 
cent of the nearly 8.5 billion drachmas, the rest of the loans were 
not under the contrQl. of the International Financial Commission. 
Computed from ibid. 
3. Computed from ~·, pp. 472-474. 
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was invested between 1922 and 1932.1 No information exists as to the 
amount of investments from domestic savings. However, due to the low 
saving capacity of the population and the fact that the government drew 
considerable amounts in the form of loans, domestic private long-term 
investments on productive undertakings were relatively insignificant. 
The refugee settlement. The significance of the refugee 
settlement arises out of the fact that the task was so great that it 
affected the whole econo~ and practically dictated the economic wel-
fare of the nation. 
The Greek Refugee Settlement Commission, Which carried most of 
the work of refugee settlement from September 29, 1923, to the end of 
1930, received approximately 75 million 1947-49 U.s. dollars from loans 
contracted by the Greek government. In addition, according to the 
last report of the Commission, between 1922 and 1930 the Greek govern-
ment had spent approximately 60 million dollars on the refugees. These 
amounts do not include expenses and the service of the foreign and 
2 domestic loans contracted for refugee settlement. Estimates claim 
1. This is estimated from information indicating that about 70 per cent 
of 100 million 1947-49 dollars worth of private investments in 
1922-38 was invested in 1922-32. C. A. Doxiadis et al., op. cit., 
I, 274-275. 
2. Original amounts are stated in 13 million pounds and 10 million 
pounds, respectively. The League of Nations Reconstruction Schemes, 
op. cit., p. 80. 
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that until 1931 the total refugee settlement cost, including the value 
of land and houses used for the settlement, amounted to 240-250 million 
dollars.1 
Although large numbers of refugees came with sufficient funds 
to take care of themselves, the largeft group was taken care of by the 
Greek Refugee Settlement Commission established in September 29, 1923, 
under a plan worked out by the Financial Committee of the League of 
Nations Council and accepted by the Greek government. The Commission 
undertook the task of allocating the funds out of loans contracted by 
the Greek government for the purpose of establishing the refugees in 
productive undertakings and not for charity or relief. Funds were 
allowed to be spent on general community projects for improving health 
2 
conditions in the refugee settlements. The Commission's operations, 
although falling short of an over-all plan for the whole economy, are 
broad enough in scope to present a significant case for the purpose at 
hand. Therefore, they will be pre·sently discussed briefiy.3 
1. Original amount in 41.7 million pounds. Agg. Aggelopoulos, The 
Public Debt of Greece (Athens: 1937), p. 110, as mentioned by 
Demosthenes s. Stephanides, Greeks and Bulgarians as Economic 
Factors in the Balkans (Athens: Aetos, Inc., 1945), p. 19. 
2. League of Nations Reconstruction Schemes, op. cit., p. 78. 
3. Unless otherwise indicated, all information in the remainder of 
th1s section is taken from S. P. Ladas, op. cit., XXXII, 618-704 
and 727-728. 
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The work of the Commission was predominantly concentrated on 
the settlement of the rural refugees. Until its liquidation at the 
end of 1930, over 145,000 families involving over 560,000 persons were 
settled in 1,954 villages, mostly in Macedonia and Thrace. For this 
purpose more than 780,199 hecta~s of land, including pastures, was 
distributed, averaging 5.4 hectares per family. 1 Individual holdings 
differ greatly in various regions, depending on the type of cultivation 
value of products, quality of soil, and number of families of each 
settled group in relation to available land. Furthermore, social 
justice necessitated the parcelation of family holdings to take care of 
different qualities of land.2 However, it may be pointed out that in 
1. The distributed land had the following sources in hectares: 49S,ll0 
from the exchanged Moslem population, 94,020 from Bulgarian emigrants, 
53,639 in government lands, 4S,l39 from municipalities and mona-
steries, and S6,291 by alienation of private holdings. Chr. Evel-
pidi, op. cit., p. 22. 
2. In western Macedonia and Thrace the family share for cereal pro-
duction varied between 2.0 and 6.0 hectares, with an average of 
3.5 hectares, or S.? acres. The shares were slightly larger in 
Thessaly and smaller in Epirus. In Maritsa's valley with fertile 
soils the family lot was not larger than 1.5 hectares. Family 
shares in the tobacco districts of ~~cedonia and Thrace varied be-
tween .9 and 2.0 hectares. An average of 1.0 hectare per family 
was granted in the vegetable gardens and orchards in Macedonia and 
old Greece. Family shares in Crete consisted of a small field with 
a lot of vegetable garden and a number of olive trees. To families 
engaged in production of cereals some pasture land was distributed. 
In the mountainous districts of Macedonia and Thrace S.0-10.0 hec-
tares of land was allotted to the cattle raising families for pas-
turage with a small field for cereal production. 
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view of the limited land available, social justice was hardly compati-
ble with fundamental principles of efficient exploitation of the land. 
Thousands of houses were distributed1 and the refugees were 
supplied with the necessary working capital- animal.s2 and seeds- in 
order to carry on their productive undertakings. Seventy experimental 
and demonstration fields were established in Macedonia for breeding 
the most suitable types of grains and disseminating information among 
the farmers. New plants such as clover, sugar beets, forage beetroots, 
millet, castor oil plants, and others were introduced. Chemical fer-
tilizers were increasingly used. Generally speaking, the refugees were 
assisted and instructed by specialists of the Commission to carry on 
their work under the most modern principles of land cultivation of the 
times. Mechanical farming was slowly but steadily introduced and 
appl~ed, and numerous drainage and irrigation projects, as well as works 
for potable water, were carried out.3 
1. According to available information, approximately 111,000 houses 
were supplied, half of them by the Commission and half by the 
exchanged Turks and Bulgarians. 
2. Until the end of 1928 about 150,000 cattle and 132,000 other 
animals were distributed among the refugees by the Commission and 
the state. A larger number was acquired by the refugees themselves, 
bringing the total to over 365,000 and 701,000 animals, respectively. 
3. Until almost the end of 1929, 474 acqueducts were constructed dth 
a total length of 750 kilometers, and 508 artesian and 648 ordinary 
wells were opened with a total depth of 23,430 and 7,856 meters, 
respectively. 
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Considerable measures were taken to improve health conditions. 
Dispensaries in small agricultural centers with doctors' services were 
established. Medicines were distributed, especially quinine for use 
against widespread malaria. Drainage and other precautiona~ measures 
were taken against mosquitoes, the carriers of malaria, and attempts 
were made for the control of tuberculosis. According to available 
reports, the "effect of these measures was most encouraging. 111 
Except for production of grains in Which the refugees at large 
were engaged, cotton and hemp were other lines of cultivation undertaken 
chiefly by the refugees. For the first time, market gardening assumed 
commercial importance. But from the commercial and export viewpoint 
the most important agricultural product was tobacco. In 1926 two-
thirds of the tobacco was produced by refugees, while tobacco output 
jumped from less than 25,000 tons in 1922 to more than 85,000 tons in 
1929. 
The settlement of the urban refugees by the Commission was by 
far less extensive and short of meeting unemployment conditions among 
1. The following changes in death and birth rates per thousand were 
witnessed among refugees: During the first nine months of 1925, 
from a total of 413,804 refugees in Macedonia death rates averaged 
19 and births 29 per thousand. During the same period, from 63,572 
refugees in Thrace death rates averaged 20 and births 30. At the 
end of 1929 death rates among the refugees fell to 12.6 and birth 
rates rose to 45.7: the reader should connect the above informa-
tion with the general discussion on balance of births and deaths 
presented in the beginning of this chapter. 
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refugees in the cities. This is evidenced by the fact that in 1927 the 
total number of refugees who resided in the cities was estimated at 
700,000, -more than 56 per cent of the total number of refugees re-
ported in the population census of 1928 - while only about 10 per cent, 
or 72,230 urban refugees, were cared for by the Commission until that 
year. To be sure, a relatively greater number of urban than rural 
refugees brought in sufficient funds to take care of themselves. Fur-
thermore, urban refugees were compensated for loss of property, the 
total amount approximating 120 million 1947-49 u.s. dollars, or 171 .dol-
lars per capita.1 No one knows what portions of these sums were invested 
in productive undertakings. Information on employment conditions in 
the cities is extremely limited in individual guesses and annals. There 
is uniformity of opinion that unemployment and, to a greater extent, 
disguised unemployment and parasitic employment, was widely spread in 
the urban refugee settlements, especially in the suburbs of Athens and 
Piraeus. S. P. Ladas, writing in the early 1930's, concludes with a 
pessimistic outlook; among other thoughts he remarks: 11A poverty-
stricken and unemployed or inadequately employed urban population has 
1. Three loans were contracted by the Greek government for this pur-
pose, totaling about 6,650 million drachmas. In addition, there 
were two other loans, totaling 1,562 million drachmas, or about 
30 million u.s. dollars; one for compensating Greek citizens from 
Turkey and the other for refugees from Bulgaria. G. Charitaki 
et al., loc. cit., 1932. 
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grown up to the outskirts of the Greek cities. The class of middle-men, 
small artisans, and small traders has been multiplied with a resulting 
catastrophic decline in its economic status. 11 
The agrarian reform. The settlement of rural refugees was a 
continuation of the drive to establish the agrarian population of the 
country on the basis of small individual land ownership. After the 
amendment of the constitution in 1911, a series of laws, especially in 
1917 and 1923, were passed providing for the compulsory alienation of 
the greatest part of large estates and all lands cultivated under 
feudal-like conditions. Under these laws an area of one million hec-
tares, which included about 600,000 hectares of arable land, was dis-
tributed to 135,000 native landless farm and agrarian artisan families. 
Following suit, practically all ancient legal types of joint-proprietor-
ship or crop-sharing schemes were abolished. 
The agrarian reform in Greece was the first to be applied and 
one of the most extensive in Europe. Including refugee settlement, 
the reform distributed about 41 per cent of the 3.33 million hectares 
total arable land of the country, not counting land distribution and 
1 
refugee settlements before 1914. In the late 1920's Greece was an 
agrarian country with agricultural production carried almost exclusively 
by small family farms. 
1. Chr. Evelpidi, op. cit., pp. 22-24. 
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The extensive effects of the agrarian reform in the distribu-
tion of land are shown in Table 17. Nearly 73 per cent of the farming 
enterprises had no more than 3 hectares, or 7.4 acres. More than 
900,000 land cultivators, or about 96 per cent of the total, had no 
more than 10 hectares, or 24.7 acres, of agricultural land.1 Moreover, 
each farm averaged 5.6 parcels of land separately located with an 
2 
average of about 1.2 acres per parcel. 
The frequenc.y distribution, shown in Table 17, has unequal class 
intervals. In addition, available statistics do not give information 
on the types of land which each class represents. The classification is 
more arbitrar,y than first appears because there seems to be a _high con-
centration of gavden and tobacco land, as well as orchards, in the 
first two groups, especially the first; while increasing percentages 
of the other two groups of classes consist of pastures or less fertile 
land. Therefore, besides the per cent distribution of number of holdings 
1. Tenure conditions show higher concentration in direct ownership of 
land holdings by physical persons. Approximately 75S,OOO out of 
953,367 total cultivators, or about SO per cent, were proprietors; 
and almost all, or 951,000, were physical persons. Greek Govern-
ment statistics. 
2. According to the agricultural census, in 1929 there were 5,356,Sl9 
parcels of land, sharing about 2.6 million hectares of arable 
land and averaging 4.9 stremmas, or 1.2 acres, each, with parcels 
smaller than the average in the islands and la:zger on the mainland, 
especially Thessaly, where land distribution was relatively recent. 
Chr. Evelpidi, op. cit., p. 25. 
TABLE 17. PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF AGP..ICULTURAL LAND BY SIZE AND 
NUMBER OF HOLDINGS, 1929 
(Figures in parentheses are thousands in the case of holdings and 
thousand hectares for agricultural land.) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Class 
Distribution 
Hectares 
3.0 - lessa 
3.1 - 10.0 b 
10.1 - 100.0 c 
4. 100.1 - mored 
Total 
aThree 1 hectare class 
bseven 1 hectare class 
cNine 10 hectare class 
Holdings 
(1) 
72.7 (693.3) 
23.2 ( 221.9) 
3.9 ( 36.7) 
.2 ( 1.5) 
100.0 (953.4) 
intervals. 
intervals. 
intervals. 
Agricultural Land 
(2) 
19.9 ( 70S.l)e 
31.2 (1,109.4) 
.20.9 ( 745.6) 
2s.o ( 99S.5) 
100.0 (3, 561.6)f 
dEight classes with the following class intervals: one 100, one 300, 
two 500, one 1,000, one 2,500, one 5,000, and one 30,000 hectares. 
eincludes cultivated, fallow, and pastures; cf. Table 19, in Appendix. 
fFor computing the total land for the first class, .22 hectares were 
taken instead of the .5 hectares mid-value point. 
Source: Greek Government Statistics. 
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by four groups of classes, which shows a decidely skewed distribution 
toward small or petty ownership of land, any other statistical measure-
ment of central tendency or skewness could hardly be meaningful. 
Unfortunately, no statistical information is available for the 
total land Which each class represents. It was assumed that the mid-
point value of each class interval fairly well represents the arith-
metic mean of that class. Exception was made only for the first class, 
.1-1.0 hectares, including more than one-third of the total number of 
cultivators, for which 2.2 stremmas were assumed as the arithmetic 
mean. The reason for doing so lies in the fact that a considerable 
number of land holders below one hectare is likely to have farming as 
a secondar,r occupation. The difference between the accepted mean and 
the mid-value point is relatively small, approximately 100,000 hectares. 
Finally, in constructing the frequency distribution, the principle 
that the mid-point value should represent as accurately as possible 
the arithmetic mean of the frequencies involved has not been observed 
in the first class only because of the unduly large number of cases. 
Thus, the total agricultural land -was found to be 3, 561.6 thousand 
1 hectares. 
1. The total found here corresponds to the total of cultivated area, 
fallow land, and pastures reported by the 1929 agricultural cen-
sus. Cf. Table 19 in Appendix. 
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The distribution of this land by four groups is sho'"lll in 
column 3 of Table 17. The first two groups occupy about 51 per cent 
and the last two groups 49 per cent of this total. Similar estimates 
1 by others indicate higher per cents for the former group. Therefore, 
we may conclude with confidence that about 96 per cent of the reported 
cultivators had farms with no more than 24.7 acres and as a group 
occupied at least 51 per cent of the total agricultural land. 
The foregoing analysis leads to some ver,y significant obser-
vations. Admittedly, land tenure conditions prevailing before World 
War I needed change badly. At first glance the agrarian refonn was 
justified on social, political, militar,y, and economic grounds. How-
eTer, there are certain limits to such a refor.m beyond which social 
justice and other non-economic objectives come in utter conflict with 
economic considerations. In retrospect, Greece presents a case in 
which the agrarian refonn went to extremes. From the begirming, limited 
land supply in relation to population imposed small shares on each claim-
er of land. Economies of production b,y far received greater blows by 
the extensive parcelation of the shares. Worse than that, most of the 
established extensive small-scale family farming was quickly converted 
1. Chr. Evelpidi, loc. cit. He notes 63 per cent and 37 per cent, 
respectively. However, there is no way of checking the di screp-
ancies, as he presents only per cents, not absolute acreage. Other 
estimates indicate about 52 and 48 per cent, respectively, which 
are close to estimates made by the present stu~. C. A. Doxiadis, 
2E· d.t., p. 144. 
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to subsistence farming. Instead of surplus food, the farmer produced 
surplus children. 
Beyond any criticism of such national policy stands the almost 
complete absence of alternative courses of action. Greece appears to 
be a striking illustration of the possible effects which large popula-
tion i ncrease can have on limited resources. The capital invested was 
mainly dissipated by a rapid increase of the rural population.1 Any 
remaining surplus was used up by the underemployed urban population 
without leaving the necessar.y surplus to meet growing obligations 
abroad. The developments of the 1920's have since largely been the 
basic underlying cause of the Greek economic problem. The first sym.p-
toms and subsequent crisis of the chronic disease appeared immediately 
with the depression in the early 1930's. 
1. At this point it is interesting to quote from the preliminar.y 
report submitted by the American Coordinating Committee for Inter-
national Studies to the Tenth International Studies Conference: 
"Therefore, to put people back on the land in order that they may 
be self-sufficient and to use large capital sums in doing so is 
short-sighted national policy • . Ex hypothesi, the capital thus 
locked up cannot yield a return and probably never can be recov-
ered: it is gone. If the capital is to yield a return, it must 
not be devoted to subsistence farming for the farmer can pay in-
terest and amortize the debt only if he sells, i.e., ceases to be 
a subsistence farmer. 11 Limits of Land Settlement: A Preliminary 
Report on Present-day Possibilities by Ten Authors (Paris: ((n.p.)) 
1937). To clarify one point: subsistence farming occurs even 
when the farmer sells for cash if the revenue received by the 
sale is not mo~e than adequa~e to meet the bare customary necessi-
ties of life. 
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C. The Economy in General 
The attempt will be made here to further support the proposi-
tion that the economy was unable to produce enough surplus in order to 
meet growing foreign obligations. 
It has already been mentioned that arable and arable equivalent 
densities decreased during the period in question.1 Taking as a base 
the years 1921-22, cultivated land, excluding only fallow land and 
orchards, increased by 27 per cent in 1928-29 and by 56 per cent in 
1931-32. Agricultural production, representing about 96 per cent of 
the total cultivated land, shows an increase of most agricultural pro-
2 
ducts in 1928-29 and of all products in 1931-32. However, Table 18, 
showing per hectare ana per capita production indices for the same 
agricultural products, reveals unsatisfactor.1 results. 
First, the above absolute total increase came almost exclusively 
by extensive cultivation. This is clearly indicated by the fact that 
agri cultural production per hectare decreases for all products without 
exception in 1928-29, while in 1931-32 only vegetables and must-
currants production is above the base period. It should be pointed out 
that cultivated land includes only land harvested. In view of the fact 
that complete loss of crops because of drought and other conditions of 
1. Cf. Table 16 in text. 
2. For absolute and per cent increases of individual products or 
groups of products cf. Table 16 in Appendix. 
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TABLE lS . SOME AGRICULTUPAL PRODUCTION I NDICES, SELECTIVE YEARS, 
1921-1932 
(1921-22 = 100) 
Per Hectare Output Per Capita Output 
Products 
192S-29 1931-32 192S-29 1931-32 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
1. Wheat 9S 91 101 112 
2. other grains Sl Sl 79 9S 
3. Legumes 66 73 56 S5 
4. Vegetables 77 130 S2 1S5 
5. Industrial products S4 63 192 131 
6. Must-currants 145 126 101 95 
Source: Table 16, in Appendix. 
nature is neither infrequent nor small in Greece, actual productivity 
based on land planted is lower. This lower productivity is due either 
to backward agricultural techniques or to limitations imposed by soil 
fertility and weather conditions, or both.1 Application of modern 
agricultural techniques in the case of refugee settlement has already 
1. Measurements made by c. Clark circa 1930 show that Greece is below 
the internati onal average density of real product per man engaged 
in the production of primary industries, Which indicates that 
11either the soils or the agricultural technique of the country 
are ••••• below the average." Colin Clark, op. cit., p. 206, and 
diagram following p. 20S. 
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been mentioned. This fact leads to the observation that natural condi-
tions may impose serious limitations on the profitable application of 
technological improvements in agricultural production.1 This point will 
be further elaborated on later. 
Second, increase in per capita output is generally unsatisfac-
tory. However, industrial products show the greatest increase. To 
some extent must-currants have a better showing than other products. 
This is significant because tobacco, which is the most important in-
dustrial product in terms of both quantity and value, and must-currants 
constitute more than 75 per cent of total visible exports during the 
2 
period. Here lie the roots of a monocultural type of econo~ and, to 
a large extent, the explanation of the cyclical trade disequilibrium 
in the early 1930 1s.3 
Third, the per capita output increase in 1931-32 in terms of 
1. Also, the fact that the base period 1921-22 represents abnormally 
low production because of war conditions further supports the above 
unsatisfactory findings. 
2. Between 1925 and 1934 the above products averaged 79 per cent of 
commodity exports. Cf. Table 2 in text. 
3. From 1929-30 to 1932-33 tobacco exports fell from about 48 to 
15 million current dollars, or by nearly 69 per cent. For the 
same periods the value of exports of currants and alcoholic bever-
ages fell from about 22 to 15 million current dollars, or by 
32 per cent. Cf~ Table 5 in text. 
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value is higher than what the general index shows because the increase 
comes from products with a relatively higher value per unit. Excluding 
wheat production, which after 1927 was increasingly protected fTom 
foreign competition,1 this higher value arose either from a greater 
amount of labor per unit product or from a higher export price for the 
commodity. Vegetables, which show the greatest per capita increase, 
are examples of the fonner case, while tobacco and must-currants pre-
sent a combina:tion of labor requirements and higher export prices. This 
observation may also indicate the relative abundance of labor in com-
parison with capital and natural resources. The econo~ shows the 
2 
tendency to occupy itself with labor employing economic activities. 
Manufacturing received considerable impetus during the 1920's. 
In the 1930 census the number of establishments increased to about 
1. Wheat-protecting tariffs were particularly high because they are 
inversely related to foreign wheat prices. Thus, in 1931-32 do-
mestic wheat prices were 225 per cent of foreign wheat prices 
c.i.f. in Piraeus. Computed from Chr. Evelpidi, op. cit., p. 152. 
2. Higher value per unit product may be expressed in terms of social 
income, i.e., the amount of income realized after all expenses, 
except labor, are deducted from gross revenue. It is estimated 
that in 1937-39 gardening (production of vegetables) ranked first 
in social income, realizing 1,380 drachmas per stremma (one-tenth 
of a hectare) with tobacco close to this income; arboriculture 
(vineyards, olive groves, and orchards) with 1,107 drachmas; 
farming (grains, legumes, animal feeds, and industrial products 
except tobacco) with 465 drachmas; grazing with 13S drachmas; and 
forestry with 74 drachmas~ Chr. Evelpidi, op. cit., p. 35. 
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76,000, or by more than 150 per cent over and above the number reported 
by the 1920 census. They employed 174,000 workers and 9S,OOO managerial 
and clerical personnel, an increase of 110 per cent above the total 
employed in 1920. Yet, the number of persons per establishment fell 
below the 1920 average, While for every 3.3 persons one was a proprie-
tor. To put it in another way, 92.2 per cent of the total establish-
ments employed less than 5 persons, 6.4 per cent between 6 and 25 
persons, and only 1.4 per cent employed 26 persons or more. These 
findings indicate, perhaps, the extent to which manufacturing was 
still carried on a small scale or on a handicraft basis. However, 
kinetic power jumped from a total of about 93,000 h.p. in 1920 to 
345,000 h.p. in 1930, or an increase of about 3.7 times.1 
Although the contribution of manufacturing to national income 
was considerable, 2 its contribution in meeting the foreign obligations 
of Greece was practically negligible, as exports from that source 
comprised a very small fraction of total commodity exports.3 The real 
1. Greek Government statistics; G. Charitaki et al., op. cit., 1932, 
pp. 193-194. 
2. For comparison purposes, from the total national dividend in 1927, 
manufacturing contributed almost 17 per cent; adding handicraft 
manufacturing, this was more than 25 per cent; while agriculture 
proper contributed as much as 31 per cent, and if livestock raising 
and forest products were included, 46 per cent. Computed from 
Chr. Evelpidi, Les ~tats balkaniJues (Paris: Librairie Arthur 
Rousseau, Rousseau and Co., 1930 , p. 341. 
3. Cf. Table 2 in text. 
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test of the country's financial solvency was to come with the depression. 
National income statistics seem to be estimates a posteriori 
and therefore less reliable than other statistical information. How-
ever, available figures suggest that per capita real income never 
reached pre-World War I levels during the 1920 1s.1 
D. Greece in Default Again 
Most of the second League of Nations loans of 6.5 million 
pounds contracted by the Greek government early in 1928 went to stabiliz-
ing the currency and paying off debt arrears. The loan was secured 
with a wide margin of saf-ety by revenues controlled by the Inter-
national Financial Commission.2 At the same time, the Greek government 
1. Per capita income at 1938 prices averaged 7,514 in 19ll, 7,259 
drachmas in 1919-20, 6,747 in 1922-23, 6,973 in 1927-28, and 7,094 
in 1931-32. N. D. Mousmoutis, The Estimate of the National Income 
of Greece (Athens, 1950), Table 13, p. 31, as presented by 
G. Coutsoumaris, "Possibilities of Economic Development in the 
Greek Agriculture," (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Chicago, 1953). 
2. Including the new loan, the annual requirements for the service of 
loans controlled by the Commission amounted to 20.6 million current 
U.S. dollars against revenues approximating 46.2 million. Computed 
from League of Nations Reconstruction Schemes, op. cit., pp. 89-90. 
Most of the information on this topic is taken from the above 
source unless otherwise specified. For Greece see especially 
pp. 74-98. 
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undertook to keep her budget within the limit of about ll7 million 
current dollars until the end of the fiscal year 1929-30 and to keep it 
balanced thereafter. A new bank of issue called the Bank of Greece was 
established, and the gold exchange standard was adopted at a parity 
rate of one pound sterling to 375 drachmas. 
The world depression hit Greece immediately after the end of 
the three probational years during which she was to attain financial 
stability. Visible exports fell from about B3. 7 million in 1929-30 
to 39.5 million dollars in 1932-33, or by approximately 53 per cent. 
1 
Tobacco contributed about 74 per cent to this decline. Invisible 
-' 
exports witness almost the same decline. From about B2.2 million in 
1929-30, th~fell to 41.4 million dollars, or by 50 per cent, with 
emigrant remittances and capital earnings contributing about 62 per cent 
to the decline.2 Simultaneously, foreign exchange from loans ceased to 
come in. 
The trouble appeared at first in the form of transfer diffi-
culties. At the end of 1928 the reserves of the Bank of Greece a.nx>unted 
to about 55 million current dollars. As the balance of payments 
worsened, the deficit was met with the reserves of the bank. In 
April, 1932, the reserves had dwindled to about 2.3 million dollars, 
1. Cf. Table 5 in text. 
2. Cf. Table 8 in text. 
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convertibility on a gold basis was abandoned, and by decree amortiza-
tion of internal drachma loans was suspended and p~ent of only 
75 per cent of interest was provided. A month later foreign debt ser-
vice for all loans was suspended. In 1928 stabilization dollar rate 
was fixed at 75-77 drachmas. Dollar quotations on the free market 
reached 185 drachmas by the end of 1932. Transfer difficulties were 
accompanied by budget problems as the first unbalanced budget for years 
1 
appeared in 1931-32. 
Some of the factors which stand behind the new default of Greece 
have _already been presented. Yet, in addition to secular developments, 
cyclical and budgetary factors contributed to the situation. The 
depression came too soon, even before the last dollar was spent on 
settlement and reconstruction, and with it foreign capital ceased to 
flow in. With exports falling off more than 50 per cent, Greece found 
herself in a position in which many debtors find themselves during 
times of depression. 2 In addition, obscurantism in government finance 
1. Greece remained in default, while negotiations of the Greek govern-
ment \dth the Council of Foreign Bondholders and the League Loans 
Committee went on and off, until January, 1940, when negotiations 
led to an offer of 43 per cent of the interest as from April 1, 
1940. Greece continued to observe this agreement until the German 
invasion in the spring of 1941. 
2. This resulted from the presence of arrears accounts, funds outside 
the budget commitments of the state in public utility undertakings, 
and archaic accounting. 
and a tendency to over-borrow at burdensome terms incurred too heavy 
obligations abroad.1 
E. Summary and Discussion of Findings 
The period between the two world wars marks the reversal of 
trade conditions and population movements. The influx of a large 
number of refugees coincides with restrictions on migrations imposed 
both by Greece and most immigrating countries. A radical agrarian 
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reform, started during the late 1910's, was followed by the establish-
ment of a policy for economic autarcny after the experience of the 
Great Depression. 
During the inter-war years the population of Greece increased 
from 5,017,000 to 7,345,000, an absolute increase of 2,32S,OOO, or more 
than 46 per cent. Net immigration counts for about one-third of this 
1. In 1932 the external public debt of Greece was estimated at about 
382.8 million dollars. About 282.1 million of that amount was held 
by bondholders residing abroad and 125.2 million was the foreign 
private capital in Greece, making a total of 407.3 million. The 
annual debt service of this total approximated 30 million, 20.3 for 
public debts and 9.7 for private debts, which was 76 per cent of 
the visible exports and 37 per cent of the current balance of pay-
ments for 1931-32. Foreign public debt service alone was almost 
16 per cent of the 1931-32 budget. Taxation is estimated at 
22 per cent of the national income for the fiscal period 1930-31, 
twice the burden of taxation for Bulgaria and Rumania and almost 
twice for Yugoslavia. This burden does not include taxation of 
municipalities, which in 1937 was estimated at about 2 per cent of 
national income. G. Charitaki et al., op. cit., 1932, 472-474, 479; 
1937, 244-245, in connection with Tables 5 and 8 ~ext. 
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increase, while a little less than two-thirds is contributed by excess 
births. Area density increased as no new territorial acquisitions 
occurred during the period. On the other hand, expansion in land 
utilization and the policy of economic protectionism of the 1930's 
lowered the arable and arable equivalent population densities. The 
decline in these densities simply shows the magnitude of the fixed 
cost labor or the extent of surplus population. As land improvements 
necessitated foreign capital, the welfare of Greece was dependent on 
whether the new foreign obligations could be met by increased exports. 
The first inter-war attempt toward economic adjustment during 
the 1920's was not limited to the ·task of solving the refugee problem. 
~opulation increased from 5,017,000 in 1920 to about 6,472,000 in 1931, 
or by approximately 1,450,000. Extensive agrarian reform accompanied 
the refugee settlement. Foreign capital entered the country both in 
the form of public loans and private investments. Yet, the attempt 
toward economic adjustment was not successful. The refugee settlement 
and the agrarian reform resulted in uneconomic parcelation of land and 
small-scale subsistence farming. The capital invested in land improve-
ment projects was, to a great extent, directly dissipated by a rapid 
increase in the rural population. 
These effects of the refugee settlement and the agrarian reform 
may indicate a decline in marginal productivity in agriculture. Add-
itional statistical measurements show that increase in agricultural 
production came almost exclusively by extensive cultivation. Natural 
conditions of drought and soil fertility imposed serious limitations on 
the profitable application of technological improve~nts in agricultural 
production. Per capita agricultural output was generally unsatisfactory. 
Agricultural products with high labor requirement and high export value 
showed a relatively greater per capita increase. This tendency of the 
econo~ to direct itself toward labor-absorbing lines in agricultural 
production shows the growing imbalance between capital-resources and 
population and probably a decline in the labor-to-population ratio. 
Social fixed cost increases with a growing surplus agricultural popula-
tion. 
Labor productivity for certain sections of the econo~, probably 
in mining and to some extent in manufacturing and transportation, most 
likely may have increased. Yet, this progress in manufacturing fell 
short of absorbing the extensive urban underemployment. In addition, 
although the contribution of manufacturing to national income was con-
siderable, its share in meeting the foreign obligations of Greece was 
practically negligible. Manufacturing exports were a very small 
fraction of total commodity exports. 
The success in the financial sphere, indicated by a balanced 
budget, a stabilized currency, and the restored monetary and credit 
mechanism, was no more than an economic bonanza. Available information 
suggests that per capita real income never reached pre-World War I 
levels during the 1920's. The depression of the early 1930 1s put an 
early end to the first inter-war attempt toward economic adjustment • 
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Greece fell into default again and remained so almost to the beginning 
of World War II. However, the findings previously discussed suggest 
that even with milder or no cyclical effects at all, it is problematic 
whether the economy would be capable of exporting enough in order to 
meet the terms of rising foreign obligations, much less to maintain a 
rising scale of living with a rapidly increasing population. The 
above findings indicate that conditions of demographic equilibrium 
were not met. 
CHAPTER VI 
SECOND INTER-WAR ATT~IPT TOWARD ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT: 
A POLICY FOR ECONOMIC AUTARCHY 
The world depression and the economic default culminated in 
the establishment of trade and monetar,y controls with the ultimate 
objective of economic self-sufficiency for Greece. This chapter 
covers the remainder of the inter-war period since the establishment 
of the new policy in 1932. 
The ultimate objective of this policy was to balance the in-
ternational accounts and to achieve a higher scale of living by creat-
ing employment opportunities through economic protectionism and 
domestic financing of productive projects. Scale of living might be 
maintained or even slightly rise quantitatively, yet it might deter-
iorate qualitatively. Unless adequate capital investment provides 
new opportunities for employment, this phenomenon might come about by 
a fall in the animal-vegetable ratio. At the production level the 
lov-Tering of this ratio provides emplo:yxrent opportunities to a greater 
number of people by bringing into cultivation land used for animal 
raising. At the consumption level the fall in the ratio results in 
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an increase of calories of vegetable origin and a decrease of calories 
of animal origin, while the total caloric intake may remain the same or 
even rise slightly. In addition, qualitative deterioration of the 
scale of living may also come from inferior manufactured goods domes-
tically produced behind high tariff barriers. 
In this chapter the following steps are taken: First, an 
investigation of the Greek economw in general is undertaken in order 
to show capital investment, agricultural production and progress in 
the production of manufactured goods, national income, and the presence 
of surplus agricultural population and labor. Second, some measure-
ments are conducted to the extent that available statistics permit in 
order to show whether the animal-vegetable ratio has shifted. 
A. A Policy for Economic Autarchy 
The year 1932 was a turning point in the economic history of 
Greece. The default of the country was accompanied by a series of 
decrees which imposed vigorous controls on trade relations. In the 
following years this body of legislation was greatly extended by 
additional laws, which attempted to supplement and improve the effect-
iveness of the established system but at the same time made it more 
complicated and cumbersome. Although no over-all plan i~ indicated, 
this legislation seems to follow nee-mercantilistic practices, which 
were adopted by several nations during the 1930's. Broadly and briefly 
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stated, the polic,r aimed at balancing the international payments of 
Greece by curtailing imports and encouraging exports and at indirectly 
regulating the domestic economy toward greater self-sufficiency. 
The above policy was implemented by an array of monetary and 
trade controls. Some important measures are subsequently mentioned, 
although the list is not exhaustive. The Bank of Greece was given the 
monopoly to sell, buy, and issue licenses for foreign exchange. Rates 
were set at 100 drachmas per dollar. General duties were increased 
ten-fold. Moreover, a differential tariff system by products was 
established. Imported commodities were classified in major categories, 
depending on several criteria like domestic production, importance of 
the product for consumption or industrial production, encouragement of 
exports, surplus foreign exchange, etc. Restrictions on these cate-
gories varied from practically none to partial or total barter con-
ditions, volume and value quotas, special license requirements, and 
other provisions, including outright prohibition.1 Finally, trade was 
increasingly conducted by bilateral trade agreements and clearing 
2 
arrangements. 
1. In 1937 comparative tariff levels in nineteen countries show that 
Greece ranked fifth on the list with an index of 166 against 100 
of the United states. How High Are United states Tariffs? (New 
York: American Tariff League, Inc., 1942), as presented by 
E. M. Patterson, op. cit., p. 672. 
2. For details of the above policy, cf. G. Charitaki et al., op. cit., 
1932, 225-227, 380-397; 1936, II, 74-77, S9-91; 1937, II, 4S-65. 
The effects of this policy were profound and far-reaching. 
Serious trade dislocations occurred with Greece increasingly tied to 
1 
the German econo~. But the changes which the domestic economy of 
Greece underwent were much more significant. Because of the great 
trade dependence of the country, trade controls acted powerfully upon 
and rigidly directed the domestic economy. To the extent that trade 
barriers were raised, to that extent domestic production of certain 
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commodities, especially cereals, was subsidized. Domestic prices rose 
to make profitable previously submarginal undertakings. Analysis of 
these new developments is worthy of consideration. 
B. The Econo~ in General 
Investments. After the default in 1932 of the economy, Greece 
relied heavily on domestic savings. According to some estimates total 
investments averaged about 12 per cent of national incore to a total of 
861.2 million 1947-49 dollars, or an annual average of about 107 million. 
This average was approximately 81 per cent of the annual average in-
vestments for the years 1929-31. However, these estimates should be 
1. In 1929 Germany shared about 23 per cent of Greek exports and 
9 per cent of imports. By 1938 Germany's share was 38 and 29 
per cent, respectively. In comparison, the United States shared 
16 per cent of Greek exports and 17 per cent of imports in 1929. 
Although exports to the United States increased to 17 per cent by 
1938, imports were as low as 7 per cent. High Economic Board, 
op. cit., pp. 56-57. 
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interpreted with caution. First, there is no indication of the method 
which was employed for estimating the above total, as well as the indi-
vidual yearly amounts, by major ite~s. Second, there is no distinction 
between voluntary and forced savings. In view of the large government 
budget absorbing on the average approximately 24 per cent of the 
national income for the period and the extensive developmental under-
takings of the government in land, transportation, and community pro-
jects, it seems probable that a very small fraction of the investments 
came from voluntary savings. Third, and more important, the investment 
concept employed seems to include consumers' durable goods. It is 
shown that 28 per cent of the total investments went to buildings and 
about 7 per cent to housing projects. Subtracting two-thirds of the 
fonner and the entire amount corresponding to the latter, investments 
drop to 663.4 million dollars, or about 83 million annual average, 
which corresponds to 9.3 per cent of national income, a saving level 
which is more likely to occur under conditions prevailing in Greece.1 
Agriculture. Agriculture proper received first and most atten-
tion, absorbing nearly one-third of the total national investment. With 
the years 1928-32 as a base period, cultivated area increased to 
1. Original figures were expressed in drachmas at 1938 constant 
prices. They were converted to dollar equivalents by accepting 
67.9 drachmas per 1947-49 dollar. C. A. Doxiadis et al., op. cit., 
I, 126-127 et passim. 
1?0. 
123 per cent in 1934-35 and 138 per cent in 1937-38. At the same time, 
output of all agricultural products increased with vegetables leading, 
1 followed closely by wheat and legumes. The weighted index of agricul-
tural production, 1928 : 100, averaged 211 per cent in 1937-38. Self-
sufficienc.y in grains increased from as low as 56 per cent in 19~8-32 to 
2 
75 per cent in 1938. 
Output increase came from both forms of land cultivation, ex-
tensive and intensive. Table 19 shows the per hectare output increase 
of basic agricultural products. It has already been mentioned that 
actual per hectare productivity is lower because the said indices are 
based on the harvested and not planted land. Likewise, per capita 
output of all agricultural products increased. It is interesting to 
note that exportable commodities in general have relatively smaller 
per capita output increase than imported grains and legumes. Of the 
exportable commodities, tobacco constitutes the exception whose per 
capita output increased considerably, partly because of ineffectively 
controlled over-production and partly because of the fact that tobacco 
was bartered through bilateral agreements more successfully than other 
exportable commodities. On the other hand, vegetables maintain the 
1. Cf. Table 17 in Appendix for hectarage and output production for 
individual products. 
2. High Economic Board, op. cit., pp. 6 and 12. 
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TABLE 19. SOME AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION INDICES, SELECTIVE YEARS, 
192S-193S 
(192S-32 : 100) 
Per Hectare Output Per Capita Output 
Products 
1934-35 1937-3S 1934-35 1937-3S 
(1) (2} (3) (4) 
1. Wheat 147 174 200 23S 
2. other grains 115 135 115 142 
3. Legumes 124 124 147 230 
4. Vegetables 134 140 186 24S 
5· Industrial products 102 109 110 14S 
6. Vineyards-grapes 141 116 156 132 
7. Currants 122 104 12S 110 
8. Olive oil • • • . .. 97 122 
9. Olives . . . • •• 92 118 
Source: Table :17 in Appendix. 
lead in per capita output as requiring more labor comparatively than 
other imported commodities. 
The drive for intensive cultivation included application of all 
advanced methods in agriculture: greater use of agricultural machinery, 
protection from insects and plant diseases, improved types of seeds, 
and greater use of rotation methods. Dissemination of information and 
supervision was conducted on an increasing scale by sc~s of educational 
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institutions of all levels, research and experimental stations, cooper-
atives, and the private semi-governmental and governmental agencies. 
Farm credit and insurance were improved and other government reforms 
attempted to encourage and help farmers. Yet, available statistics 
show that progress was not commensurate with the above measures. At 
the end of the inter-war period mechanical power did not consist of 
more than 16 per cent of the total power used in agriculture, chemical 
fertilizers constituted less than one-third of natural fertilizer out-
put, while the latter constituted one-fourth of the estimated total 
requirements. Losses from plant disease, insects, and animal mortality 
were estimated as running at 10 per cent of the annual combined income 
1 
from agriculture and stock raising. Between 1929 and 1939 fallow land 
increased absolutewise, while it decreased percentagewise. 2 
Furthermore, in the light of the foregoing findings and the 
fact that productivity remained one of the lowest in Europe, despite 
higher yields, it is strongly suggested that natural conditions in 
Greece impose sharp limitations on the application of advanced agricul-
3 
tural methods. · The gains in greater output were largely paid by higher 
1. Chr. Evelpidi, Greek Agriculture ••••• , pp. 37-40, 142-168. 
2. Cf. Table 21 in text and Table 19 in Appendix. 
3. An agricultural productivity index, based on staple crops for 
1934-35 and constructed by E. Huntington, shows values as high as 
51 for the Netherlands and as low as 11 for Bulgaria and 14 for 
Greece. The index value for Greece would have been lower if the 
(Continued on next page) 
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cost of production. It is estimated that in 1938 the burden to the 
economy for consuming domestic agricultural instead of foreign products, 
especially grains, exceeded 33.8 million 1947-49 u.s. dollars, or 
3.2 per cent of the estimated national income.1 In addition, the 
findings suggest that application of advanced techniques, especially 
of a labor displacing nature, are incompatible with a country having 
surplus labor like Greece, 2 unless other steps are taken pari passu 
to absorb this surplus labor into other employment. 
Manufacturing. Equally significant was the attempt to increase 
self-sufficiency in manufactured products by means of economic pro-
tectionism. 'Vlith 1928 as the base year, the weighted index of indus-
trial production reached 168 per cent in 1938. Consumption of imported 
industrial products in the base years went down from 41 per cent of the 
(Continued from preceding page) 
farms planted but not harvested were included in computations. 
Huntington finds that index of productivity is a close £unction 
of water supply and temperature. Ellsworth Huntington, "Agri-
cultural Productivity and Pressure of Population," loc. cit. 
1. Computed £rom original figures in drachmas. C. A. Doxiadis et al., 
op. cit~, I, 56. 
2. Pertinent to this point is James Baster 1 s argument summarized as 
follows: "If technique is a function of factor endowment, 
'backward' technique may be perfectly rational for particular 
countries." "A S~ cond Look at Point Four, 11 The American Economic 
Review: Papers and Proceedings, XLI, No. 2 (May, 1951), 399-406. 
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total consumption to about 21 per cent in 1938. In the later year 
imported raw materials were only 25 per cent of the total utilized in 
industr.y, although their imports increased to about 121 per cent. How-
ever, the available index of industrial employment shows that only 
after 1935 did employment pass the base year. This index averaged 
121.5 per cent for 1937-381 which, although above the 116 per cent 
population increase for the same period, was far below being capable 
of absorbing the large urban and the even larger rural underemployment. 
The discussion on the Greek economw, in general, imposes the 
following questions: \~at was the effect of such policy for economic 
autarchy on the national income? Was the national dividend increased 
enough to raise the scale of living? The answer to these questions 
will depend on whether higher labor productivity and probably larger 
employment increased national income faster than population increase. 
An investigation in this direction follows. 
National income. There are several estimates of national income 
for individual years with wide variations in their results. Official 
government sources are silent. Semi-private sourceB refer to national 
income rather incidentally and in connection with taxation. Further, 
they usually prefer to present a two billion drachmas range instead of 
2 
single figures. The present analysis is conducted on the basis of 
1. High Economic Board, op. cit., passim. 
2. Cf. G. Charitaki et al., op. cit., 1932, 477 ff; 1936, II, 240; 
and 1937, II, 226. 
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two national income series estimated by two different sources. Although 
these attempts are praiseworthy and annual measurements of national 
income are likely to be done on the basis of the same criteria through-
out each series, aQY reservation concerning their significance may be 
justified because of the severe structural changes which the Greek 
economw underwent during the inter-war years.1 
Indices of national and per capita income are shown in Table 20. 
It is interesting that don~stic national income, which does not include 
earnings from services rendered abroad, rises considerably over the 
base period only during the last three-year group under consideration. 
The fact is significant that per capita domestic income remains below 
and reaches the base period only during 1936-38. On the other hand 
national revenue, which in addition to earnings from services abroad 
includes emigrant remittances, rises above the base period earlier. 
However, per capita revenue remains low and rises by 6 per cent over 
the base period in 1936-38. The relatively important role of outside 
revenues in the welfare of the economy is clearly shown. At the same 
time, the findings suggest that the second attempt toward economic 
1. The relative importance of national income statistics for inter-
national comparison purposes has alreaqy been discussed in Chap. 
III. For the sources of the two national income series and dis-
cussion thereon cf. Table and Note 18 in Appendix. 
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TABLE ;20. NATIONAL AND PER CAPITA INCOME I NDICES, 1927-1938 
. (192?-28 = 100) 
1929-32 1933-35 1936-38 
I. Domestic Incomea 
1. National 
2. Per capita 
II. Revenue b 
1. National 
2. Per capita 
94.3 
91.8 
98.5 
94.5 
aExcludes earnings from services rendered abroad. 
bNational income plus emigrant remittances. 
Source: Table 18, in Appendix. 
100.5 
90.9 
107.4 
99.6 
adjustment did not have too satisfactory results.1 
Furthermore, the above findings raise the question as to 
114.4 
100.5 
120.6 
106.0 
whether per capita income was actually falling. There is ample evi-
dence which supports such a contention. National revenue, shown in 
Table 20, meets the standard definition of national income except for 
1. c. A. Doxiadis et al., op. cit., I, 278 ff., concludes that per 
capita income did not reach satisfactory levels at all. However, 
no divisor population figures are given by which per capita income 
was computed. Slightly rising per capita real income is found by 
other students: cf. N. D. Mousmoutis, loc. cit., as presented 
by G. Coutsoumaris, op. cit., p. 68. However, no population 
divisor is given. 
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the fact that emigrant remittances are included. However, income in 
kind, i.e., services performed in the household for the family like 
laundry, baking, preserving food, gathering firewood, supplying water, 
etc., seem to enter into national income estimates only to a small 
extent or not at all. In addition, other sources of income like rents 
of peasant houses, services of domestic servants, apprentices serving 
without payment and receiving only food, tobacco consumed by producers 
who make up one-tenth of the population, transportation of products, 
and supplies by peasants' carts or wagons, - all these tend to escape 
full reporting. Therefore, it is not unlikely that in each successive 
year an increasingly lesser amount of national income has escaped 
reporting. Furthermore, the mere fact that the absolute increase of 
national income could have a lower portion of it escaping reporting 
may have similar distorting effects. A combination of the two cases 
may simply be a consequence of an evolutionary process in production, 
or under increasing controls over the economy. 
The above comments lead to another question: May a stationary 
or falling per capita income indicate secular deterioration of the 
scale of living? The foregoing findings are quite inadequate to render 
support to a positive answer. However, combined with measurements of 
surplus agricultural population and labor and the animal-vegetable ratio, 
a stationary or falling per capita income may indicate such secular 
development. 
l?S. 
c. Surplus Agricultural Population and Labor 
Agricultural population. The most connnonly applied types of 
indices for measuring overpopulation are three: population densities, 
level of employment, and level of production or consumption. Although 
all types present several limitations, relatively speaking, 
Wilbert E. Moore's index seems to afford the best available device 
for measuring agricultural overpopulation, i.e., the relation of capi-
tal and technological stage of land utilization to the population 
dependent on agriculture in general. Basing his computations on a 
. European per capita average agricultural production for 1931-35, he 
finds Greece with a 1,424,000 "surplus" agricultural population, or 
50.3 per cent of the population of Greece which, according to estimates 
based on the 1928 census, was dependent on agriculture.1 
Agricultural labor. Land improvements undertaken during the 
refugee settlement bore most of their fruits in the 1930's. In add-
ition, the government launched an extensive program of reclamation, 
drainage, irrigation and flood control projects. At the same time, 
the agrarian reform and the distribution of newly acquired lands among 
1. Wilbert E. Moore, Economic Demograpgy ••••• Cf. pp. 29-34 and 
154-161 for the construction of the index of agricultural pro-
duction and its limitations; pp. 56-64 for measures of population; 
and especially Table 6, p. 63, for Greece's surplus population. 
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the landless population of the country was continued.1 
Inter-census (1929-39) changes in land utilization are shown 
in Table 21. Land types of group A gained 939,600 hectares, or increased 
b,y about 54 per cent over the year 1929. This shift of land utiliza-
tion is significant in several respects. 
First, the shifted land moved from low labor requirement types 
of land utilization - pastoral, silvicultural, and partly unproductive -
to higher labor requirement types of land utilization. In this way 
more people were employed on the same land than previously. As agricul-
tural population is not likely to have increased by more than 20 per 
cent during 1929-39, the ratio of gains realized by group A lands to 
agricultural population is more than 2 to 1. 
Second, although this ratio may suggest that agricultural 
population increase was well taken care of, it falls far short of 
absorbing the surplus agricultural labor. As much as two-thirds of the 
shifted land seems to have come from pastures or lands used as pasture.2 
Therefore, the realized employment opportunities by the change of land 
utilization were less than they would be if the lands in question were 
not used as pastures. Table 21 suggests that production of cereals, 
which have comparatively smaller labor requirements, shared almost 
two-thirds of the cultivated land increase, while larger labor 
1. G. Charitaki et al., op. cit., 1936, II, lSS-212; 1937, II, 116-133. 
2. Cf. Table and Note 19 in Appendix. 
TABLE 21. PER CENT CHANGES IN VARIOUS TYPES OF LAND UTTI.,IZATION TI~ GREECE, 1929-1939 
Type of Land Utilization 
1. Farm land 
2. Orchards 
3. Vineyards 
4. Vegetable gardens 
5. Meadows 
A. Sub-total (1-5) 
6. Fallow land 
7. Pasture 
8. Lands used as pasture 
9. Woods 
B. Sub-total (6-9) 
c. Grand total (AtB) 
Ber cent 
Absolute (1,000 hectares) 
Source: Table 19, in Appendix. 
1929 1939 
(1) (2) 
15.3 23.2 
2.1 3.7 
2.3 2.8 
.4 1.1 
·'L 1.1 
20.8 31.9 
8.1 7.7 
13.4 11.3 
29.1 26.3 
28.6 22.8 
79.2 68.1 
100.0 100.0 
(8,415.5) 
Increase or Decrease over 1928 
Per cent Absolute 
Total= 100 1,000 hectares 
(3) 
71.1 (673.5) 
13.6 (128.1) 
4.3 ( 40.2) 
6.7 ( 62.8) 
3.7 ( 35.0) 
tlOO.O (939.6) 
3.8 ( 36.1) 
19.5 (183.3) 
24.9 (233.7) 
51.8 (486.5) 
-100.0 (939.6) 
Per cent 
Change 
1929 = 100 
(4) . ' '• . 
152.5 
173.0 
120.5 
298.7 
160.3 
153.9 
94.7 
83.8 
90.5 
79.8 
85.9 
1-' 
~ 
• 
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requirement cultivations, namely, tobacco, orchards, vineyards, and 
vegetables, showed less than one-third of the increase. Furthermore, 
measurements indicate that the labor requirements of all lands utilized 
for agricultural production in general, including pastures and forest, 
and the labor requirements for home manufacturing were between 50 and 
51 per cent of the available agricultural labor in 1939, while between 
1 45 and 50 per cent were surplus agricultural labor. 
1. Original measurements were conducted by Chr. Evelpidi, op. cit., 
pp. 25-26. He estimates that only 43 per cent of the available 
agricultural labor was employed. However, his 4,640,000 agricul-
tural population, constituting about 64 per cent of the total 
population of the countr.y in 1939, is not warranted. This ratio 
is only 3 per cent below the ratio of rural-to-total population 
reported in the 1928 census. But all persons living in places 
with 5,000 inhabitants or less are classified as rural, a ver,y 
superficial criterion. In this stuqy a more conservative range, 
between 50 ru1d 55 per cent, was accepted. This per cent represents 
the average between that ratio and Moore's ratio of 45.6. Supra, 
p. 10. The ratio 53.4 used by Colin Clark, op. cit., p. 448, for 
the same purpose falls within the range applied here. The dif-
ficulties encountered in the concept of labor force are truly 
insurmountable. See Wilbert E. 1'1oore, "The Exportability of the 
Labor Force Concept, 11 American Sociological Review, lS (February, 
1953), 68-72. Therefore, agricultural population is estimated 
between 3,621,000 and 3,9S3,100. According to Evelpidi, 296.4 
million working days were required for the above-mentioned agricul-
tural activities, which do not include labor on the part of the 
farmer for transporting his crop and supplies, time wasted by the 
farmer in moving from one parcel of his farm to another, and other 
activities like repairing his house, implements, etc. He further 
assumes that the working portion of the agricultural population is 
60 per cent, and each worker realizes approximately 250 days of work 
a year. If these figures are accepted, the total work days avail-
able range between 543 and 597 million, and the surplus agricul-
tural labor is between 45 and 50 per cent of the total. 
1B2. 
Third, the fact that most of the shifted lands were originally 
used for pastural activities may suggest lowering of the animal-vegetable 
ratio or tendencies in that direction. Investigation of this subject 
follows. 
D. Animal-Vegetable Ratio 
This index is perhaps the most important single measurement of 
dietary standards. The energy-producing properties of foodstuffs, in 
general, are measured in calories. On the other hand, the nutritional 
value of the caloric intake may be depicted by the animal and vegetable 
composition of total calories. Because animal origin foods are double-
cycle products, it is estimated that from five to seven primar.y calories 
of vegetable origin are needed in order to produce one calorie of 
animal origin. Thus, assuming that 3,000 calories are required for a 
person daily, the number of primary calories needed for a diet varies 
from 3,000 if all calories are of vegetable origin, to between 15,000 
and 21,000 if the diet is altogether of animal origin. According to 
modern standards prevailing in most high scale of living countries, a 
40:60 animal-vegetable ratio, representing between 7,800 and 10,200 
primar.y calories, is considered an adequate diet. Although satisfactory 
diets can be constructed on lower ratios, free consumers' choice seems 
to prefer total caloric intake with about this composition. 
The index is particularly significant because it may show 
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secular developments on both production and consumption levels. Within 
certain fairly wide limits depending on a given ratio, a country is 
capable, by diverting part of the land used for double-cycle production 
1 (animal raising) to single-cycle (staple crops), to employ and support 
a greater number of people than previously or increase self-sufficiency 
in foodstuffs. An example may illustrate the latter point. Assuming 
3,000 calories as the individual daily requirements at a 20:80 animal-
vegetable ratio, 660,000 primary calories are needed daily for the 
support of one hundred persons. A small lowering of the ratio to 
15:85 will release 90,000 primary calories, which at this ratio will 
support approximately 16 additional persons or it will result in a 
corresponding increase in self-sufficiency in foodstuffs. However, 
while the daily caloric intake will remain the same, the lowering of 
the ratio will result in nutritional deterioration of the diet. 
Lowering of the animal-vegetable ratio was a common phenomenon 
in the continental countries of Europe during World War II. Countries 
with a high ratio had a wide margin to fall back on to increase self-
sufficiency in foodstuffs and to cope effectively with the war situa-
tion. other countries with a low ratio to begin with ~~tnessed 
starvation or semi-starvation conditions. Poland with a 105 per cent 
1. The tendency toward cultivation of higher labor requirements agri-
cultural crops has been already shown, supra, p. 179. 
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self-sufficiency in foodstuffs in 1936-38 experienced a fall of the 
ratio from 20:SO to 4:96, the highest among several European countries 
compared. Information for Greece is not adEJquate to give a satisfac-
tor,y picture. Available information suggests that wartime conditions 
were more severe. Greece, with a 75 per cent pre-war self-sufficiency 
in foodstuffs and a ratio estimated at about 10:90, witnessed real 
1 
famine conditions. The war experience may suggest that the lowering 
of the ratio in Greece was a secular phenomenon during the inter-war 
years and especially after 1932, so that the country was left with a 
ver,y small margin, if any, to fall back on in times of national 
emergency. 
Estimation of the animal-vegetable ratio in terms of calories 
requires statistics which are not available for most of the inter-war 
years. In addition, such an attempt would be a study in itself. 2 
1. J. H. Richter, "Continental Europe's Pre-War Food Balance," u.s. 
Dept. of Agriculture, Foreign Agriculture, Vol. 6 (August, 1942), 
299-312; Wartime Rationin and Consum tion (Geneva: League of 
Nations, 1942 , pp. 30-31 et passim; Food Rationing and Supply 
1943/44 (Geneva: League of Nations, 1944), especially pp. 19, 
41-43, and 53; Food, Famine and Relief 1940-1946 (Geneva: League 
of Nations, 1946), pp. 41-45 et passim. 
2. For difficulties in measuring the caloric content of foods cf. 
H. J. Heinz Company, Nutritional Data. Compiled by H. A. Wooster 
and F. c. Blanck (Pittsburgh, Pa.: Republic Press, ((n.d.)) ), 
pp. 73-93. The highly specialized and praiseworthy study in this 
direction by D. Eleftheriadis, The Food Problem in Greece, High 
Economic Board Publication (Athens: National Printing Office, 
1938), although issued in 1938, investigates only the three years' 
period 1927-29. 
Animal densities, animal-to-population ratios, and per capita pro-
duction and consumption levels of animal foodstuffs are considered 
adequate indices for serving the purpose at hand. 
Animal densities represent the number of animals per km2 of more 
than 95 per cent of cultivated land. Difficulties arise in the classi-
fication of big animals, in livestock and drive animals, as even cows 
are used in farming and transportation. Ultimate human consumption 
was accepted as the criterion. The indices shown in Table 22 repre-
sent the per cent change of animal densities over the 1925-28 base 
period. The follo~1ng points ~ be noted: First, all animal densi-
ties, except those for poultry and rabbits, constantly decrease after 
1933. Second, a closer look at the individual groups of animals re-
veals that livestock and small animals, which directly compete with 
the land for cultivatio~witness the greatest decrease. The decline in 
livestock densities might have been greater except for the dual purpose 
served by most livestock. The smaller decline in the densities of 
drive animals may be largely attributed to the fact that, on the one 
hand, substitution for mechanical power was limited, and, on the other 
hand, dr.ive animals represent all animals used in farming, as well as 
in urban transportation, and in both cases constitute perhaps the only 
important capital for making a living. Densities of poultry and rabbits, 
which do not compete directly with land for cultivation as by-products 
of both farm and household, rise above the base period after 1933. This 
TABLE 22. JNDICES OF ANJJviAL DENSITIES ON CULTIVATED L.I\ND AND 
ANIMAL-POPULATION RATIO 
(1925-1928 = 100) 
Index 1929-32 1933-35 Identification (1) (2) 
1. Livestocka 
Density 79 78 
Ratio 91 96 
2. Drive An:ima1sb 
Density 94 88 
Ratio 106 108 
3. Small Animal 8 c 
Density 81 84 
Ratio 93 104 
4. Poultry-Rabbits 
Density 82 107 
Ratio 97 133 
acows, oxen, and buffaloes. 
haorses, mares, mules, and asses. 
csheep, goats, and hogs. 
Source: Tables 20 and 21, in Appendix. 
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1936-38 
(3) 
73 
97 
84 
111 
78 
102 
103 
136 
increase may also indicate a tendency of the econo~ to find substi-
tutes for the decline of animal foodstuffs from other sources. Third, 
animal densities show the relative position of the two variables, ani-
mals and cultivated land, during the inter-war years. They indicate 
that cultivated land increased faster than the animal population of the 
countr,y. As grazing and pastoral-nomadic activities constitute the 
predominant methods of animal-raising, the findings also suggest that 
the unrealized expansion of livestock because of the shift of land 
already mentioned was not compensated by a corresponding increase in 
the barn-fed animal industr,y.1 
Indices of animal-to-population ratios, shown in the same 
Table 22, present a less unsatisfactor,y picture. These indices repre-
sent the per cent change of the number of animals per thousand population 
over the base period 1925-28. The following points are observed: 
First, generally speaking, all groups of animals increase faster than 
the population of the countr,y after most of them fall below the base 
period in 1929-32. Second, despite this uniform behavior, the various 
categories of animals show individual characteristics. .~though the 
livestock ratio increases after the fall in 1929-32, it never does 
1. This observation is supported by the relatively inadequate increase 
in the production of animal feeds from a 545,000 ton average in 
1928-32 to a 2,151,000 ton average in 1937-38, or by only four 
times. The area devoted to animal-feed production almost doubled 
during the same years. However, this land was about 4 per cent of 
total cultivated land in 1928-32 and slightly more than 5 per cent 
in 1937-38. High Economic Board, op. cit., pp. 6-8. 
reach the base period level. Small animals remain above the base 
period after 1933 but they show a slight decline in 1936-3B. Drive 
animals show a steady increase, while poultry and rabbits increase 
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above the base period after 1933. Third, this relative decrease in 
animal densities and ratios of livestock and small animals in contrast 
to increase of poultry and rabbits shows a tendency of the economy to 
substitute sources of animal foodstuffs requiring large amounts of 
primary calories. This tendenc.y raises the question as to whether it 
constitutes the first sign which depicts lowering of the animal-vegetable 
ratio at the production level. 
Tendencies of the animal-vegetable ratio to fall at the pro-
duction level are more clearly shown in Table 23. The feature char-
acteristic of the table is that per capita meat production from all 
sources remains below the base period 1927-29. Although per capita 
meat production rises after 1931-32, it shows another setback in 
1936-3B. This setback is consistent with the contention advanced pre-
viously that the slight increase in per capita income in 1936-3S may 
not be real but nominal. In addition, according to available infor-
mation, the annual production of seafood was declining, except for a 
slight increase in 1937 which is attributed to improvement of statisti-
cal methods by which the amount of seafood escaping reporting was reduced.1 
1. Bank of Greece, Report for 1939, p. XXV. 
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TABLE 23. PER CAPITA DOHESTIC PRODUCTION OF }fEAT, HJLK~ AND EGGS, 
SELECTED YEARS 
(Figures in parentheses represent klgs for meat and milk, eggs per capita 
yearly production.) 
Period Meat a. Meatb 
(1) (2) (3) 
l. 1927-29 100 (20) 100 (21) 100 (56) 
2. 1931-32 65 (13) 120 (67) 
3. 1933-35 75 (15) 81 (l?.l)e 163 (91) 
. 
4. 1936-38 70 (14) 80 (16.8) 157 (88) 
aincludes meat production from big and small animals. 
brncludes meat production from poultr,y and rabbits. 
Cincludes milk equivalent for cheese and butter production. 
dOnly for 1931. 
e1933 not available. 
Source: Table 22, in Appendix. 
Eggs 
(4) 
100 (65) 
88 (57) 
120 (78) 
123 (80) 
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On the other hand, per capita milk production increased since the base 
period with a slight setback in 1936-38. Also, per capita production 
of eggs, with a setback in 1931-32, shows considerable progress. It is 
very important that the decline in per capita meat production is at 
least partly compensated by rising milk production which needs a smaller 
number of prima~ calories for its production than does meat,1 and by 
rising egg production which does not directly compete with land. 
The inadequacy of available statistics and their usual low 
reliability may not allow a clear-cut conclusion to the effect that the 
animal-vegetable ratio was really falling at the production level. 
Yet, in the entire course of the present investigation nothing was 
found which can justify an opposite conclusion. The unsatisfacto~ 
results witnessed above were felt early by government officials and 
private students of the Greek economy. Nutritional problems were widely 
discussed by those who were responsible for the welfare of the Greek 
people.2 Finally, comparison of available estimates shows a fall 
1. The shift from meat to milk production was observed also during 
World War II in several European countries. Food, Famine and 
Relief 1940-1946, loc. cit. 
2. For a specimen on discussions about the nutritional problems con-
fronting the Greek population cf. addresses or statements made by 
Professors Dontas and G. Iakeimoglou of the Medical School of 
Athens and Theod. Stathopoulos, director of the chemist~ labora-
tories of the National Institute of Technology at Athens, incorpor-
ated in D. Eleftheriadis, op. cit., 1937, I, 172 ff., for a general 
survey of the situation. 
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TABLE 24. ANNUAL AVERAGE VALUE OF EXCESS ANIMAL FOOD IMPORTS, 
SELECTED PERIODS 
(Figures in parentheses represent 1947-49 u.s. dollars.) 
A b s o 1 u t e P e r Capita. 
Period 
Index l11lillion Index Dollars 
(1) (2) 
1929 100 (14.4) 100 (2.3) 
1931-32 · 74 (10.6) 70 (1.6) 
1933-35 62 ( S.9) 57 (1.3) 
1936-3S 68 ( 9.8) 61 (1.4) 
Source: Table 23, col. 2, in Appendix. 
in the animal-vegetable ratio at the production leve1.1 
The decline of the animal-vegetable ratio at the production 
level seems to have unfavorably affected the ratio at the consumption 
level. The fall in per capita domestic production of animal food is 
adequately supported by the foregoing analysis based on quantity sta-
tistics. Table 24 shows the value of excess or net animal food imports 
in absolute and per capita terms. The fall of the index below the 1929 
1. D. Eleftheriadis, op. cit., p. 70, estimates the average in 1927-29 
at 1S:82, while League of Nations studies accept J. H. Richter's 
estimates, which suggest a ratio for Greece in 1936-38 as low as 
10:90. Food, Famine and Relief 1940-46, loc. cit. 
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TABLE 25. .Al.JNUAL AVERAGE VALUE OF TOTAL Ai~D PER CAPITA CONSUI<IPTION 
OF AN]}1AL FOOD, SELECTED PERIODS 
(Figures in parentheses represent 1947-49 U.S. dollars.) 
Period 
1929 
1931-32 
1933-35 
1936-38 
A b s 
Index 
100 
118 
139 
135 
o 1 u t e 
Million 
(1) 
( 83.6) 
( 98.4) 
(116.1) 
(113.2) 
Source: Table 23, col. 3, in Appendix. 
p e r Capita 
Index Dollars 
(2) 
100 (13.3) 
114 (15.1) 
129 (1?.2) 
122 (16.2) 
base period indicates that the probable loss of animal food from 
domestic sources was not compensated for by a corresponding increase 
in imports. 
On the other hand, the index of annual average value of total 
and per capita consumption of animal food, shown in Table 25, indicates 
a consumption level higher in the 1930's than in the base year 1929. 
However, the following reasons do not justify such a conclusion: First, 
although the value of t ·otal and per capita consumption remains above 
the 1929 base year, a decline is evidenced in the annual average in 
1936-38 over the previous period. The effects of the decline of the 
animal-vegetable ratio at the production level may appear at the 
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consumption level with some time lag. Second, it should be noted that 
price statistics are less reliable than quantity statistics as far as 
domestic production is concerned. In addition, the rising value of 
1 
animal food production came from the domestic production alone. While 
imported animal food could be more accurately counted and its value 
estimated at the fixed foreign exchange ratio, the value of the domestic 
production of animal food may simply reflect inflationar.y prices, 
despite the fact that original values were expressed in drachmas at 
1938 prices. Therefore, the fall of the animal-v~getable ratio at the 
consumption level is not unlikely. Its effect on the scale of living 
can be appreciated by the fact that, according to estimates made during 
the inter-war years, between 57 and 65 per cent of the family income 
2 
was spent on food. 
1. Table 23, col. 1, in Appendix, shows that the value of per capita 
animal food production from domestic sources was considerably above 
the 1929 base year, 123 per cent in 1931-32, 145 per cent in 1933-35, 
and 134 per cent in 1936-38. On the other hand, value of food 
imports shown in the same table remained below the 1929 base year 
in the 1930's. 
2. The figure 57 per cent was found on family budget inquiries con-
ducted in Athens for the years 1923-24. International Labour 
Review, Vol. XIX, No. 6, Statistics, "Family Budget Enquiries in 
Greece" (Geneva, 1929), pp. 872-874. The figure 65 per cent repre-
sents estimates made by Chr. Evelpidi, op. cit., p. 27, on peasant 
families for 1936. 
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E. Summar,y and Discussion of Findings 
The policy for economic autarchy established in 1932 marks the 
beginning of the second inter-war attempt toward economic adjustment in 
Greece. The policy aimed at balancing the international payments of 
Greece and regulating the domestic economy toward a greater self-
sufficiency with the ultimate objective a rising scale of living. With 
the country in default, the program was based on bootstrap-like oper-
ations of the government. 
Agriculture proper received first and most attention. Long-
term pro.jects increased the area under cultivation by 38 per cent over 
the average in 1928-32. The weighted index of agricultural production, 
1928 : 100, averaged 211 per cent in 1937-38. Yet, per hectare yields 
of basic agricultural products clearly indicate that most of the in-
crease in farm products came from extensive cultivation, despite the 
drive for intensive cultivation. Productivity measurements suggest that 
natural conditions in Greece imposed sharp limitations on the applica-
tion of advanced agricultural methods. The gains in higher output 
were largely the result of higher prices assured by tariff subsidies. 
At the same time, the weighted index of industrial production 
increased by 68 per cent in 1938 over the 1928 base year. During the 
same period, consumption of imported industrial products fell by half, 
from 4l per cent of the total consumption in 1928 to 21 per cent in 
1938. However, the index of industrial employment increased by only 
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21.5 per cent in 1937-38 over the 1928 base year. 
Direct investment and indirect investment through tariff 
subsidies were directed predominantly into low capital turnover under-
takings, principally agriculture. The main, if not exclusive, invest-
ment criterion was the positive effect on the balance of payments. 
Payments on foreign obligations arising from long-term borrowing were 
suspended until almost the end of the inter-war period. International 
accounts were successfully brought into balance. However, the invest-
ment program was restricted correspondingly, depending almost exclusive-
ly on domestic sources for capital, and consequently .fell below the level 
which was necessary to take care of the large underemployment. 
Population increased from 6,472,000 in 1931 to 7,345,000 in 
1940, or by about 950,000 through high net birth rates. Although arable 
and arable equivalent densities declined, measurements based on average 
European agricultural productivity in 1931-35 estimate that Greece had 
1,424,000 "surplus" agricultural population, or 50.3 per cent of the 
estimated agricultural population of the 1928 census. Other measure-
ments estimate that only 50 to 55 per cent of the available farm labor 
in 1939 was utilized. The presence of surplus population was also 
evidenced with the increase in cultivated land previously used for 
animal raising. The decline of the animal-vegetable ratio at the 
production level increased employment opportunities for idle labor. 
However, at the same time, evidence shows that this decline of the 
animal-vegetable ratio may have had deteriorating effects on the 
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nutritional standard of the co~try. 
The general effect of the policy for economic autarchy on the 
scale of living was not satisfactory. Estimates of national income are 
less reliable than any other available index. The most optimistic of 
these estimates show a slightly rising per capita income during the 
1930's Which, for reasons discussed in the chapter, should be carefully 
interpreted. Even accepting the optimistic estimates of per capita 
income at face value, there is the possibility of deterioration of the 
scale of living in qualitative terms. Probable deterioration of nutri-
tional standards and inferior manufactured goods domestical~ produced 
behind high tariff barriers lead to such a conclusion. The Greek 
economy in the 1930's presents a case which indicates actual latent 
population pressure. Most likely, per capita income did not reach 
pre~World War I levels. Although from the viewpoint of balancing the 
international accounts and increasing employment opportunities at home 
the policy for economic autarchy was successful, it fell short of 
establishing conditions of demographic equilibrium. 
CHAPTER VII 
POST-WAR ATTEMPT TOWARD ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
The fore~-gn aid which Greece received since World War II con-
stitutes a third attempt toward economic adjustment. Although over 
2 billion u.s. dollars were spent, not more than 450 million dollars 
were invested in long-run projects for economic development. In add-
ition, the drastic cut in foreign aid and the discouraging outlook for 
a large inflow of foreign private capital becloud the economic future 
of the country. In the meanwhile, post-war high excess birth rates 
indicate that population continues to increase rapidly. Real dangers 
lie ahead, pointing to a possible economic relapse and repetition of 
past experience. 
First, the post-war economic situation is presented to show 
that with foreign aid economic conditions in Greece were markedly 
improved by 1952. Then prospects for maintaining conditions of demo-
graphic equilibrium are discussed by presenting a brief account of past 
experience with regard to economic progress in Greece, pointing out 
the inadequacy of foreign aid invested in long-term developmental pro-
jects, analyzing private investment possibilities and possible demographic 
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solutions by fertility control and emigration, and presenting some evi-
dence concerning the attitudes toward a socially desired scale of living. 
A. The Post-War Economic Situation 
Foreign Aid. Since the end of World War II foreign financial 
assistance to Greece has amounted to over 2 billion current U.S. dollars. 
With the exception, perhaps, of Great Britain, this aid has been the 
highest per capita received by any country devastated by the last global 
war. During the years 1946-52 the trade deficit of Greece was running 
at a yearly rate of about 308 million dollars or a total of approxi-
mately 2,347 million dollars.1 Allowing for invisible exports during the 
nine post-war years from fall-1944 to mid-1953, the deficit in the bal-
ance of international payments on current account has been running at a 
yearly rate of approximately 225-235 million dollars. 2 
1. International Monetary Fund, op. cit., (May and June, 1953), 
pp. 90-92 and 88-89, respectively. 
2. This rate is arrived at as follows: To the total trade deficit of 
2,347 million dollars for 1946-52, 150 million dollars are added for 
aid given to Greece before 1946 and during the first half of 1953. 
From this total about 440 million dollars are subtracted. This last 
amount consists of net invisible exports, including war reparations 
and withdrawals from the limited foreign exchange reserves of the 
Bank of Greece. Bank of Greece, Report for the Year 1947, p. 17. 
According to the same reports, the deficit in foreign exchange for 
the three years 1949-51 had been running at the impressive yearly rate 
of about 260 million dollars. Bank of Greece, Report for 1951, p. 37. 
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These numbers represent the nominal value of funds given to 
Greece. A portion of this aid, especially during the first post-war 
years, consisted of war surpluses or military supplies which were val-
ued below market prices or their cost. In addition, UNRRA 1 s contribution 
does not include transportation, warehousing, ocean freight, and other 
expenses for the delivery of general aid to Greece.1 The total aid, 
therefore, in terms of real cost, seems to be considerably higher than 
is shown qy the above figUres. 
From this total aid abour 80 per cent, or over 1,600 million 
dollars, was contributed by the u.s. government, at first indirectly 
through the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration and 
subsequently through the various government departments and agencies 
like the Economic Cooperation Administration, the State Department Aid 
2 
to Greece and Turkey, the Mutual Security Agency, and others. The 
remaining aid includes a non-interest bearing loan b.Y Great Britain of 
10 million pounds, or about 40.3 million dollars, to the Greek government 
1. UNRRA, Ninth and Final Financial Report of the United Nations Relief 
and Rehabilitation Administration for the Entire Period of Opera-
tion 9 November 1943 to 31 March 1949 (Baltimore, Maryland: Monu-
mental Printing Co., 1949). 
2. U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, Foreign Aid by 
the United States Government, Basic Data Through June 30, 1952, 
Appendix, Table 3 (1~ashington), p. A27. 
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voted and advanced in 1945-46, plus larger British militar,y financial 
assistance before the commencement of grants by the United states. 
The remainder is made up of funds advanced by other nations through 
2 UNRRA at the approximate amount of 82 million dollars and contributions 
by individual governments and private organizations. Host of the finan-
cial assistance consists of grants without any obligation for amortiza-
tion. 
Slow economic recoverr. Despite this large sum of money and in 
comparison with other European war-tormented countries, Greece's economic 
recovery has been slow. The available general index of agricultural 
production, exclusive of olive oil production, exceeded pre-war levels 
(1935-38 = 100) before 1949-50- 111.3 and 107.6 per cent, respectively. 
Including olive oil production, the same index rose to 122.6 per cent 
in 1949, fell to 99.6 per cent in 1950, and rose again to 122.7 per cent 
in 1951. The general index of industrial production was at 110 per cent 
1. Great Britain House of Commons, Finance Accounts of the United 
Kingdom for the Financial Year 1947-48 (London: His Majesty's 
stationary Office, 1948), p. 70. 
2. The total UNRRA aid which Greece, including the Dodecane.se Islands, 
has received amounted to about 362 million dollars. UNRRA, loc. cit. 
From this total 78 per cent, or about 280 million dollars, was con-
tributed by the United States. U.S. Dept. of Commerce, loc. cit. 
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in 1950, for the first time exceeding pre-war levels (1939 : 100), and 
rose to 125 per cent in 1951. Neither national income seems to have 
1 
exceeded pre-war levels before 1951. Taking into consideration that 
population increased about 9-10 per cent over the pre-war years, the 
per capita output and income until 1951 seem to be belm'i the pre-war 
2 
levels. 
The moneta~ situation reflected not only developments in the 
domestic economy but influences from international conditions, especially 
after mid-1951. The cost of living index compiled by the Bank of Greece 
continued to climb from 2S3.3 per cent in 1949 (1939 : 100) to 324.4 
per cent in 1950 and 355.9 per cent in 1951 before tapering off in 
1952. Powerful inflationary pressures continued after 1949, despite 
the definite progress of the economy in the production field. After 
mid-1950 these pressures seem to be caused principally by real or 
expected market conditions in international trade arising out of the 
Korean War and its consequences, showing the extreme external dependence 
1. Bank of Greece, Reports for 1950 and 1951, pp. 55 and 19, respect-
ively. 
2. The above conclusion is reached by taking the above productivity 
indices at their face value. However, it should be noted that 
these indices are discontinuous because of war. Improvements in 
the statistical methods employed for the construction of these 
indices and better enumeration during the post-war period are not 
unlikely. In such a case, post-war index figures may show a more 
optimistic outlook than the actual situation and therefore they 
should be interpreted with caution. Jvloneta~ conditions which are 
discussed presently seem to justify such a cautious interpretation 
of production indices. 
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of the Greek economy and by no means contributing to speedy recover,y. 
The slormess in achieving monetar,y stability and re-establishing 
the credit mechanism of the countr.v is likewise depicted by the success-
ive readjustments in foreign exchange rates. After the currency re-
adjustments in November, 1944, and the first change of rates in April, 
1945, exchange rates were fixed again in Januar,v, 1946, at 20,000 
drachmas to the British pound and 5,000 drachmas to the United states 
2 dollar. By mid-1948 rates were readjusted at 10,000 drachmas to the 
United States dollar and again to 15,000 drachmas in September, 1949, 
following the devaluation of the British pound.3 
Post-war factors retarding recovery. Several factors may 
explain this slow economic progress. Relatively speaking, Greece was 
one of the most heavily devastated countries of Europe. Post-war 
recovery was seriously hindered as Greece was left with but little 
capital to start with. Hyper-inflation during the war and the years 
immediately after wiped out individual savings, destroyed the financial 
institutions, and seriously undermined the confidence of the individual 
in the economic future of the countcy. The economic situation was 
1. Ibid., pp. 20 and 22, respectively. 
2. National Bank of Greece, Reports for the Years 1941-1945, p. 87. 
3. International Monetary Fund, op. cit. (May and June, 1953), 
pp. 90-92 and SS-S9, respectively. 
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further aggravated by post-war political instability and the fact that 
Greece since her liberation in the fall of 1944, especially during the 
period 1947-48, was involved in bitter warfare against communist 
ill l guerr as. After the end of the guerrilla warfare, political insta-
bility continued up to the fall of 1952 when the first viable govern-
ment succeeding twenty-four post-war extremely unstable ones came into 
2 power. 
These post-war condit·ions explain why the greatest part of the 
foreign aid was allocated to purposes other than the development of the 
resources of Greece. Any such estimate must necessarily be arbitrar,y. 
However, it is claimed that 14.6 per cent of the total aid, or about 
300 million dollars, was spent to feed the Greek population during the 
first two years after liberation, and 63.4 per cent, or approximately 
1,300 million dollars, was spent for militar,y expenditures, rehabilita-
tion of war damages, and resettlement of the 700,000 guerrilla warfare 
refugees. Only about 450 million dollars, or 22.0 per cent of the total 
3 
aid, was allocated to development projects. 
1. At the ·same time, the Greek question became an international issue 
and was hotly debated both in the Security Council and the General 
Assembly of the United Nations as the first "hot spot" of the 11dold 
war" between East an:i West. For a documentar,y account of the Greek 
question before the United Nations see Yearbook of the United Nations 
1947-48 (Lake Success, New York: United Nations Dept. of Public In-
formation, 1949); also Yearbook 1948-49 (New York: Columbia Uni-
versity Press in cooperation with the United Nations, 1950). 
2. Joseph C. Harsch, loc. cit. 
3. Fotis Makris, Secretary-General, General Confederation of the Workers 
of Greece, letter to the editor in The Christian Science Monitor, 
June 12, 1953, last page. 
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Trade-not-aid transition crisis. Under such adverse conditions 
the economic gains and their beneficial effects on the political and 
social life of the nation have been remarkable and encouraging. Greece 
has been repeatedly cited as a successful example of United States 
policy abroad. 
The country was just emerging from war days of impervious 
misery and a nightmare of social strife when changes in American policy 
and progressively reduced aid gathered new clouds on Greece's economic 
horizon. The original program which Greece submitted for the fiscal 
year 1951-52 requested 250 million dollars, reduced later to 225 million 
dollars, as the minimum amount to meet military expenditures, secure 
stability of the currency, and continue the development program. Large 
commitments by the United states for rearmament at home and for carry-
ing the Korean war necessitated cuts in the total American aid to 
Europe and reduced the amount granted to Greece to 182 million dollars 
in December, 1951.1 Aid to Greece was further reduced in the 1952-53 
fiscal year to 80 million dollars. The American officials in Athens 
had recommended that 35 million dollars would be the lowest safe figure 
for 1953-54. Under the United states appropriations on foreign aid for 
the same fiscal year, Greece wasm receive 20 million dollars, or 
one-fourth of the amount allocated during the previous fiscal year. 2 
1. Bank of Greece, Report for 1951, p. 13. 
2. Joseph C. Harsch, 11Europe 1 s Crisis in Transition, 11 in the Christian 
Science Monitor, June 17, 1953, sec. 2, p. 1. 
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In the meanwhile, the current account of the balance of inter-
national payments of Greece, although considerably reduced through in-
creases both in visible and invisible exports, continues to persist. 
Excluding imports from reparations, exports in 1951 amounted to 25.4 
per cent, as compared to 70.5 per cent of imports in 1938. In addition, 
national security requires the maintenance of a large army with heavy 
militar.y expenditures. These expenditures absorbed 43 per cent of the 
countr,y 1 s budget in the fiscal year 1950-51 and 41 per cent in 1951-52, 
respectively. Considering budgetary receipts only from domestic sourc-
es, militar,y expenditures absorbed 47 per cent in 1950-51 and 49 per cent 
in 1951-52. They have been the organic cause of the state budget defi-
cit. In comparison with other North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
countries, militar.y expenditures impose an exceedingly heavy burden on 
the Greek budget.1 Yet, militar.y expenditures remain the same percent-
agewise in 1952-53.2 
In view of the progressive curtailment of United States aid the 
Greek government, in cooperation with the American officials in Athens, 
took several measures in order to prepare the economy to meet the 
trade-not-aid transition crisis. Taxes were increased to meet the state 
budget deficit. Decongestion of civil service was undertaken. A 
1. Bank of Greece, Report for 1951, pp. 30 and 32-35. 
2. Fotis Makris, loc. cit. 
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vigorous anti-inflationar,y policy was followed to keep a sound national 
1 
currency. Finally, on April 9, 1953, the currency was devaluated 
again by 50 per cent, fixing the exchange rates at 30,000 to the U.S. 
dollar - a 100 per cent increase over previous rates2 - as a last major 
attempt to encourage exports, discourage imports, and close the dollar 
deficit in the balance of payments. This devaluation and other reforms, 
together with a bumper crop in 1953, assures enough foreign exchange at 
the present time to meet the trade deficit.3 
The above account of the post-war economic situation shows that 
economic recover.y was finally achieved in Greece b,y 1952. Improved 
economic conditions seem to have succeeded temporarily in creating 
expectations for a rising scale of living in accordance with socially 
desired standards. A question may be raised now as to what the prospects 
are for maintaining conditions of demographic equilibrium. The remainder 
of this chapter discusses these prospects. 
B. Prospects for Maintaining Conditions of Demographic Equilibrium 
In the introductory chapter of this study it was pointed out 
1. See previous references to The Christian Science Monitor. 
2. International ¥~netary Fund, op. cit. (May and June, 1953), 
pp. 90-92 and SS-89, respectively. 
3. A. C. Sedgwick, "Big Crop Bolsters Position of Greece, 11 in the 
New York Times, Januar,y 5, 1954. 
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that the opjective of a deliberate attempt toward economic development 
seems to be a more efficient exploitation of natural resources through 
long-term capital investments in order to assure a rising scale of 
living in accordance with desired standards. A concept of demographic 
equilibrium was const ructed which establishes certain criteria with 
regard to the objective of economic development. Conditions of demo-
graphic equilibrium are maintained when the rise in the scale of living 
is adequate enough to reach socially desired standards or at least to 
maintain the expectations of large sections of the population that this 
goal will eventually be achieved. Therefore, the prospects for main-
taining conditions of demographic equilibrium consist of an investiga-
tion of possibilities for a rising scale of living in Greece and atti-
tudes toward the desired scale of living, i.e., the standard of living. 
The relevance of historical experience. Deliberate economic 
development or "industrialization" necessitates profound changes which 
touches practically eve~ manifestation of societal life. A true appraisal 
of possibilities for economic development must establish an adequate set 
of directives for research, which will include studies not only on 
natural resources, technological possibilities, and investment oppor-
tunities, but also institutions, attitudes, interests, government forms 
and, finally, population analysis.1 This study does not pretend to have 
1. Wilbert E. Moore, "Utilization of Human Resources through Industrial-
ization," in Modernization Programs in Relation to Human Resources and 
Population Problems (New York: Milbank Memorial Fund, 1950), pp. 47-48. 
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made such an extensive and broad investigation. Rather, the objective 
was to analyze the direction economic progress was given by the presence 
of these factors and to observe how successfully were the attempts car-
ried out in the past to alter the course of economic change under a con-
tinuously growing population. Prospects, as well as limitations for 
economic development, are better understood when they are observed 
through conclusions drawn from past experience. 
The historical and statistical investigation conducted in the 
previous chapter leads to the conclusion that the Greek econornw offers 
limited possibilities for economic development. The relative scarcity 
of natural resources seriously limits the possibilities for achieving 
a rising scale of living through deliberate economic development. The 
Greek peninsula in its long history enjoyed periods of economic pros-
perity and progress with the development of commercial capitalism. 
Economic prosperity was externally conditioned. The fact that the 
dependence of Greece on foreign trade is one of the highest in the 
world, as well as the composition of the balance of international pay-
ments, verifies this historical transport-commerce-service orientation 
of the economy. On the other hand, statistical measurements suggest 
that since Greece became independent in 1821, this increase in trade 
dependence was used mainly for the support of a larger population. 
Ver,y little of this dependence contributed to a higher scale of living. 
In additio~, the investigation of the Greek economy in different periods 
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and under a continuously growing population points clearly to the 
persistent imbalance between resources and population and the importance 
of the latter in becoming a serious obstacle to economic betterment. 
The first period covers almost one hundred years (1828-1920) 
and is characterized by relatively free movement of goods and people 
in and out of the countr,r. Close correlation is found between popula-
tion increase and rising trade dependence with a chronic trade deficit, 
which points to the secular nature of the Greek economic problem: 
increasing imbalance between resources and population. Influx of con-
siderable foreign capital in the 1880's invested for the first time in 
socially productive projects, predominantly transportation, resulted in 
default in 1893, the third since national independence. The growing 
population could not be supported b,y the development of commodity and 
service export industries. At the turn of the nineteenth century 
overseas emigration of the countr,r 1s rural population reached phenomenal 
proportions and continued, despite repatriation, to the end of the 
period. This overseas emigration and the fact that by all available 
statistical information it is most likely that the scale of living 
remained stationary, indicate conditions of demographic disequilibrium. 
The imbalance between resources and population was maintained as the 
large overseas emigration was more than partly offset by repatriation 
but mostly by the influx of large numbers of refugees from other Balkan 
countries even before the virtual uprooting of the Greek element from 
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almost all parts of ancient .AEgeis after 1920. 
The second period coincides with the first inter-war attempt 
toward economic adjustment during the 1920's. Free trade conditions con-
tinued, but while wmigration was very limited, mass in-migration of 
refugees early in .the 1920's and subsequent rising excess birth rates 
increased the population of Greece by about 1,450,000. Influx of foreign 
capital made the settlement of the largest number of the refugees pos-
sible and succeeded in establishing monetary stability by 192S. Yet, 
the post-World War I reconstruction scheme fell short of bringing about 
conditions of demographic equilibrium. Radical agrarian reform and a 
rapidly growing population resulted in uneconomic parcelation of the 
land and subsistence farming. Large underemployment and decline of the 
labor-to-population ratio prevented the scale of living from rising to 
pre-World War I levels. The reconstruction scheme ended in default of 
the country during the depression of the early 1930's. Although econ-
omic relapse came with the depression, cyclical fluctuations simply 
exposed the basic overpopulation problem of Greece. It may be safely 
concluded that even with less severe cyclical influences, it is rather 
doubtful as to whether the economy, under rapid population increase, 
would have been able to produce the needed export surplus to meet 
heavy obligations abroad, much less to maintain a rising scale of living. 
The third period deals with the second inter-war attempt toward 
economic adjustment during the 1930's. This period is recognized by 
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rising trade barriers with the establishment of a policy for economic 
autarchy. From 1932 to 1940 the population of Greece increased through 
high excess birth rates by about 950,000. The new attempt was mainly 
financed by domestic savings, mostly forced, through taxation and tariff 
subsidies. Most of the funds went into low capital turnover projects, 
principally in agriculture. Balance in international accounts was 
achieved. However, the size of the investment program was restricted 
correspondingly and consequently fell below the level necessar.y to take 
care of the large underemployment, despite suspension of payments on 
service charges of foreign debts. Furthermore, the primary objective 
was greater self-sufficiency, which does not nece~sarily lead to a 
rising scale of living. Statistical measurements indicate that the 
animal-vegetable ratio clearly showed tendencies to decline. Available 
evidence strongly suggests that a slight actual decline in the scale of 
living in the late 1930's was not unlikely. Again, the findings suggest 
that the second inter-war attempt toward economic adjustment was not 
successful in bringing about conditions of demographic equilibrium. 
The argument may be summed up as follows: Fully recognizing the 
multiplicity of aspects which the Greek economic problem presents, popu-
lation increase has underscored and aggravated the economic difficulties 
of Greece in the past. The new post-war attempt toward economic devel-
opment has earmarks suggesting that the past experience may repeat 
itself. 
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The investment viewpoint. From the viewpoint of availability 
of capital funds with which to continue the post-war developmental pro-
gram started with foreign aid, the prospects for maintaining conditions 
of demographic equilibrium do not look bright. The portion of foreign 
aid spent in long-tenn developmental projects is inadequate. Possibili-
ties for large domestic savings with which to continue the program of 
economic development are limited. Thus far, foreign private capital has 
shown an unwillingness to assume the risk and invest in Greece on a 
satisfactory scale. 
In the discussion on the post-war economic situation it was 
pointed out that from the total of more than 2 billion U.S. dollars of 
foreign aid to Greece, not more than 450 million dollars were invested 
in long-term projects for economic development. This amount is inade-
quate to raise the national income at levels v-hich will make possible 
large domestic savings for the self-perpetuation of the program. An 
approximately equal amount of foreign capital entered the country in 
the 1920's. Obligations arising out of that foreign capital were 
heav,y, but the economy had a population at the end of the 1920's by 
about 1,500,000 smaller than the 1951 figure. Equal and perhaps larger 
amounts were invested in the 1930's, principally through forced savings. 
Yet, both inter-war attempts toward economic adjustment did not estab-
lish conditions of demographic equilibrium. Although the report of the 
FAO Mission for Greece is largely confined to recommendations mainly in 
regard to the development of extractive industries, it recognizes that 
a ver.y substantial amount of capital is required.1 More explicit and 
detailed plans are set up by others Who estimate the total capital 
requirements for a program until 1970 at about 6.7 billion 1947-49 
2 
U.S. dollars, or an annual rate of 268 million dollars. 
Furthermore, the foreign aid is not inadequate only from the 
viewpoint of the amount invested in long-term developmental projects; 
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the four-year foreign aid program seems to be inadequate also from the 
viewpoint of time required to bring about the qualitative and insti-
tutional changes which will assure a favorable environment for the 
self-perpetuation of the program.3 The process of economic development 
1. In another place the report seems to estimate that about 400 million 
dollars are needed as an initial investment in the plan for major 
projects. However, this amount does not necessarily cover total 
initial requirements for the program; this is because, according to 
the same report, by the time the national income of Greece has 
doubled its pre-war levels, domestic savings are expected to amount 
to 150 million dollars annually, providing the needed capital for 
the continuation of the program. Cf. Mordecai Ezekiel, "Economic 
Problems, 11 in Report of the FAO Mission for Greece (Washington, D.c., 
1947), pp. 151-171. But according to our estimates more than 400 
million dollars have already been invested in long-run projects. Yet, 
the national income of Greece until 1951 seemed to be below the 
pre-war levels. 
2. Original figures in 1938 drachmas. The conversion factor was 67.9 
drachmas per dollar. C. A. Doxiadis et al., II, 129, 146, et passim. 
A. Delenda and J. Maggioros, in The Greek Problem (Athens: Frixos A. 
Boucouris, 1946), seem to reach similar conclusions. 
3. The importance of institutional arrangements, skills, attitudes, and 
objectives, as well as the promotional role of the government in 
making the most careful and effective use of available funds for 
eco:Q.omic development, can hardly be exaggerated. In this respect 
(Continued on next page) 
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involves a reorientation of the econol'l\Y to1<Vard a new institutional 
setup. Under ordinar,y conditions, this reorientation process necessi-
tates fairly long periods of transition. 
The evidence presented in this study indicates that the Greek 
peninsula has witnessed economic prosperity and progress in the past 
through the development of a predominantly transport-commerce-service 
type of activities. Therefore, the problem of economic development 
does not appear only as a simple quantitative problem but also as a 
problem of reorienting attitudes, skills, and objectives directly or 
indirectly connected with economic activities in Greece. Entrepreneurial 
abilities and skills are inadequate or lacking in the most socially 
productive undertakings, i.e., primary and, to a lesser degree, secondary 
industries. The inclination toward small independent service business 
is strong. Equally strong is the lack of industrial disciplines of 
time, hours of work, and impersonal authority. Manual tasks are, in 
general, looked down upon. Nor is the saving-investing process, which 
is so closely interwoven with the Protestant ethic and so conducive to 
(Continued from preceding page) 
Japan presents a very interesting case. See Edwin P. Reubens, 
"Foreign Capital in Economic Development: A Case Study of Japan, " 
in Modernization Pro rams in Relation to Human Resources and Po ula-
tion Problems New York: Milbank Memorial Fund, 1950 , pp. 103-120. 
Pertinent to this point also is the paper by Henr,y G. Aubrey, 
"The Role of the State in Economic Development, 11 The American 
Economic Review: Papers and Proceedings, XLI, No. 2 (May, 1951), 
266-273, especially the discussion and criticism which follows this 
paper, pp. 274-279. 
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economic progress, a practice followed by the majority of the Greek 
people. Furthermore, what is saved is mostly hoarded or invested in 
speculative and socially unproductive undertakings. 
Other institutional arrangements indirectly related to the 
production process or indicating a way of life different from the atmos-
phere conducive to industrial advancement are equally significant. 
Established patterns of social obligations through kinship structure and 
local or sectional origin, numerous holidays, noon siestas, and long 
2 
hours in coffee houses are some of the most outstanding institutional 
characteristics of the econo~. 
On the other hand, the present high taxation to meet non-
productive expenditures by the state and low per capita income substan-
tially reduce the possibilities for a large accumulation of domestic 
savings sufficiently adequate to take the place of the drastically cut 
foreign aid and continue developmental projects on a desired scale. In 
fact, available information suggests that domestic savings were practically 
1. s. D. Clark, "Religion and Economic Backward Areas, 11 The American 
Economic Review: Papers and Proceedings, XLI, No. 2 (May, 1951), 
258-273. 
2. Similar characteristics are found in other non-industrial societies. 
W. H. Moore, "Utilization of Human Resources through Industrializa-
tion, 11 op. cit., p. 52. 
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absent during 1948-51. In addition, unfavorable credit and monetar,y 
market conditions tend to channel domestic funds into other than long-
term productive projects. Such investment funds have been hoarded in 
foreign exchange during the early post-war period or invested later in 
durable consumer goods, principally apartment houses, or in high value-
low volume speculative consumer commodities. 
Furthermore, so far the prospects for influx of foreign private 
capital in sufficiently large amounts do not appear very promising. 
Before \lforld War II Greece, for not exclusively economic reasons, has 
not offered bright investment opportunities to foreign private capital. 
Foreign funds have been invested in Greece at relatively higher interest 
rates than the rates prevailing in the international market, sometimes 
at usurious levels, reflecting the high risks involved. Post-war terms 
for foreign capital investments in Greece do not seem to have changed 
1. This is evidenced by the fact that the per cents of gross domestic 
investment and foreign capital influx to gross national income 
during these years were 12 and 13 per cent, respectively. Greek 
Ministry of Coordination, Bureau of National Income Accounts, 
To Virna (Athens, September?, 1952), as presented by G. Coutsoumaris, 
op. cit., p. 227. In the memorandum of the High Board of Recon-
struction for the 1950-52 program, even the 8 million dollars anti-
cipated influx of foreign private capital to Greece was considered 
an optimistic expectation. High Board of Reconstruction, General 
Memorandum for OEEC: Greece 19 0-51 and 19 1- 2 Pro ramme (Pyrsos, 
Inc., 1950 , pp. 54-55. 
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considerably. In addition, assuming that sufficient foreign private 
capital is available and willing to make commitments in Greece, obliga-
tions arising out of private investments will considerably diminish the 
possibilities of bringing about conditions of demographic equilibrium, 
as the balance of payments is the ultimate limitation on the magnitude 
of the investment program. The period between the two global wars lends 
runple evidence to support this view. 
Future population. In addition to a rather pessimistic invest-
ment viewpoint, future population growth further may reduce the prospects 
for maintaining conditions of demographic equilibrium. Pre-war and some 
post-war statistics available at present indicate, a rapidly growing 
population. Available population projections presented here estimate 
the population of Greece for 1970. 
On the basis of pre-war net reproduction rates, the Greek popula-
tion was increasing at a rate sufficient to increase itself by one-third 
1. The discount rate of the Bank of Greece was 7 per cent at the end 
on 1936. After liberation the rate was established at 7 per cent; 
by August 21, 1946, it was changed to 10.0 per cent; and by July 12, 
1948, last reported, the discount rate was at 12 per cent. Inter-
national Monetary Fund, op. cit. (August, 1953), p. 184. Short-
term interest rates for industry and co~merce ranged between 12 and 
16 per cent in 1949 against 7 and 9 per cent pre-war levels. 
National Bank of Greece, Report for 1949, p. 81. 
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1 in a generation. One sure oonsequence of post-war economic recovery in 
Greece has been the widening spread between fertility and mortality, 
i.e., the demographic gap. Available information on post-war vital 
rates indicates that mortality declined faster than fertility with the 
net result of high excess birth rates.2 This demographic gap was brought 
about by a sharp decline in death rates as the result of the application 
on a large scale of modern effective means of preserving lives, plus 
better nutrition. These effects are explainable by the fact that during 
the inter-war years the most frequent mortality cause consisted of the 
diseases most easily and effectively controlled b.Y modern medical 
1. The 1927-29 net reproduction rate for Greece is estimated at between 
1.40 and 1.59, one of the highest rates in Europe, F. N. Notestein 
et al., op. cit., pp. 19-20. More conservative estimates show net 
reproduction rates at 1.36 in 1928: V. G. Valaoras, Elements of 
Biometrics and statistics. Demographic study of the Population of 
Greece (Athens: N. Vafiadakes, 1943), p. 99; and at 1.30 for 
1933-37: E. Averof, A Contribution to the Stu of the Po ulation 
Problem of Greece (Athens: 1939 , as cited by V. G. Valaoras, 
Elements of Biometrics and Statistics, p. 102. 
2. For 1937-38 excess birth rates averaged 7.5 per thousand among the 
urban population (places with 5,000 people and over): V. G. Valaoras, 
Elements of Biometrics ••••• op. cit., pp. 83-84, 108-109. The Govern-
ment Bulletin on vital statistics for 1951 shows excess births at 
11.2 per thousand in an urban population, constituting about 42 per 
cent of the total census population for that year. Greek Government 
statistics. Because of abnormal conditions in the rural section of 
the country, the rise in excess birth rates is likely to be less 
pronounced, as the comparison of available information of post-war 
vital rates for the whole country indicate. In 1937-38 excess birth 
rates averaged 12 per thousand. In 1945 and 1946 the same rates 
were 10.2 and 12.3 per thousand, respectively. C. A. Doxiadis 
et al., op. cit., I, 78; , II, 116. 
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1 
methods. Available post-war birth rates show a decline over the years 
in the late 1930 1s.2 However, the conclusion cannot be drawn that this 
decline is primarily secular because of social changes. No decline in 
fertility has yet been sharp enough to bring about closure in any popu-
3 lation in less than a century. As pre-war decline in fertility coin-
cides with a stationary or probably falling scale of living observed in 
the late 1930's, it is not unlikely that post-war economic prosperity 
1. Pestilential diseases and illnesses of the respiratory and peptic 
organs counted for more than 50 per cent 6f the total annual death 
toll for 1933-37. Infant mortality averaged 101.1 per thousand in 
1928-30 and 116.3 per thousand in 1935-37. The lower rate for 
1928-30 most likely indicates inadequate registration of infant 
mortality before 1930. The probable rate is estimated at 174 per 
thousand with 50 years' life expectancy at birth for 1926-30. 
V. G •. Valaoras, Elements of Biometrics ••••• op. cit., pp. 147, 
166-167, et passim. 
2. Birth rates for 1937-38 average 26.3 per thousand and 22.1 per 
thousand for 1945-46. C. A. Doxiadis et al., op. cit., I, 78; 
II, 116. Urban birth rates were 22.6 per thousand in 1937-38 and 
19.7 per thousand in 1951. V. G. Valaoras, Elements of Biometrics 
••••• op. cit., pp. 83-84, for pre-war years; also Greek Government 
statistics for 1951. 
3. Rupert B. Vance, "The Demographic Gap: Dilemma of Hodernirz;ation 
Programs, 11 in Approaches to Problems of High Fertility in Agrarian 
Societies (New York: Hilbank Memorial Fund, 1952), pp. 15-16. 
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contributes to higher fertility •1 On the basis of the available post-war 
vital statistics in 1945, 1946, and 1951, excess birth rates seem to 
2 
range between 10 and 12 per thousand, capable of increasing the 1951 
census population of Greece between 76,000 and 92,000 annually. 
Some population projections for Greece are shown in Chart 5. 
Notestein 1 s population projection, based on vital rates during the inter-
war years and 1928 census population and assuming no emigration, place 
the population of Greece at 8,640,000 in 1970.3 Subsequent statistical 
information indicates that this figure is rather conservative. In the 
1940 census the population of Greece was found to be above the projected 
figure for the same year by 165,000. The projected population figure 
for 1951 is also lower than the census figure would have been if war 
1. The explosive results of population increase qy the increase of 
life expectancy at slowly falling fertility rates are presented 
symbolically by J. J. Spengler, op. cit., n. 5, p. 348. If e 
represents life expectancy at birth and k the annual number of 
births, then the population approaches and finally reaches ek at 
closure, increasing only at the rate e increases. With fertility 
failing to follow the decline in mortality, k will keep increasing 
and the final population becomes not ek but e(k t 6k). 
2. Cf. n. on p. 21$. 
3. F. N. Notestein et al., op. cit., p. 302. 
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1 deaths and net emigration during World War II had not occurred. 
Three other projections, shown in Chart 5, were conducted in 
1947 on the basis of different changes in vital rates. Assuming no 
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emigration, they estimate that the population of Greece in 1970 may be 
between a minimum of 8,488,000 and a maximum of 9,838,000 with the most 
probable figure a middle 9,187,000. 2 According to these three pro-
jections, the population of Greece is expected to grow until 1970 from 
about 1,000,000 to 2,300,000 over the 1951 census figure of 7,510,000, 
which does not include the annexed Dodecanese islands. 
It should be noted that population projections are based on 
assumed changes in vital rates. Therefore, any of the above projections 
may correspond to the actual future population of Greece, depending on 
realization of the assumed vital rates. The most important fact is 
that post-war vital statistics show that the population of Greece is 
increasing rapidly. Prospects for maintaining conditions of demographic 
equilibrium are correspondingly diminished, and the need for demographic 
solutions is made imperative. 
1. Notestein 1 s projected population, 7,870,000, is above the census 
population in April, 1951, by about 360,000. However, war deaths 
and net emigration are estimated at about 460,000: C. A. Doxiadis 
et al., op. cit., I, 80; and the 1951 census population was 7,510,000, 
excluding the Dodecanese islands. 
2. C. A. Doxiadis et al., op. cit., II, 66-74. All projections do not 
include the population of the Dodecanese islands. 
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Possibilities for demographic solutions. There are two ways by 
which slowing down of population increase and, eventually, population 
stabilization may be achieved: (a) fertility control, (b) emigration. 
The possibilities for using one of these or both as aids to the pro-
gram of economic development in Greece are discussed presently. The 
gradual decline in birth rates is the final phase of the vital revolu-
tion before closure brings about population stabilization. This phenom-
' 
enon is the consequence of social change witnessed qy late age at 
marriage and by the use of contraceptives, resulting in the reduction 
of the size of the family. 
Late age at marriage has shown slight change in both the rural 
and urban population, with a higher age for both sexes in the latter.1 
However, neither these minor changes nor the decline in birth rates 
observed for the few years during the late 1930's justify the conclusion 
that these developments are largely secular due to social change. 
No stuqy known to this writer exists on Greece with regard to the 
1. The following changes in the average age at marriage were observed 
in the inter-war years: 
Period 
192$-32 
1933-37 
rural 
Males Females 
28.4 
2$.5 
24.2 
24.5 
Urban 
Males Females 
30.8 
30.9 
24.6 
25.0 
Source: V. G. Valaoras, Elements of Biometrics ••••• op. cit., 
p. 93. 
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extent of the practice of contraception as a means of fawily limitation. 
The subject merits special attention and intensive investigation of 
attitudes connected with it, which can be but briefly commented on here. 
It is a fact that no known harmless, simple, or low-cost method of fer-
1 tility control for agrarian societies exists today. Apart from the 
relatively high cost of applying present available methods, their 
application largely depends on the prevailing cultural pattern in the 
countr.y, especially the rural population. The process of economic 
development carries with it self-generating changes which foster fer-
tility control. Traditionalism is broken by the economic and cultural 
emancipation of young people from the conservative influence of the 
familial and community elders. Childbearing ceases to be the sole 
objective of marital life for women as new alternative opportunities 
for gaining a status open up. The reliance on children as the main or 
sole means of old age security is lessened. City life, education, 
ambition for social advancement, and economic rationalization eventually 
lead toward family limitation. However, this demographic transition is 
very long. Therefore, a developmental program must also include a 
positive policy which will encourage the adoption by the population of 
1. Clair E. Folsome, "Progress in the Search for Methods of Family 
Limitation Suitable for Agrarian Societies," in Approaches to 
Problems of High Fertility in Agrarian Societies, op. cit., 1952, 
pp. 130, 13S. 
1 
the small family system. 
The problem _of fertility control is not basically a lack of 
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suitable means but rather the prevailing attitudes and government poli-
cies for the acceptance of the existing means. Sale of means of contra-
ception is not proryibited qy the law. Neither does religion preach a 
large family system. However, except for a few cases specified by the 
b, b. . t
2 law, abortion is punisha .1.e ;y :unpr~sonmen • Special legislation pro-
vides for the protection and financial support of need;y large families 
in the for.m of numerous subsidies or tax exemptions.3 The effect of 
this legislation on population increase must remain unknown. It falls 
short of the vigorous pronatalistic policies applied b;y other European 
nations. Yet, it adequately illustrates the attitude of the government 
with regard to the population problem. Population increase has con-
tributed more than once in the past to the survival of the Greek nation 
in its long and troublesome history. So far, fertility control has been 
1. On this point cf. Frank w. Notestein, "The Reduction of Human 
Fertility as an Aid to Programs of Economic Development in Densely 
Settled Agrarian Regions, 11 in Modernization Programs in Relation 
to Human Resources and Population Problems (New York: Hilbank 
Hemorial Fund, 1950), pp. 89-100. 
2. Law No. 1492, Greek Government Newspaper, No. 182, August 17, 1950, 
Article 303. 
3. Law No. 1910, Greek Government Newspaper, No. 229, Section A, 
September 25-0ctober 3, 1944. 
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socially undesirable, politically not feasible, and militarily unwise. 
Therefore, unless the present government policy changes, fertility 
decline must depend on the long automatic process of demographic 
transition. 
Out-migration is the other demographic solution which may reduce 
the possibilities for economic relapse and contribute to the maintenance 
of conditions of demographic equilibrium. Yet, emigration alone never 
has been considered as the basic means for a demographic solution. Cost 
of transportation and settlement impose great limitations on the move-
ment of people in adequate numbers. Furthermore, immigration restric-
tions by the receiving countries are no less important barriers. In 
addition, present legislation in Greece generally prohibits the travel-
1 
ing abroad of all male citizens of certain ages. This legislation is 
neither an effective barrier to emigration nor does it encourage it. 
In the meantime, attitudes toward emigration reflected in semigovern-
mental or private publications range from one of accepting emigration 
as an aid to economic development to one of prohibiting emigration 
l. Decree in Greek Government Newspaper, No. 188, Section A, July 
21/22, 1948, based on previous legislation, prohibited traveling 
abroad to all male citizens between 20 and 40 years of age, except 
for specified reasons. Decree in Greek -Government Newspaper, 
No. 90, Section A, April 12/12, 1949, provided for a few more 
exceptions. 
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entirely.1 
The above discussion on demographic solutions clearly indicates 
that hopes for immediate relief in this respect do not seem to be 
encouraging. Fertility decline must rely on the slow process of demo-
graphic transition. Emigration on an adequate scale is neither feasible 
nor acceptable. At the same time, a rising scale of living cannot be 
achieved with population increasing rapidly and no adequate capital 
forthcoming. 
Standard of living. On the other han~a host of factors have 
contributed to the creation of strong desires for a higher scale of 
living. Easy access to and communication of the Greek people with the 
economically advanced countries of western Europe and North America have 
brought about rapid westernization. Higher scales of living abroad are 
inevitably compared with those at home. The former have become a nor.m 
to which increasing numbers of the country's population aspire. But this 
1. Overseas emigration is rejected and out-migration to regions around 
the AEgean Sea where Greek populations were settled before the 
military defeat in Asia Minor is accepted as a minor solution for 
the Greek economic problem by X. E. Zolotas, Greece Must Become 
Economically Viable (Athens: Argyris Papazisis, 1945), p. 13. 
A. J. Delenda and J. A. Maggioros, op. cit., p. 20, express similar 
views. The subject is incidentally mentioned by C. A. Doxiadis 
et al., op. cit., II, 110. Finally, N. J. Polyzos, op. cit., 
concludes that with the war losses, Greece faces for the first 
time in her history the eventuality of population decrease and the 
problem of depopulation (p. 76). Emigration is opposed as detri-
mental to economic development (pp. 15, 218, 225-235, et passim). 
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development has been largely confined to the consumption level. High 
propensity to consume was further fostered b,y the tendency of savings 
to be channeled into high value-low volume consumer goods and luxurious 
housing as the most secure investment against repeated superinflation. 
World War II and its aftermath, with the decline of the scale 
of living below physical endurance, further accentuated the feeling of 
relative deprivation. The Greek people are keenly aware that their 
countr,r has been in both global wars on the side of the victors, yet 
their expectations for a lasting solution to their economic problems 
have not been realized. Therefore, a higher scale of living is not 
only a desire but it has also come to be regarded as a matter of social 
. t• 1 JUS ~ce. 
1. A 3.3 per cent annual rise in national income is not only estimated 
or planned but it is also just and in accordance with the demands 
of the people. c. A. Doxiadis et al., op. cit., II, 27, 95, 129, 
et passim; A. J. Delenda and J. A. Maggioros, op. cit., p. 15 
et passim; C. A. Doxiadis, Sacrifices of Greece and Demands for 
World War II Reparations, Publication of the Ministr,r of Recon-
struction (Athens: Frixos Boukouris, 1947), pp. 66, 101-105; 
Const. P. Christopoulos, The Greek Problem (3rd ed.; Athens, 1946); 
X. E. Zolotas, op. cit., p. 12; D. s. Stephanides, op. cit., 
pp. 145-194; Greek Ministry of Reconstruction, Minutes of the Con-
ference on Reconstruction, Athens, April 25-27, 1946, Stylianos 
Gonatas, Minister of Public Works and Reconstruction, Chairman, 
(Athens: Ger. s. Christou and Son, 1946), p. 6. 
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c. Summary and Discussion of Findings 
The post-war foreign aid program for Greece constitutes the 
third attempt toward economic adjustment. Although more than 2 billion 
dollars of goods and services entered the country, economic recovery was 
slow because of widespread destruction, communist guerrilla ~arfare, 
and political instability. Finally, by 1952 economic conditions were 
improved and the first post-war stable government came into power. 
Yet, the prospects for the Greek economy to achieve a rising 
scale of living in accordance with socially desired standards, i.e., 
to maintain conditions of demographic equilibrium, are not encouraging. 
The post-war attempt toward economic development bears earmarks sug-
gesting that the past experience may repeat itself with a new economic 
relapse. From over 2 billion dollars of aid only about 450 million 
dollars were invested in long-term developmental projects. Despite a 
larger population, this amount does not appreciably exceed the capital 
invested in each of the two unsuccessful inter-war attempts toward 
economic adjustment. The drastic cut in foreign aid for 1953-54 and 
the limited availability of capital from domestic and foreign sources 
emphasize again the important role that population gro1~h will play in 
the economic welfare of the country. 
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Continuous population increase has underscored and aggravated 
the economic difficulties of Greece in the past. Post-war vital statis-
tics reveal that the population of Greece is increasing rapidly, from 
10 to 12 per thousand annual rate on the 1951 population census of 
7,631,000. Possibilities for a demographic solution are very limited. 
Fertility decline depends on the slow process of demographic transi-
tion, as the institutional setup, including the attitude of the state, 
does not adhere to a deliberate attempt for fertility control. Emigra-
tion on an adequate scale is neither easily attainable nor generally 
acceptable. 
All these developments point to a new economic relapse, with 
the scale of living falling below conventional subsistence. At the 
same time, a higher scale of living is not only socially desirable in 
Greece but regarded as a matter of social justice. The ensuing rela-
tive deprivation may result in widely spread social unrest with 
corresponding political and ideological implications. 
In closing, the following should be emphasized: The present 
rate of resources utilization may prove to be inadequate to support 
the rapidly increasing post-war population at a rising scale of living. 
Even prospects brighter than those of the present with respect to 
availability of capital and the renewal of foreign aid for the continu-
ation of the development program, or to the integration of Greece into 
a European economy do not justify the absence of attempts on the part 
of the government to control future population growth. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
S~ll1ARY AND CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this study was to show that the economic problem 
of Greece is basically the persistent imbalance between resources and 
population. In the past, population increase, both by high excess 
birth rates and the influx of large numbers of refugees, has been 
responsible to a large degree for the economic difficulties of Greece. 
Pre-World War II attempts to establish the Greek economy on a long-run, 
sound economic basis by developing the domestic resources of the 
country fell short of their objective to achieve a rising scale of 
living. Post-war foreign aid constitutes a new attempt toward the 
economic development of Greece. However, post-war population gro•~h, 
unless checked, may again lead to a new economic relapse. 
Before investigation of the subject matter was conducted, certain 
clearly defined criteria regarding the objective of economic development 
were established. Old concepts of optimum population and the Malthusian 
equilibrium were clarified. A new revised version of optimum popula-
tion was introduced and incorporated into a concept of dynamic demo-
graphic equilibrium suitable for underdeveloped countries like Greece. 
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This demographic equilibrium developed here substitutes for natural 
subsistence the concept of conventional subsistence and takes into con-
sideration the attitudinal aspects of the people concerning the scale 
of living. The objective of economic development is accepted as the estab-
lishment of conditions of demographic equilibrium achieved by a rate of 
resources utilization higher than the r ate of population increase that 
results in a rising scale of living in accordance with desired standards. 
The approach of this study was historical and statistical. The 
objective was to analyze the direction economic progress vras given by 
natural resources, capital investment, technological changes, and insti-
tutions and to observe how successful were past attempts toward altering 
the course of economic change under a continuously growing population. 
Prospects, as v-1ell as limitations for economic development, are better 
understood when they are observed through conclusions drawn from past 
experience. 
The long economic historJ of Greece offers ample evidence to 
show the importance of natural resources in bringing about economic 
progress through the development of commercial capitalism. The belief 
held among geographers that Greece constitutes an integral part of a 
world region termed AEgeis, a region occupying a large part of the 
eastern Mediterranean basin, cannot be explained without the presence 
of limited domestic resources on the Greek peninsula which contributed 
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to the rise of a surplus population. The phenomenal eastward out-migratory 
movement toward the rest of AEgeis further illustrates the importance of 
natural resources in the course of economic progress. As commercial 
capitalism has constituted the basis of economic progress in the past, 
the economic prosperity of the Greek peninsula was externally conditioned, 
depending on the changing economic significance of the region. Despite 
persisting, unfavorable institutional arrangements, technological im-
provements in the means of transportation and communication of the last 
hundred years have restored some of the economic importance which the 
region enjoyed in the past. Therefore, historical evidence reveals that 
economic prosperity on the Greek peninsula came from without. 
* * * 
The population-resources relationship is further investigated 
by a statistical analysis of the extent and nature of Greece's dependence 
on foreign trade since the War of Independence (1821-1828). In terms 
of per capita trade and propensity to trade, Greece's dependence on 
foreign trade is one of the highest in the world. Close correlation 
between population increase and rising trade dependence shows that the 
population-resources relationship was not improved, despite repeated 
territorial acquisitions. Evidence shows that most of this increase 
in trade was necessary for the support of a growing population at an 
almost stationary scale of living. 
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The persisting imbalance between population and domestic 
resources is also evidenced b,y a growing chronic trade deficit. Over 
the decades the countr,r has been short of meeting her visible import 
requirements by developing her resources and thus increasing her visible 
exports. This trade deficit was met with invisible exports, which 
gradually increased in importance, and borrowing. Yet, the chronic 
trade deficit indicates that Greece has never passed the borrowing 
stage in her economic relations with the outside world. 
The secular character of the trade deficit was followed by a 
cyclical trade disequilibrium. Measurements show that visible exports 
are relatively elastic and visible imports relatively inelastic. With 
the passing of years the cyclical disequilibrium was superimposed on 
the secular trade deficit and assumed greater importance in the inter-
war years. Furthermore, the monoculture type of economy, evidenced by 
the fact that two semi-luxur,r export commodities - tobacco and currants -
constitutes more than two-thirds of the total pre-World War II visible 
exports, accentuates this cyclical disequilibrium. The rise of invisible 
exports moderates somewhat the monoculture character of the economy. 
Yet, the cyclical effects extend to the balance of payments because 
invisible exports also show cyclical behavior. Finally, the importance 
of trade dependence is further increased by the fact that Greece is . a 
small buyer and seller in the world trade and consequently unable to 
exercise any control on prices in the world market. 
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World War II and its aftermath, apart from widespread destruc-
tion, has created some unfavorable conditions for Greek trade. Old 
markets for Greek products, especially tobacco, were gained by other 
competing suppliers and partially lost because of post-war political 
developments. Furthermore, the post-war attempt toward economic devel-
opment has made little progress in reducing Greece's monoculture type 
of economy. Emigrant remittances show clear signs of secular decline, 
although earnings from the post-war tourist trade are expected to make 
up somewhat for the loss:. . The largest part of the shipping owned by 
Greek nationals, despite its post-war phenomenal growth, does not operate 
under the Greek flag and thus deprives the countr.y of much-needed 
revenue. 
This high trade dependence of the Greek economy seriously limits 
the prospects for economic development, as the balance of payments is a 
restricting factor on the size of the investment program. In view of 
t his fact, the population factor assumes paramount importance and may 
spell the degree of success or failure of any attempt to raise the 
scale of living in Greece. 
* * * 
In addition, the persistent imbalance between resources and 
population and the importance of the latter in becoming a serious 
obstacle to economic betterment is shbwn by an investigation of the 
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Greek economy at different periods. From the long-run viewpoint the 
present economic problem of Greece is the accumulation of changes in 
natural resources, population movements, technological improvements, 
and institutional arrangerrents. Since the establishment of modern 
Greece, the territor,y of the country has increased from 47,516 km2 to 
132,562 km2, or less than three times. At the same time, population 
has grown from 753,000 in 1S2S to 7,631,000 in 1951, or more than ten 
times. Area population density increased from 16 persons per km2 in 
1S2S to 5S in 1951, or by about 3.6 times. In connection with sources 
of population increase, two periods are distinguishable. Before 1920 
most of the population increase was largely the result of territorial 
acquisitions. Mass in-migration and high excess birth rates have been 
the main sources of population increase during the past thirty years. 
The first one hundred years of national existence for modern 
Greece, 1S21-2S to 1920, coincide with conditions of relatively free 
international trade, free migrator,y movements, rapid industrialization 
and rising scales of living in western economies, increasing economic 
interdependence among countries, and revolutionary changes in the means 
of transportation and communication. 
Before 1920 economic conditions in the domestic economy were 
practically stagnant. Widespread destruction during the War of Inde-
pendence, foreign intervention, political instability, continuation of 
the land tenure system Which prevailed during the Turkish rule, smallness 
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of area, and the reluctance of capital to invest in long-run productive 
undertakings were the main retarding factors. In addition to limited 
arable land, employment opportunities in agriculture were further 
restricted by the preservation of a feudal-like system of land tenure. 
Primitive methods in cultivation and lack of institutions to educate 
the farmer and assist him financially further retarded progress in 
agriculture. Manufacturing was largely a household operation. The 
predominantly agrarian character of the economy did not change. 
Usurious interest rates, more than any other single index, reflected 
the unfavorable outlook, the risks involved in socially productive 
undertakings, and the bad credit record of the government. Foreign 
capital, borrowed by the government on burdensome terrris, was mostly 
spent for non-productive purposes and repeatedly led the countr,y into 
default. 
On the other hand, international market conditions worked with 
unusual force upon the overpopulated Greek economy. An increasingly 
closer correlation between population and imports suggests the rising 
dependence of the economy on imports. The lower coefficient of correla-
tion between population and exports strongly points to the widening 
importance of service industries. Currants-raisins became the main 
exportable commodity, while shipping earnings and emigrant remittances 
assumed increasing importance at the turn of the centur,y. 
During the first hundred years migratory movements were almost 
continuous, especially with the Greek populations settled along the 
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Anatolian littoral and other parts of the eastern Hediterranean. How-
ever, the phenomenal overseas emigration at the turn of the century is 
very significant in pointing out the presence of an increasing imbalance 
between population and resources. Continental and overseas emigration 
became a substantial source of revenue for the economy. However, the 
contribution of emigration in reducing the surplus population of the 
country was minor. Emigration was more t han offset, partly by repatria-
tion but mostly by the large nmnber of r efugees brought to Greek shores 
by the changing political atmosphere in t he Balkans, even before the 
virtual uprooting of the Greek element from almost all parts of ancient 
AEgeis. 
Lack of statistical information prevents an exact account of 
the scale of living by the use of indices. However, available informa-
tion supports the view that most likely the scale of living remained 
stationary, at least from the time of the early 1890's. In view of 
this evidence, an increase in trade dependence was largely the result 
of an increase in numbers. Under already established criteria, the 
stationary or perhaps falling scale of living, together with the large 
overseas emigration, may be taken as a sure indication that conditions 
of demographic equilibrium were not established. 
* * * 
The period between the two world wars marked the reversal of 
trade conditions and population movements. The influx of a large nun1ber 
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of refugees coincided with restrictions on migrations imposed by both 
Greece and most immigrating countries. A radical agrarian reform started 
during the late 1910's was followed by the establishment of a policy for 
economic autarchy after the experience of the Great Depression. 
During the inter-war years the population of Greece increased 
from 5,017,000 to 7,345,000, an absolute increase of 2,328,000, or more 
than 46 per cent. Net immigration accounted for about one-third of this 
increase, while a little less than two-thirds was contributed by excess 
births. Area density increased, as no new territorial acquisitions 
occurred during the period. On the other hand, expansion in land utili-
zation and the policy of economic protectionism of the 1930's lowered 
the arable and arable equivalent population densities. The decline in 
these densities simply shows the magnitude of the fixed cost labor or 
the extent of surplus population. As land improvements necessitated 
foreign capital, the welfare of Greece was dependent on whether or not 
the new foreign obligations could be met by increased exports. 
The first inter-war attempt toward economic adjustment during 
the 1920's 'I'TaS not limited to the task of solving the refugee problem. 
Population increased from 5,017,000 in 1920 to about 6,472,000 in 1931, 
or by approximately 1,450,000. Extens.ive agrarian reform accompanied 
the refugee settlement. Foreign capital entered the count~ both in 
the form of public loans and private investments. Yet, the attempt 
toward economic adjustment was not successful. The refugee settlement 
and the agrarian reform resulted in uneconomic parcelation of the land 
and small-scale subsistence farming. The capital invested in land 
improvement projects was to a great extent directly dissipated by a 
rapid increase in the rural population. 
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These effects of the refugee settlement and the agrarian reform 
may indicate a decline of marginal productivity in agriculture. Add-
itional statistical measurements show that an increase in agricultural 
production came almost exclusively from extensive cultivation. Natural 
conditions of drought and soil fertility imposed serious limitations on 
the profitable application of technological improvements in farming. 
Per capita agricultural output was generally unsatisfactory. Agricul-
tural products with high labor requirements and high export value showed 
a relatively greater per capita increase. This tendency of the economy 
to direct itself toward labor-absorbing lines in agricultural production 
reveals the growing imbalance between capital-resources and population; 
it m~ also reveal a decline in the labor-to-population ratio. A growing 
surplus agricultural population increased the social fixed cost. 
Labor productivity for certain sections of the economy, probably 
in mining and, to some degree, manufacturing and transportation, most 
likely may have increased. Yet, this progress in manufacturing fell 
short of absorbing the large urban underemployment. In addition, 
although the contribution of manufacturing to national income was 
considerable, its share in meeting the foreign obligations of Greece 
was practically negligible. Manufacturing exports were a very small 
fraction of total commodity exports. 
The success in the financial sphere, indicated by a balanced 
budget, a stabilized currency, and a restored monetar,y and credit 
mechanism, was an economic bonanza. Available information suggests 
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that per capita real income never reached pre-World War I levels during 
the 1920's. The depression of the early 1930's put an early end to the 
first inter-war attempt toward economic adjustment. Greece fell into 
default again and remained so almost to the beginning of World War II. 
However, the findings previously discussed suggest that even with milder 
or no cyclical effects at all, it is problematic whether the econo~ 
would be able to export enough in order to meet the terms of rising 
foreign obligations, much less to maintain a rising scale of living 
with a rapidly increasing population. It may be concluded that the 
first attempt toward economic adjustment was unable to maintain con-
ditions of demographic equilibrium. 
* * * 
The policy for economic autarchy established in 1932 marks the 
beginning of the second inter-war attempt toward economic adjustment in 
Greece. The policy aimed at balancing the international payments of 
Greece and regulating the domestic economy toward a greater self-
sufficiency with the ultimate objective a rising scale of living. With 
the countr,y in default, the program was principally based on bootstrap-
like operations of the government. Total gross investments, both ·· 
governmental and private, are estimated between 600 and 700 million 
1947-49 dollars. 
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Agriculture proper received first and most attention. Long-term 
projects increased the area under cultivation by 3S per cent over the 
average in 192S-32. ~he weighted index of agricultural production, 
192S = 100, averaged 211 in 1937-3S. Yet, per hectare yields of basic 
agricultural products clearly indicate that most of the increase in 
farm products came from extensive cultivation, despite the drive for 
intensive production. Productivlty measurements suggest that natural 
conditions in Greece imposed sharp limitations on the application of 
advanced agricultural methods. The gains in output were largely the 
result of higher prices assured by tariff subsidies. 
At the same time, the weighted index of industrial production 
increased by 6S per cent in 193S over the 192S base year. During the 
same period consumption of imported industrial products fell in half, 
from 41 per cent of the total consumption in 192S to 21 per cent in 
193S. However, the index of industrial employment increased by only 
21.5 per cent in 1937-3S over the 192S base year. 
Direct investment and indirect investment through tariff 
subsidies were directed predominantly into low capital turnover under-
takings, mainly agriculture. The principal, if not exclusive, invest-
ment criterion was the positive effect on the balance of payments. 
Payments on foreign obligations arising from long-term borrowing were 
suspended until almost the end of the inter-war period. International 
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accounts were successfully brought into balance. However, the invest-
ment program was restricted correspondingly, depending almost exclusively 
on domestic sources for capital; consequently, it fell belm1 the level 
which was necessary to take care of the large underemployment. 
Population increased from 6,472,000 in 1931 to 7,345,000 in 
1940, or by about 950,000 through high net birth rates. Although arable 
and arable equivalent densities declined, measurements based on average 
European agricultural productivity in 1931-35 estimate that Greece had 
a 1,424,000 "surplus" agricultural population, or 50.3 per cent of the 
estimated agricultural population in the 1928 census. Other measure-
Irents estimate that only 50 to 55 per cent of the available farm labor 
in 1939 was utilized. The presence of a surplus population was also 
evidenced by the increase in cultivated land previously used for animal 
raising. The decline in the animal-vegetable ratio at the production 
level increased employment opportunities for idle labor. However, at 
the same time, evidence indicates that this decline in the animal-
vegetable ratio may have had deteriorating effects on the nutritional 
standard of the country. 
The general effect of the policy for economic autarchy on the 
scale of living was not satisfactory. Estimates of national income are 
less reliable than any other available index. The most optimistic of 
these estimates show a slightly rising per capita income during the 
1930's which, for reasons already discussed, should be carefully 
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interpreted. Even if we accept the optimistic estimates of per capita 
income at face value, the possibility exists that the scale of living 
may have deteriorated in q~alitative terms. Probable deterioration of 
nutritional standards and inferior manufactured goods domestically 
produced behind high tariff barriers lead to such a conclusion. The 
Greek economy in the 1930's presents a case which indicates actual 
latent population pressure. l~st likely, per capita income did not 
reach pre-World 'l'iar I levels. Although the policy for economic autarchy 
was successful from the viewpoint of balancing the international 
accounts and increasing employment opportunities at home, it fell short 
of establishing conditions of demographic equilibrium. 
* * * 
The post-war foreign aid program for Greece constitutes the 
third attempt toward economic adjustment. Although more than 2 billion 
dollars of goods and services entered the country, economic recovery 
was slow because of widespread destruction, communist guerrilla warfare, 
and political instability. Finally, by 1952 economic conditions were 
improved, and the first post-war stable government came into power. 
But the prospects for the Greek economy to maintain conditions 
of demographic equilibrium are not encouraging. The post-war attempt 
toward economic development bears earmarks suggesting that the past 
experience may repeat itself with a new economic relapse. From over 
2 billion dollars of aid, only about 450 million dollars were invested 
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in long-run developmental projects. Despite a larger population, this 
amount does not appreciably exceed the capital invested in each of the 
two unsuccessful inter-war attempts toward economic adjustment. The 
drastic cut in foreign aid for 1953-54 and the limited availability of 
capital from foreign and domestic sources again emphasize the important 
role which population growth Will play in the economic welfare of the 
country. 
A continuous population increase has underscored and aggravated 
the economic difficulties of Greece in the past. Post-war vital sta-
tistics show that the population of Greece is increasing rapidly, from 
10 to 12 per thousand annual rate on the 1951 population census of 
7,631,000. Possibilities for a demographic solution are very limited. 
Fertility decline depends on the slow process of demographic tre..nsi-
tion, as the institutional setup, including the attitude of the state, 
does not adhere to any deliberate attempt toward fertility control. 
Emigration on an adequate scale is neither easily attainable nor generally 
acceptable. 
All these developments point to a new economic relapse, -vr.ith 
the scale of living fa.l+ing below conventional subsistence. At the same 
time, a higher scale of living is not only socially desirable but re-
garded as a matter of social justice. The ensuing relative deprivation 
may result in widely spread social unrest with corresponding political 
and ideological implications. 
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* * * 
The following concluding remarks should be made: The present 
rate of resources utilization may prove to be inadequate to support the 
rapidly increasing post-war population at a rising scale of living. 
Even prospects brighter than those of the present with respect to 
availability of capital and the renewal of foreign aid for the con-
tinuation of the development program, or to the integration of Greece 
into a European economy do not justify the absence of attempts on the 
part of the government to control future population growth. 
APPENDIX 
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TABLE 1. OBSERVED AND ESTTI~~TED POPULATION CHANGES 
OF GREECE, 1828-1951 
(Thousands) 
Population Ponulation Population 
Year Change Year Change Year Change 
182& 753b 1876 1,602 1915 4,817 
1838 752 1877 1,627 1916 4,816 
1839 824 1878 1,653 1917 4,815 
1840 850 1879 1,679 •1918 4,815 
1841 861 1880 1,695 1919 4,815 
1842 853 1881 2,005 1920c 5,017 
1843 915 1882 2,027 1921 5,604 
1844 930 1883 2,049 1922 5,943 
184t 960 1884 2,071 1923 6,077 
4 969 1885 2,094 1924 5,923 
1847 978 1886 2,117 1925 5,992 
1848 987 1887 2,140 1926 6,091 
181!-9 996 1888 2,164 1927 6,163 
1850 1,006 1889 2,187 1928 6,205 
1851 1,016 1890 2,221 1929 6,293 
1852 1,026 1891 2,255 1930 6,382 
1853 1,036 1892 2,290 1931 6,472 
1854 1,044 1893 2,325 1932 6, 564 
1855 1,054 1894 2, 361 1933 6,657 
1856 1,063 1895 2,397 1934 6,751 
1857 1,069 1896 2,434 1935 6,846 
1858 1,076 1897 2,451 1936 6,943 
1859 1,083 1898 2,469 1937 7,042 
1860 1,090 1899 2,486 1938 7,141 
1861 1 2097 1900 2,504 1939 7,242 
1862 1,111 1901 2,522 1940 72 345 1863 1,125 1902 2,540 1941 7,370 
1864 1,359 1903 2,558 1942 7,396 
1865 1,375 1904 2,576 1943 7,422 
1866 1,391 1905 2,595 1944 7,448 
1867 1,408 1906 2,613 1945 7,474 1868 1,424 1907 2,632 1946 7,500 
1869 1,441 1908 2,649 1947 7,526 
1870 1 2 458 1909 2, 667 1948 7,552 
1871 1,481 1910 2,684 1949 7,578 
1872 1,504 1911 2,702 1950 7,605 
1$73 1,528 1912 2,719 1951 7,631 
1874 1,553 1913 4,820 
1875 1,577 1914 4,818 
Sources: (1) Greek Government Stat;stics for years 1828-1928; 
(2) Greek _.finistry of Commerce, "Results of Population Census in 1951, 11 
Table 3, p. 8 (typevJritten); and (3) letter from I. Michalopoulos, Head 
of Census Bureau, Greek Hinistry of Corrunerce, December 20, 1952. 
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TABLE 2. J:,.:ERCHANDISE LY.iPORTS AND EXPORTS, 1851-1952 
(~i11ions of real dollars ; 1947- 49 = 100) 
Year Imports Exports Year Imports Export s 
(1) (2) (1) (2) 
1851a 5.9 3.2 1891 37 .0 28 . 2 
1852 5. 8 2.4 1892 31.4 21 .6 
1853 L~ . 7 2.1 1893 2h.O 23.3 
1854 5 .o 1.6 1894 28 .9 19. 6 
1855 6.2 2. 5 1895 28.4 19.2 
1856 7.0 6.1 1896 30 .6 19.0 
1857 8.6 5.7 1897 30. 6 21.5 
1858 9.5 5.9 1898 36.4 23 .3 
1859 10.8 5.7 1899 34 . 5 24 . 7 
1860 12 .6 6.3 1900 34. 5 27.0 
1861 11.1 6.6 1901 37 .0 24 .7 
1862 10.4 6. 6 1902 36 .1 20 .9 
1863 13.2 5. 4 1903 36. 2 22 .6 
1864 12.8 5.9 1904 36 .0 23 .8 
1865 17.6 9.7 1905 37.3 22.0 
1866 18.0 9.7 1906 38.0 32 .4 
1867 17.6 11.4 1907 39.3 30 .9 
1868 17. 4 9.5 1908 40.6 29.1 
1869 19.6 11.0 1909 36.2 26 .7 
1870 20 .0 8.9 1910 42 .3 38.0 
1871 22.8 14.8 1911 45.7 37.1 
1872 23. 2 13.2 1912 41.5 38.4 
1873 21. 5 15.1 1913 46.8 31.3 
1874 23 .1 15.2 1914 83.9 47 .0 
1875 26. 8 17 .8 1915 76 .1 57.2 
1876 22. 8 14.0 1916 105.1 40 .7 
1877 25.3 13.8 1917 58. 8 29 .6 
1878 23.8 15.0 1918 194 .0 78.1 
1879 26 .7 14.6 1919 408.2 201.0 
1880 25.6 15. 8 1920 420 .2 133.0 
1881 30.6 18.4 1921 165.2 88 .6 
1882 37 . 5 20.1 1922 126 .2 99 .1 
1883 31.9 21.8 1923 135.5 56.7 
1884 30 . 5 19.4 1924 216.3 87.9 
1885 29.9 20 .1 1925 216 .1 97.2 
1886 30.7 20 .6 1926 171.1 93 .4 
1887 34.6 27. 0 1927 227.5 109 .0 
1888 28 .7 25.1 1928 219.8 112.1 
18~ 34.9 28 .3 1929 235.0 123.2 
1890 31.8 25 . 2 1930b 197.1 107.6 
(Cont inued on next page ) 
Year 
l93lc 
1932 
l933d 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
l940e 
194lf 
Imports 
(1) 
176.1 
ll4.1 
138.2 
146.4 
174.7 
192.7 
218.4 
217 .2 
182.2 
135.2 
... 
. TABLE 2. 
Exports 
(2) 
83 .9 
61.2 
84 .6 
91.6 
116.1 
ll8.6 
137.3 
149.4 
136.7 
100.1 
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Continued 
Year Imports Exports (l) (2) 
1942 
1943 
1944 ... 
194-5 ... 
1946g 436.4 48.0 
1947 395.8 80.6 
1948 531.2 /1.5 
1949 1+75 .3 112.9 
1950 410 .6 88 .5 
1951 391.9 91.9 
1952 304.8 104.8 
Sources: (1) Greek Government St atistics f or period before 1930; 
(2) for years 1933-39: Doxiadis, C. A. et al., A Plan f or the Survival 
of the Greek Nation . Publication of the Yiinistry of Reconstruction, 
Series A, No . 32 (Athens: P"Jrsos, Inc., 1947), I, 222; (3) for years 
1940, 1946-52: International Fonetary Fund, International Financial 
Statistics (vJashington, D.C., }iay and Ju.ne, 1953), pp. 90-2 and 88-9, 
respectively; (4) letter from H. C. Carr Chielf, Domestic Research 
Division, Research Department, Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 
June 15, 1953, l·dth .attached tabulation of the purchasing pow-er of the 
dollar in terms of retail prices for converting original values into 
U.S. dollars, 1947-49 average purchasing power . 
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TABLE 3. TRADE DEFICIT AS PER CENT OF EXPORTS TO Jl'iPORTS, 1851-1952 
Year 
Exports Year Exports Year Exports • • • 
-
ImpOrts Imports Imports 
1851 53 1885 67 1919 49 
1852 42 1886 68 1920 31 
1853 44 1887 78 1921 54 
1854 32 1888 88 1922 79 
1855 41 1889 81 1923 42 
1856 87 1890 79 1924 41 
1857 67 1891 77 1925 45 
1858 62 1892 69 1926 55 
1859 53 1893 96 1927 48 
1860 50 1894 68 1928 51 
1861 59 1895 68 1929 52 
1862 64 1896 62 1930 57 
1863 41 1897 70 1931 48 
1864 46 1898 64 1932 53 
1865 55 1899 71 1933 61 
1866 54 1900 79 1934 62 
1867 65 1901 70 1935 66 
1868 55 1902 58 1936 62 
1869 56 1903 62 1937 63 
1870 44 1904 66 1938 69 
1871 65 1905 59 1939 75 
1872 57 1906 85 1940 74 
1873 70 1907 79 1941 
1874 66 1908 72 1942 
1875 66 1909 74 1943 ... 
1876 62 1910 90 1944 ... 
1877 55 1911 81 1945 
1878 63 1912 93 1946 11 
1879 55 1913 67 1947 20 
1880 62 1914 56 1948 17 
1881 60 1915 75 1949 24 
1882 54 1916 39 1950 22 
1883 68 1917 50 1951 23 
1884 63 1918 40 1952 34 
Source: Table 2, in Appendix. 
TABLE 4. COiviPOSITION OF HERCHANDISE n lPORTS, 1925- 34 
(Fer cent ) 
1925- 34 
-
l-iillions 
Class 1925 1926 1927 l92g 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 Per cent 1947- 49 Designation Dollars 
(1 ) (2) (3) (4} (5 ) (6) (7) (g) (9) (10) (11) (12) 
1. Foodstuff s and live 
animals 40.0 4L~ . 9 40 .4 37.1 37 .6 34. 5 31.9 36.5 31.2 24. g 35 .9 (66 .1) 
2. Textile raw materials, 
hides, products 26.3 16.6 15 .6 17 . 2 17 .0 16 .4 17.3 15.2 20 .2 21.6 lg.3 (33 .7) 
3. Hineral oils, fue l , 
coal 7.0 9.4 9.g 9.9 g.9 6 .g 7.4 g.? g.g 9 .3 g.6 (l5 . g) 
4. Industrial products 17 .4 16.0 15.6 20.2 21.3 21.5 21.5 20.7 20 .0 22. g 19 .7 (36.3) 
5. Unclassified 9.3 13 .1 l g.6 15 .6 15.2 20 . g 21.9 l g . 9 19.g 21.5 17 .5 (32 . 2) 
- - -- -- - --- - - - - - - - -
6. Total 100 .0 100.0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100.0 100.0 100.0 (lg4.l) 
Hillions of 1947- 49 (216 .1 )(171.1)(227. 5) ( 219 . g)( 235 .o )(197 .1)(176 .l)(ll4 .• 1)(13g.2)(146 .4) (lg4.1) 
dollar sa 
aFor conversion of original values i nto l9L~7-49 dollars see Note 2, in Appendix. I\) 
\.Jl 
I\) 
Source: Greek Government St atistics . . 
TABLE 5. CO}fPOSITION OF HEHCH.ANDLSE EXPORTS, 1925-34 
(Per cent) 
1925-34 
Class 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 Millions Designation Per cent 1947-49 
Dollars 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7} ( B) (9) (10) (ll) (12) 
l. Tobacco 49.2 57.0 56.8 51.0 56.9 56.7 53.5 38.2 33.6 37.0 49.0 (47. 2) 
2. Currants, r alsins, 
other fruits 20.1 18.6 17.7 20.5 18.2 19.7 24.5 31.2 "30.5 31.8 23.3 (22.5) 
3. Wines, alcoholic 
beverages 4.9 8.2 9.0 8.0 8.9 5.0 4.6 4.0 6.6 3.8 6.3 ( 6.1) 
4. Olive oil, olives, 
products 12.2 J.O 4.7 4.1 6.3 3.8 5.5 12.8 12.4 8.6 7.3 ( 7.0) 
5. Unclassified 13.6 13.2 11.8 16.4 9.7 14.8 11.9 13.8 16.9 18.8 14.1 (13.6) 
-- -- ---- ---- --
6. Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 .0 100.0 100.0 (96 .4) 
Millions of 1947-49 
dollars a 
( 97.2)( 93.4) (109.0)(112.1)(123.2)(107.6)( 83 .9)( 61.2)( 84.6)( 91.6) ( 96.4) 
aFor conver sion of or i ginal values into 1947-49 dollar s see Not e 2, i n Appendix. 
1\) 
V1 
VJ 
. 
Source: Greek Gover1nnent Stat ist i cs. 
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TABLE 6. PER CENT DEVIATION OF l}~ORTS AND EXPORTS 
. FROH THEIR STRAI GHT LINE TREND, 1881-1912 
(Original values in millions of stabilized drachmas) 
Imports Exports 
Year Original Straight Per cent Original Straight Per cent 
Data Line Trend Deviation Data Line Trend Deviation 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
1881 1,728 1,6413 104.9 1,039 1,071 97.0 
H~82 2,118 1,666 127.1 1,134 1,093 103.13 
18133 1, 803 1,6136 106.9 1,228 1,115 110.1 
1884 1,723 1,705 101.1 1,094 1,137 96.2 
113135 1,6813 1,725 97.9 1,134 1,159 97 .8 
18136 1,735 1,744 99.5 1,165 l,H~l 98 .7 
18137 1,958 1,763 111.1 1,525 1,203 126 .13 
18138 1,622 1,783 91.0 1,421 1,225 116 .0 
18139 1,971 1,1302 109 .4 1, 602 1, 247 128.5 
1890 1,795 1,822 913.5 1, L123 1,269 112.1 
1891 2,086 1, 841 113.3 1, 597 1,291 123.7 
1892 1,773 1, 860 95.3 1, 222 1,313 93 .1 
1893 1,359 1, 880 '72 .3 1,3013 1,335 98 .0 
1894 1, 634 1, 899 86.0 1,104 1,357 81.4 . 
1895 1,603 1,9113 83 .6 1, 087 1,379 713.13 
1896 1,728 1, 9313 89 .2 1, 077 1,401 76.9 
1897 1,729 1, 957 813 .4 1, 214 1,423 85.3 
1898 2,055 1, 977 103.9 1,311 1, 445 90.7 
1899 1, 951 1,996 97 .7 1,394 1,467 95.0 
1900 1, 952 2,015 96 .9 1,527 1,489 102.6 
1901 2,0813 2,035 102.6 1,397 1,511 92.5 
1902 2,039 2,054 99 .3 1,184 1,533 77.2 
1903 2,043 2,073 98 .6 1,277 1,555 82.1 
1904 2,036 2,093 97 -3 1,346 1,577 85.4 
1905 2,106 2,112 99 .7 1, 244 1,599 77.13 
1906 2,149 2,132 100.8 1, 836 1, 621 113.3 
1907 2,215 2,151 103 .0 1,748 1,643 106.4 
1908 2,298 2,170 105.9 1,645 1,666 98 .7 
1909 2,044 2,190 93.3 1,511 1,688 89 .5 
1910 2, 386 2, 209 108.0 2,148 1,710 125.6 
1911 2,578 2, 229 115.7 2,094 1,732 120 .9 
1912 2,343 2,248 104.2 2,172 1,754 123.8 
Source: Greek Government Statistics. 
TABLE 7 . PER CENT CCI:IPOSITION OF TI-IE BALANCE OF TIJTERNATIONAL PAY.t.IENTS, 1929-32 
Account 
1. Visible items 
2. Invisible items 
3. Current payments 
(Rows 1 f 2) 
4. Surplus (f), deficit (-) 
5. Capital movements, 
monetary gold 
6. Balance of payments 
( Rows 3 f 5) 
Millions of 1947-49 
dollars 
1929a 1930a 193lb 1932b 1929-32 
Exports Lnports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
39 
36 
75 
25 
100 
74 
20 
94 
-19 
6 
100 
(316.2) 
36 
39 
75 
25 
100 
66 
25 
91 
-16 
9 
100 
(297.3) 
29 
41 
70 
30 
100 
61 
21 
82 
-12 
18 
100 
(287.7) 
43 
44 
87 
13 
100 
80 
20 
100 
-13 
100 
(143.8) 
37 
40 
77 
23 
100 
70 
22 
92 
-15 
8 
100 
( 261.3) 
Sources: (1) Greek Goverrunent Statistics; (2) G. Charitakis et al., Econonuc Yearbook of Greece: 1937 
(Athens l S. K. Vlastos, 1938), II, 199, 310-11. -- - --
1\) 
\J1 
\J1 
. 
Year 
1. 1828 
2. 1864 
3. 1881 
4. 1913 
5. 1921 
6. 1951 
TABLE S. HAJOR AP.EA AND POPULATION CHANGES OF GREECE, 1828-1951 
Area Population 
Per cent Km2 Per cent Thousands 
(l) (2) (3) (4) 
100 (47,516) 100 (753) 
106 (50, 211) 180 (1,359) 
133 (63, 606) 266 (2, 005) 
256 (121,794) 640 (4, 818) 
273 (129, 880) 666 (5,017) 
279 (132,562) 1,013 (7,631) 
Area 
Density 
Pers~ns 
Km 
(5) 
16 
27 
32 
40 
39 
58 
Remarks on Territorial 
and Population Changesa 
(6) 
Area at the period Greece became 
an independent nation. Population 
census 1828. 
Ionian Islands. PoptUation esti-
mated. 
Thessaly and Art a, Epirus. Popu-
lation estLmated. 
l•:Iacedonia, Epirus, and the Aegean 
Islands. Population estimated. 
~Jest Thrace. Population Census 
January l, 1921. 
Dodecanese Isla nds, 1947. Popula-
t i on census April 7, 1951. 
~o additional territorial changes occurred vmich are not linportant for the purpose at hand, the first in 
1897 and the second during the unsuccessful Greek campaign in Asia l·1inor in 1921-22. 
Sources: (1) Greek Government Statistics; (2) letter from I. Hichalopoulos, Head of Census Bureau, 
Greek Hinistry of Corrunerce, December 20, 1952. 
1\) 
V1 
~ 
. 
:Intercensus 
Period 
1. 1828-1838 
2. 1838-1845 
3. 1845-1848 
4. 1848-1853 
5. 1853-1856 
6. 1856-1861 
7. 1861-1870 
8. 1870-1879 
9. 1879-1889 
10 . 1889-1896 
11. U~96-1907 
12. 1907-1920 
13. 1828-1920 
TABLE 9". POPUL 4.TION I NCREASE BY :~STTivlATED EXCESS BIRTHS OR DEATHS, 
NEI' HIGR.I\.TIONS, liND TERRI TORI AL EXPANSI ON, 1828-1920 
·Population, 
Begi nning 
Period 
(1) 
753 
752 
960 
987 
1, 036 
1, 063 
1, 097 
1, 458 
1, 679 
2,187 
2,434 
2,632 
753 
(Thousands) 
Excess 
(f) Births 
(-) Deat hs a 
( 2) 
-1 
48 
26 
45 
28 
48 
92 
119 
166 
155 
296 
231 
1, 253 
Net Populat ion Incr ease 
(-) Emigr at i on by Territorial 
(f) Immigrationb Expansion 
(3) (4) 
--- ---
160 
---
1 
---
4 ---
-1 ---
-14 ---
43 226 
102 ---
87 255 
92 ---
- 98 ---
- 98 2, 252 
f278 2,733 
Source: Greek Government St at i stics . 
Populat ion, 
End Period 
Co1s . 2f3f4f5 
( 5) 
752 
960 
987 
1,036 
1, 063 
1, 097 
1, 458 
1, 679 
2,187 
2, 434 
2,632 
5,017 
5,017 
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TABLE 10. CONVERSION OF PRODUCTIVELY N~PLOYED LAND OF GREECE TO AFL~LE EQUIVALENT, 1939a 
(Thousand hectares) 
Type of Land Actual Productively Conversion Converted 
Utilization Used Areab Factore Area 
(1} (2) (3) 
A. Arable Actual Land 2,708.5 1 2,708.5 
1. Farmland 1,955.6 
2. Vegetable gardens 88.7 
3. Meadows (by reclamation) 15.4 
4. Fallol'r land 648.8 
B. Gardens, Orchards, Vineyards 54.70 3 1,641.0 
1. Flower gardens 5.7 
2. Orchards 305.0 
3. Vineyards 236.3 
c. Meadows (natural) 77.6 .4 31.0 
D. Pastures 948.8 .1 94.9 
E. Lands used as Pastures 3,173.7 .02 63.5 
1. Shrubby land 2,213.7 
2. Brushwood 960.0 
Total 7,455.6 4, 538.9d 
Sources: (1) Greek Government statistics; (2) Unpublished statistics of 1939 agricultural census as 
presented by Chr. Evelpidi, The Agriculture of Greece (Athens: Greek Publishing Company, Inc., 1944); 
(3) \v. E. Moore; _ ''Agricultural Areas in European Countries by Districts, Circa 1930, Converted to Arable 
Equivalents." Microfilmed table prepared at the Office of Population Research, Princeton University, as 
part of the data underlying the study Economic Demography of Eastern and Southern Europe (Geneva: League of 
Nations, 1945). T\) \.J"1 
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TABLE 11. CHANGES IN AREA, ARABLE, AND AR~LE EQUIVALENT POPULATION DENSITIES OF GREECE, 
SELECTED YEARS 1828-1951 
Densities 
Arable Persons per Km2 
Year Are~ Arablea Equiv~entb Population° I}m Krn2 (Thousands) Arable Km Area Arable Equivalent 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1. 1828 47,516 d d 753 16 d • •• d . . . . .. •• • 
2. 1861 47, 516 7,436 10,577 1, 094 23 147 103 
3. 1864 50,211 7,883 11,575 1, 357 27 172 117 
4. 1881 63,606 10, 837 15, 637 2,013 32 186 129 
5. 1914 121, 794 20,033 23,934 4, 818 40 240 201 
6. 1920 129,800 18,486 25,355 5,017 39 271 198 
7. 1929 129, 880 24,295 33,273 6,261 48 258 188 
8. 1939 129, 880 33,331 45,389 7,162 55 215 158 
9. 1951 132,562 34,021 46,325 7, 631 58 224 165 
Sources: (1) Chr. Evelpidi, The Greek Agriculture (Athens: Greek Publishing Company, 1944) ; (2 ) Greek 
Government statistics for population data; (3) Table 10 in Appendix for method of computing arable equiva-
lent land. 
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TABLE 12. STRAi m1 'I' LD'ffi THEND VALUES FITTED TO TI'-iPORTS, EXPORTS, AND POPULATION FOR CORRELATION, 
SELECTED YEARS, 1a51-1912 
Period Imports Exports Population 
1. 1a51-1a63 Yc = 16a .4o66 I 39.09a9x Yc = 127.6595 I 22.2747X Yc = 1,017. 9559 f S.4176X 
2. 1S64-1800 Yc: g95.4121 t 39.7426X Yc = 4a4.0397 f 29.0171x Yc : 1,341.6664 f 21.6667X 
3. 1sa1-1912 Yc = 1,647.5a21 1 19.3a1ax Yc = 1,071.3947 I 22. 0226X Yc = 2,o1a .0277 f 24.0466x 
Source: Greek Government Statistics for original values on imports, exports, and population. 
l\) 
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TABLE 13 . ACTUAL GROSS AND ESTll•IATED t.TET OVEHSEAS EiYii GRATION 
FR~1 GREECE, 1824-1912 
(Thousands) 
Estin~ted and Actual Net Emigration Estimated 
Actual 1897- 1907 1897- 1907 Actual Year Gross Constant Rate 3 . 5 Adjusted to Actual Repatriation Emigration Unadjusted a Gross Emigrat i onb Cols . l-3 
(l) (2) (3) (4) 
1824- 1880 .4 . 4 .4 
1881-1890 2.3 2.3 2 .3 
1891-1896 8 .0 8 .0 8.0 
1897 .6 8 .6 . 5 .1 
1898 2.3 8.6 2. 0 .3 
1899 2.3 8 . 7 2.0 . 3 
1900 3 . 8 8.8 3 . 4 .4 
1901 6.0 8. 8 5. 3 .7 
1902 8.5 8 .9 7 -5 1.0 
1903 14. 5 9.0 12 . 9 1.6 
1904 11.7 9 .0 10 .4 1.3 
1905 10 .7 9 .1 9.5 1.2 
1906 20 .0 9.1 17 .7 2 . 3 
1907 37 .4 9 . 2 33.2 4 .2 
1908 23 .0 16.4 16 .4 6 . 6 
1909 14. 8 8 . 9 8 .9 5. 9 
1910 26.9 18 .4 18 .4 8 . 5 
1911 27 .9 17 . 9 17 . 9 10.0 
1912 23 . 4 10 .9 10 . 9 12 . 5 
al897-l907 figures were estimated on the basis of a constant r ate, 
3.5 per 1,000 population . For the derivation of this rate see note in 
Appendix. It was asswned that no repatriation took place before l 896 . 
The 1908- 12 figures represent actual net ern.igr ation, as repatriation 
statistics were kept aft er 1908. See Table 1 4 i n Appendix. 
bThe 1897-1907 f i gures were adjusted by assuming that the percentage of 
yearly repatriation has been t he SB.lne as the ratio of total repatriation 
to total gross overseas emi gration for the period. 
Source: Greek Government Statistics . 
Year 
190g 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
TABLE 14. ESTit1ATED YEARLY RATES OF NET OVERSEAS ErHGRATION FROI-1 GREECE FOR SELECTED YEARS, 190g-1912a 
Emigration 
United States Other 
of America Countries 
(1) (2) 
21,4g9 1,527 
14,111 669 
25, 888 972 
26,226 1,631 
21,449 1, 913 
Total 
Co1s. 1f2 
(3) 
23,016 
14,7g0 
26,860 
27,g57 
23 ,362 
Source: Greek Government Statistics. 
(Number of persons) 
R ·e p a t r ,i a t i o n N e t E m i g r a t i o n 
United states Other Total Persons 
of fu~erica Countriesb Co1s. 4t5 Co1s. 3-6 
(4) (5) (6) (7) 
6,131 443 6,574 16,442 
5,606 268 5, 874 8,906 
8,144 301 g,445 18,415 
9,376 5g7 9,963 17, 89L~ 
11,461 1,014 12,475 10, 8g7 
Per Thousand PopulationC 
Inhabitantsd (Thousands) 
( g) ( 9) 
6.22 2, 644 
3.35 2, 661 
6.87 2,678 
6.64 2, 696 
4 .01 2,714 
l\) 
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TABLE 1'5. POPULATION INCREASE I N TilE INTER- WAR YEARS 
(Figures 'dthin parentheses represent thousands.) 
Population 
Increase, 1/I/1921 - 15-16/V/28 15-16/V/1928 - 16/X/40 1/I/1921 - 16/X/40 
Source 
(1) (2) (3) 
1. Beginning of period 100.0 ( 5, 017 )a 100.0 (6,205) 100.0 (5,017) 
2. Excess births 8.1 ( 405}b 17.1 (1,062)0 29 •2 (1,467) 
3. Net immigration 15.6 ( 783}b .5 ( 32) 16.3 ( 815) 
4. Statistical discrepana,y 
.8 ( 46)d 0 . / ( 46) 
5. Population increase 
(2t3t4) 23
•
7 (1,188) 18•4 (1,140) 46 •4 (2,328) 
6. End of period -
(lt5) 123.7 (6,205) 118.4 (7,345) 146.4 (7,345) 
Sources: (1) Greek Government statistics; (2) A. Delenda and J. l1aggioros, The Greek Problem (Athens: 
Frixos A. Boukoures, 1946), pp. 27-8; (3) s. P. Ladas, The Exchange of 1-J:inorities-: -Bulgaria, Greece and 
Turkey (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1932), pp. 1-23. 
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T.ABLE 16. ABSOLUTE, PER CENT, AND FER HECTARE INCl~~ASE OF SELECTED AGRICULTUR/u, PRODUCTS, 
SELEC'riVE YE.ARS, 1921-1932 
(Figures vdthin parentheses represent thousand units; index columns indicate changes in output 
per hectare in relation to the base period 1921-22.) 
Class 
1921-22 1928-29 1931-32 
Designation Hectares Tons Hectares Tons Index Hectares Tons 
(1) (2) (3) 
-
1. \~beat 100(407) 100(263) 128(519) 126(334) 98 150(606) 146(385) 
2. other grains 100(466) 100(415) 122(568) 99 (411) 81 158(738) 128(531) 
3. Legumes 100(49) 100(37) 106(52) 70 (26) 66 152(74) 111(41) 
4. Vegetables 100(25) 100(118) 132(33) 102(121) 77 184(46) 240( 282) 
5. Industrial products 100(47) 100(33) 284(134) 239(79) 84 270(127) 170(56) 
6. Hust-currants 100(206) 100(349) 87 (178) 126(436) 145 98(202) 124(433 ) 
7. Population 100 (5,017) 125 (6,259) 130 (6,516) 
Source: Greek Government Statistics. 
Index 
91 
81 
73 
130 
63 
126 
1\) 
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6. 
7. 
8. 
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TABLE 17. ABSOLUTE, PER CENT , AND PER HECTARE INCREASE OF SELECTED AGRI CULTURAL PRODUCTS, 
SELECTIVE YEP~S, 1928-1938 
(Figures within parentheses represent t housand units; index columns indicate changes in output 
per hectare in relation to the base period 1928-32.) 
Class 1928-32 1934-35 1937-38 
Designation Hectares Tons Hectares Tons Index Hectares Tons Index 
(1) (2) (3) 
Wheat 100(567) 100(340) l44(819) 212(719) 147 152(859) 265(900) 174 
Other grains 100(665) 100(479) 106(702) 122(584) 115 117(779) 158(759) 135 
Legumes 100(65) 100(36) 126(82) 156( 56) 124 205(133) 255( 92) 124 
Vegetables 100(39) 100(214) 157( 61) 197(423 ) 134 197(77) 275(589 ) 140 
Industrial products 100(135) 100(71) 115(155) 117(83) 102 151(204) 165(117) 109 
Vineyards-grapes 100(148) 100(310) 118(175) 166( 515) 141 126(186) 146(452) 116 
Currants 100(67) 100(154) 112(75) 136(210) 122 118(79) 122(189) 104 
Olive oil ... ( ) 100(103) ( ... ) 103(106) ( ... ) 136(140) ... 
Olives ( ... ) 100(36) ( ... ) 97(35) ( ... ) 131(47) 
Populat i on 100 (6,386) 106 (6,785) 111 (7,068) 
Source: High Economic Board, The Greek Economy in the Year 1938 (Athens: Pyr sos, Inc., 1939), pp. 6-7• 
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TABLE 18. REAL NATIONAL AND PER CAPI TA I NCOIYJE AND REVENUE OF GREECE, 
1927-1938 
(National figures represent billions dr achmas; per capita figures are in 
thousand drachmas.) 
Domestic National Income National Revenue 
at 1938 Pricesa at 1928 Pricesb 
Year Populationc 
National Per Capita National Per Capita 
(1) ( 2) (3) (4) (5) 
1927 56.2 9.16 46 .0 7.51 6,132 
1928 56.6 9.12 46.1 7.42 6,216 
1929 51.6 8 .19 44.1 7.00 6,301 
1930 54.4 8.52 47.4 7-43 6,386 
1931 56.5 8 .73 45.5 7.03 6,472 
1932 53.2 8 .11 44.5 6.78 6,559 
1933 52.1 7. 84 46.5 7.00 6,648 
1934 57.6 8.55 50.2 7.46 6,739 
1935 60.5 8.55 51.7 7-57 6, 831 
1936 63.7 9 .20 53 -5 7.72 6, 924 
1937 64 .5 9.19 55.8 7. 96 7,019 
1938 65.3 9.18 57.5 8.08 7,116 
Sources: (1) C. A. Doxiadis et al., A Plan for t he Survival of t he 
Greek Nat ion (Athens: Pyr sos, Inc:-;- 1947)-I, 119;122; (2) National -
Income St atistics of Various Count ries, 1938-1948 (Lake Success, Ne\'l 
York: St atistical Office of the United Nat ions, 1950), pp . 84-5, 231; 
(3) High Economic Board, The Greek Econo~ in t he Year 1938 ( Athens : 
Pyr sos, Inc., 1939), pp. 78 ff., 144-5; 4)G. Cha.ritaki et al., Economic 
Yearbook of Greece ( At hens: S. K. Vlastos ), 1932, p. 454;-1937 II, 253J 
(5) Greek Government Statisti cs. 
TABLE 19.. CHANGES IN VARIOUS TYPES OF L.AND UTILIZATION nr GREECE, 1929-1939 
(Thousand hectares) 
Increase-Decrease Per cent Change 
Type of Land Utilization l 9 2 9 l 9 3 9 over 1928 1928 = 100 
(l) (2) (3) (4) 
--
l. Farm l and 1,282.1 a 1, 955.6a t 673 .5 152.5 
2. Orchards 176.9 305.0b t 128.1 173.0 
3 . Vineyards l 96.lb 236.3 ~ 40 .2 120.5 4. Vegetable gardens 31.6 94.4 62 .8 298.7 5. Meadows 58.0 93 .0 35 .0 160.3 
A. Sub-total (lf2t3t4f5) 1,744.7 2,684.3 t 939.6 153.9 
6. Fallow l and 684.8 648.7 - 36 .1 94.7 
7. Pasture 1, 132.1 948.8C - 183 .3 83 .8 
8. Lands used as pasture 2:,447.4 2,213.7~ - 233.7 90.5 
9. Woodland 22406.5 1 2920.0 - 486 .5 _19.8 
B. Sub-total (6f7f8f9) 6,670. 8 5, 731.2 - 939 .6 85 .9 
c. Total (AfB) 8,415.5 8,415 .5 
Sources: (1) Greek Go·vernment statistics; (2) Unpubli shed statistics of 1939 agricultural census as 
presented by Chr. Evelpidi, The Agriculture of Greece (Athens: Greek Publishing Company, Inc., 1944), 
pp . 9-10. 
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TABLE 20. CHANGES IN BIG AND SHALL ANIMALS DENSI'l'IES ON CULTIVATED LANEl, 1925-1938 
(Averages in parentheses represent thousand heads for animals and thousand hectares for land; ratios in 
parentheses depict number of animals per kn~.) 
Livestocka 
(1) 
1. 1925-28 
Average 100 ( 939) 
Ratio 100 ( 63) 
2. 1929-32 
Average 96 ( 897) 
Ratio 79 ( 50) 
3. 1933-35 
Average 106 ( 994) 
Ratio 78 ( 49) 
4. 1936-38 
Average 112 (1,049) 
Ratio 73 ( 46) 
Drive 
Animals a 
(2) 
100 (747) 
100 ( 50) 
113 (836) 
94 ( 47} 
121 (900) 
88 ( 44) 
128 (956) 
84 ( 42) 
Small 
Animalsb 
(3) 
100 (11,763) 
100 ( 785) 
98 (ll,557) 
81 ( 643) 
115 (13, 561) 
84 ( 662) 
118 (13,930) 
78 ( 612) 
Cultivated 
Lande 
(4) 
100 (1,498) 
120 (1,796) 
137 (2,049) 
152 (2,278) 
SThe classification of big animals into livestock and drive animals is based on whether they are ultimately 
consumed or not. Thus, livestock includes cows, oxen, and buffaloes, although even cows help in farming or 
transportation. Drive animals consist of "h mrses, mares, mules, and asses, used only as drive power. 
bsheep, goats, and hogs. 
CRepresents all land devoted to the production of cereals, legumes, vegetables, industrial plants, and grapes 
in general. It constitutes 97, 96, 96, and 95 per cent of the total cultivated land for the above periods, 
respectively. The remaining percentage represents land devoted to animal feeds. Cultivated land excludes 
fallow land and orchards. 
Sources: (1) Greek Government statistics; (2} High Economic Board, The Greek Economw in the Year 1938 
(Athens: Pyrsos, . Inc., 1939), PP• 7-8. -- ----
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TABLE 21. ANIMAL STOCK AND ANIMAL-POPULATION RATIO, 1925-1938 
(Absolute animal and population figures in thousands; ratios represent animals per thousand persons.) 
Livestock& Drive Animalsa Small Animale b Poultry-Rabbits 
Date Greece's c 
Absolute Ratio Absolute Ratio Absolute Ratio Absolute Ratio Population 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
1925 890 149 707 118 11,191 1,909 8,068 1,352 5,967 
1926 964 159 747 123 12,130 2,005 7,589 1,255 6,049 
1927 947 154 740 121 11,474 1,871 8,030 1,310 6,132 
1928 955 154 793 128 12,258 1,972 9,008 1,449 6,216 
1929 874 139 852 135 10,261 1,629 4,781 759 6,301 
1930 881 138 814 127 11,772 1,843 8,952 1,400 6,386 
1931 913 141 838 129 12,120 1,873 9,441 1,428 6,472 
1932 921 140 838 128 12,076 1,841 10,526 1,605 6,559 
1933 964 145 884 133 12,886 1,938 12,064 1,815 6,648 
1934 1,003 149 898 133 13,701 2,033 11,838 1,756 6,739 
1935 1,016 149 918 134 14,095 2,064 11,862 1,766 6,831 
1936 1,049 152 947 137 14,661 2,117 12,711 1,836 6,924 
1937 .1,065 152 969 138 14,205 2,024 12,980 1,849 7,019 
1938 1,034 145 951 134 12,925 1,816 12,640 · 1,776 7,116 
&Livestock includes cows, oxen, and buffaloes. 
bincludes sheep, goats, and hogs. 
Drive animals include horses, mares, mules, and asses. 
ccf. Note 18 (c), in Appendix. 
Sources: (1) Greek Government statistics; (.2) High Economic Board, The Greek Econmgy in the Year 1938 
(Athens: Pyrsos, Inc., 1939); (3) C. A. Doxiadis et al., !, Plan for the Survival of the Greek Nation 1\) (Athens: Pyrsos, Inc., 1947), I, 164; (4) Chr. Evelpidi, The Greek Agriculture (Athens: Greek Publishing 0' 
"' Company, Inc., 1944), P• 87. - -- . 
TABLE .22. ABSOLUTE AND PER CAPITA PRODUCTION OF MILK, EGGS, AND MEAT, SELECTED YEARS 
(Absolute figures represent thousand net tons for milk and meat, and thousand dozen for eggs; ratio depicts 
klgs for the former and number of eggs per capita in the latter case.) 
lvrilka Eggsb Meatc Meatc Greece's Year Populationd Absolute Ratio Absolute Ratio Absolute Ratio Absolute Ratio 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1927-29 346.9 56 33,763 65 121.9 20 131.3 21 6,216 
1931 414.9 64 28,282 52 81.6 13 95.8 15 6,472 
1932 458.3 70 33,586 61 84.9 13 •••• • ••• 6,559 
1933 625.2 94 42,412 77 90.1 14 . . . . .... 6,648 
1934 610.2 91 42,795 76 97.5 15 113.7 17 6,739 
1935 602.7 88 45,545 00 100.7 15 116.6 17 6,831 
1936 654.3 95 47,002 83 103.1 15 121.6 18 6,924 
1937 647.1 92 48,039 82 97.6 14 121.0 17 7,019 
1938 551.8 78 45,065 76 92.0-95.1 13-14 108.4-111.5 15-16 7,116 
Sources: (1) High Economic Board, The Greek Econonw in the Year 1938 (Athens: Pyrsos, Inc., 1939), 
p. 27; (2) National Bank of Greece, Reports: 1939, p. XXII, 1949, II, 15; (3) Chr. Eve1pidi, The ~ 
Agriculture (Athens: Greek Publishing Company, Inc., 1944), pp. 100-1; (4) G. Charitaki et al., Economic 
Yearbooks of Greece: 1932, 1936, 1.2.21 (Athens: s. K. Vlastos), chaps. on stock-raising;-r5)D. Eleftheri-
adis, The Food Problem in Greece, High Economic Board Publication (Athens: National Printing Office, 1938), 
pp. 46-7, 60-1, et E_assim; (6) Greek Government statistics. 
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TABLE 23. VALUE OF PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF ANll1AL FOOD, SELECTED YEARS 
(Absolute figures in million dollars and ratios in dollars of 1947-49 
average purchasing power.)a . 
Domestic Production Excess Imports Total Greece's Year Absolute Ratio Populationb Absolute Ratio Absolute Ratio 
(1) . (2) (3) 
1929 69.2 10.98 14.4 2.29 83.6 13.27 6,301 
1931 88.5 13.67 13.9 2.15 102.4 15.82 6,472 
1932 87.2 13.29 7.2 1.10 94.4 14.39 6,559 
1933 99.2 14.92 6.4 .96 105.6 15.88 6,648 
1934 107.4 15.94 9.0 1.34 ll6.4 17.28 6,739 
1935 ll4.8 16.81 11.4 1.67 126.2 18.48 6,831 
1936 107.2 15.48 8.5 1.33 115.7 16.81 6,924 
1937 101.9 14.52 7.7 1.10 109.6 15.62 7,019 
1938 101.1 14.21 13.3 1.87 114.4 16.08 7,116 
aoriginal values were expressed in drachmas of 1938 purchasing power. 
The conversion factor was estimated at 67.9 drachmas per one 1947-49 U.S. 
dollar. (The 1938 exchange value of the dollar : 112.62 drachmas was 
adjusted by 165.8 purchasing power of the 1938 dollar at 1947-49 = 100.) 
bcf. Note 18 in Appendix for population figures. 
Source: c. A. Doxiadis et al., A Plan for the Survival of the Greek 
Nation (Athens: Pyrsos, Inc.:-1947), -i;-I66-.- -- --
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TABLE 24. POPULATION PROJECTIONS, GREECE, 1950-1970 
(Population figures in thousands.) 
Projectionsa 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 
Ib 7,796 8,039 8,234 8,366 8,488 
IIC 7,830 8,100 8,350 8,570 8,640 
IIIb 7,890 8,259 8,596 $,894 9,187 
IVb 7,982 8,477 8,943 9,388 9,838 
aPopulation projections I, III, and IV by C. A. Doxiadis et al.; Popu-
lation projection II by F. N. Notestein ~ al. 
bBasic year 1945. 
CBasic year 1928. 
Sources: (1) C. A. Doxiadis et al., A Plan for the Survival of the 
Greek Nation (Athens: Pyrsos, Inc::- 1947)~ II, 66-74;---[2) Frank N:-Note-
stein et al., The Future Population of Europe and the Soviet Union. 
Population Projections 1940-1970 (Geneva: League of Nations, 1944), 
p. 302. 
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NOTES ON TABLES IN TEXT* 
Note S 
The 1929 and 1930 original values were in pound sterlings. The con-
version factors were $4.866 and ~~4.865, respectively, per pound 
sterling. 
The 1932-33 and 1937-38 original ·figures were in Swiss francs. The, 
conversion factors were 5.128, 4.162, 4.ll7, and 4.370 Swiss francs, 
respectively, per current U.S. dollar. 
The 1950 invisible exports were in current dollars. 
Note 13 
a Emigration: Available information Claims that at the end of 1912 at 
least 100,000 Moslems who were part of the Turkish population of the 
section of the Balkan Peninsula still under Turkish rule had fled 
before the advancing armies of the allied Balkan states (First Balkan 
\nlar, fall of 1912). Pallis estimates the Moslems alone who left 
Greek Macedonia to be about 10,000. Although de facto emigration 
from all the area subsequently acquired by Greece is likely to be 
greater, the above figure was accepted. At the conclusion of the 
Balkan wars (Second Balkan liar, 1913), as many as 60,000 Bulgarians 
are reported to have definitely emigrated from Greek Macedonia. In 
addition, 48,570 Moslems endgrated to Turkey from West Thrace under 
the terms of the Treaty of Constantinople (1913). 
Immigration: Under the same treaty 46,764 Bulgarians left East 
Thrace and emigrated to West Thrace. From the 80,000 Greeks who were 
forced out of newly occupied territor,y by Serbia and Bulgaria at the 
end of the Balkan wars, only 10,000 Greeks who left the parts of 
Macedonia granted· to Serbia and Bulgaria are included here. The 
immigration of 70,000 Greeks who were forced out of West Thrace, at 
that time occupied qy Bulgaria, is considered as internal migration 
because Greece finally acquired that area. 
*Note numbers correspond to table numbers in text. 
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b Emigration: 115,000 Moslems who left Greece; 36,000 Greeks deported 
to Bulgaria from East Macedonia (1916). 
Immigration: 115,000 Greeks who crune from Turkish East Thrace; 
150,000 Greeks who left the western littoral of Asia Minor. 
c Emigration: This represents the majority of the surviving Greek 
refugees who, immediately after the annistice of World War I, went 
back to their original settlements. Estimates claim the following 
numbers: S3,000 went back to East Thrace and about 100,000 to the 
West Anatolia coast. In addition, 51,000 Greeks went back to l'fest 
Thrace. However, the latter are not included here for reasons al-
ready mentioned. The remainder represents 10,000 Bulgarians who 
left East Hacedonia at the close of World War I. This figure is 
arrived at by subtracting from the total of 70,000 Bulgarians who 
left areas subsequently acquired by Greece behteen 1912-19; 60~000 
Bulgarians have alrea~ been counted. 
Immigration: About 3S,OOO Greeks who left Sovj_et Russia (according 
to the 1928 census · refugees from Russia, including Caucasus, totaled 
5S,526 of \~ich 37,635 came during 1919-20). In the l92S census the 
number of refugees who came to Greece before the disaster in Asia · 
~unor, in the fall of 1922, were reported to be a total of l5l,S92. 
If, from the 265,000 refugees in 1914 the 1S3,000 who returned to 
their original settlements in 1919 were subtracted, and the 10,000 
Greeks of 1913, together with 3S,OOO refugees from Soviet Russia, 
were added, the balance becomes 130,000. This figure is less than 
the 192S census results, without counting deaths ·and some emigration 
for intervening years. The census reports that out of 15l,S92· refu-
gees, 20,977 came from Bulgaria and 6,S5S from Serbia, Albania, and 
other parts of AEgeis, except Turkey. Subtracting from these 27,S35 
refugees 10,000 who crune from Serbia and -Bulgaria, who have alrea~ 
been counted for 1913, the remainder, 17,S35, should be added to the 
balance 130,000. They make a total of 14S,OOO, a little less than 
the census figure. Therefore, lS,OOO limnigrants were added in the _ 
£igure for 1919-20. The latter number corresponds to the fact that , 
according to available information, of the 36,000 Greeks deported to 
Bulgaria from East Macedonia, who have alrea~ been counted here 
(1914-16), only 17,000 returned. The rest perished during their ex-
ile. The remainder, 20,000, represents an arbitrary figure "mich 
takes care of deaths and some emigration for the years l920-2S. 
d Emigration: This includes all overseas countries. 
Immigration: This represents 97,147 who repatriated £rom the United 
States, plus 5,926 who repatriated from other overseas countries. 
The latter figure has been estimated on the basis of the available 
migration statistics for the United States. 
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NOTES ON TABLES IN APPENDIX* 
Note 1 
a Heav.y print indicates census years. Light print represents estimated 
population between two census years by application of the formula 
Pn = Po(lfr)n. 
b Yearly population changes were taken from statistical publications of 
Greece or they were computed by the application of the above formula. 
Their value is relative. Census enumerations are likely to be of 
different, although progressive, accuracy for later years. As cen-
suses were not taken at the same date for the indicated years, 
changes from year to year are likely to represent less accurately the 
exact yearly constant rate of change, the greater the difference in 
dates and the smaller the number of years between two successive 
censuses. In addition, inflow-outflow population relationship is 
affected by mass out- and in-migration and territorial expansion of 
the country. 
c These figures do not include the population of East Thrace, the 
islands Impros and Tenedos, and fourteen villages of Epirus which 
were temporarily occupied but not finally annexed to Greece by the 
Treaty of Lausanne in 1923. The census was taken 18-19/XII/1920 
according to the old calendar year, or 1/I/1921 according to the new 
calendar year. 
Note 2 
a For the years 1851-1930, original values were expressed in stabilized 
1 928 drachmas. U.S. dollar values were computed by dividing the con-
version factor 56.5 into the original values. This conversion factor 
was arrived at by di viding the purchasing power of the dollar index 
in 1928 (136.4) into the stabilization rate of exchange, $1.00 = 77.05 
drachmas. 
*Note numbers correspond to table numbers in appendix. 
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b Original values for 1930 expressed in pound sterlings were converted 
on the basis of 7.012 1947-49 dollars per pound. 
c Values for 1931 and 1932 expressed in Swiss francs were converted on 
the basis of 3.341 and 2.995 Swiss francs, respectively, per 1947-49 
dollar. 
d The same method was followed for the conversion of original values 
for the years 1933-39. The conversion factor was calculated at 
67.93, which is the result of dividing the exchange rate of drachmas 
in 1938 ($1.00: 112.62 drachmas), in which the original values were 
expressed, by the purchasing power of the dollar index in the same 
year, 165.8. 
e The rest of the values were originally expressed in current U.S. 
dollars. They were converted into real 1947-49 dollars on the basis 
of the above index for each year. 
f During the occupation of Greece by the Axis forces, 1941-44, the vol-
ume of imports and -exports averaged about 14 per cent and 9 per cent 
of the 1939 volume, respectively. In terms of value, the available 
figures do not show trade in free mar ket prices because of over-
valued German and Italian exchange rates in terms of drachmas and 
other war maladjustments in foreign exchange. Besides, all trade 
does not seem to have been registered. All imports and exports for 
1945 are not available. See Report of the National Bank of Greece, 
pp . 34-37. 
g There are rather large differences in post-war imports in current 
U.S. dollar figures presented by various sources. Besides possible 
i ncomplete enumeration, these differences come basically from the 
extent t hat non-commercial imports are included or excluded. In this 
table non-corrmercial imports are included for all years, except 1952 
for \mich military supplies and counter part grants are excluded. 
Note 7 
a Original values were expressed in pound sterlings. They were con-
verted into U.S. dollars of 1947-49 average purchasing power on the 
basis of exchange rates for each year and the purchasing power of the 
dollar index provided by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. The 
conversion factors were $6.637 and $6.816 per pound sterling for 
1929-30, respectively. 
b Original values in Swiss francs. Converted with the same above 
method. Conversion factors were 3.34l and 2.995 Swiss francs per 
1947-49 dollar for 1931-32, respectively. 
Note 9 
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a Excess births for the periods 2-11 were estimated as follov;s: for · 
the periods 2-6 and B, on the basis of 9.00 per thousand population; 
8.00 for period 7; 8.50 for period 9; 10.00 for period 10; and 
10.63 for period 11. Birth rate values are higher than those avail-
able for certain years in order to allow for possible under-
registration. Excess births for period 12 were calculated by sub-
tracting from the population increase the population of new terri-
tories and net emigration. 
b With the exception of period 12, net emigration figures were arrived 
at by subtracting from excess birth rates population increase be-
tween two successive census years. Therefore, the estimates are 
rather rough and by necessity arbitrar.y. The net emigration for 
period 12, 1907-20, consists of 73,000 net emigration for 1908-12: 
see Table 14 in appendix; plus 25,000 net emigration for 1912-20: 
see Table 13 in text and Note 13 in appendix. 
Note 10 
a Moore's estimates are based on the earlier 1928 census. The present 
calculations take into consideration changes in the productively used 
land as mentioned by the 1939 census. 
b Productively used area includes all lands employed in agricultural 
production and livestock raising . Orchards do not include scattered 
fruit trees, 1~ich are not taken into account although they are a 
source of revenue. The total productively used area is larger by 
3,893.9 thousand hectares than the area on which Hoore 1 s estimates 
are made. This large increase is due to the following: (1) During 
the inter-census period land types A, B, and C increased through 
reclamation, drainage, and irrigation projects by 702.4, 172.0, and 
29.2 thousand hectares, respectively. (2) In the present calcula-
tions the inclusion of lands which are not classified as pastures but 
are used as such predominantly for goat raising makes the difference. 
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These lands are type E in the table. The 1928 census does not seem 
to include shrubby land at all in the productively used area, while 
brushwoods are classified as woods. The values for land types D and 
E were obtained from the available 1939 census statistics, which 
mention that from the total area of 3,162.5 t housand hectares gener-
ally utilized for pasturing 70 per cent is shrubby land used as 
pastures, and from the total area of 1,920.0 thousand hectares covered 
by woods about 50 per cent is brushwoods employed for the same purpose. 
c The conversion factors have been those used by Moore and originally 
suggested by Poniatowski, except for land type E. Although the inclu-
sion of these lands is justified on the grounds that they are product-
ively employed as pastures, the conversion factor .10 is considered 
too high. The weight .02 is based on the assumption that all land 
types E are employed exclusively for goat raising, while t ype D is 
employed for sheep raising and fallow land for big animals. Then the 
arable equivalent for land type E has been estimated on the basis of 
the sheep-goat population ratio for the years 1928-39 expressed as 
per cent equivalent of land type D. 
d The final result is of relative value because conversion factors must 
necessarily be somelvhat arbitrar.y. In addition, types of l and utili-
zation used here are too general. More precise estimates should 
necessitate further classification of types, and the end result s woQld 
be different; If, for instance, tobacco l and was not classified as 
farm land in general and was given a conversion factor greater than 
unit. However, it is not the absolute figure of the final result 
which is significant, but its relative i mportance in establishing a 
standard measure by which changes in population and nat ural resources 
can be shown more accurately, either for international comparisons or 
for hi storical changes of area and population in one country. 
Note 11 
a Arable land means the -land which is actually under cultivation, includ-
ing orchards, meadows, and fallow land. The figures for 1861, 1928, 
and 1939 represent census results. The ar able land for 1864 was com-
puted on a percentage basis of arable land to total area in 1861. For 
the year 1881 arable land was computed on the basis of farm land re-
ported in 1911, plus 50 per cent to take care of orchards and fallow 
land not reported in 1911. This percentage represents the average of 
fallow land and orchards to total arable land reported in the censuses 
of 192S and 1939. The same method was applied for computing the 
arable land for 1914 and 1921 on the basis of farm land reported in 
order to determine fallow land and orchards. 
b The 1939 estimates of arable equivalent land, presented in Table 10 
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in the appendix, have been used as the basis for deriving the arable 
equivalents for other years. The first agricultural census was 
conducted in 1S61. -Available statistics on area utilized for farming, 
orchards, vineyards, and fallow land in 1S61 have been converted to 
arable equivalents. Statistics for meadows and pastures were not 
available. In order to compute their arable equivalents it was 
assumed that the year 1S61 had the same percentage of all types of 
land utilization as represented in the 1939 census. A similar method 
was applied for the subsequent years, except that arable equivalents 
have been esti~ted on the changes of farm land, as statistics on 
other types of land utilization were not available. Moore's estimates 
were accepted for 192S with an addition of 635 km2 to take care of 
statistical differences with the later 1939 census. For 1951 esti-
mates the arable equivalent of 1939 was taken in toto on land utili-
zation during that year approaching pre-war levels, while production 
increased above the pre-war output. To that total 936 km2 of arable 
equivalent was added to take account of the annexation of Dodecanese 
on the percentage basis of the added geographical area to the area 
of Greece. 
c Population figures have been adjusted to the first-of-the-year date 
for all years except 1951. The figure for this year represents the 
latest population census, administered on April 7, 1951. 
d Not available. 
Note 13 
The 3.5 constant rate of net emigration for 1S97-1907 is estirnated -
as follows: The average rate of net emigration in Table 14, col. S, 
in the appendix for 1908-12 has been computed at 5.42. Adding to · 
this rate the 1907-12 rate of population increase, 6.56, Table 12, 
col. 1, in text, population increases during this pe~od by 11.98. 
This rate includes overseas net emigration. However, such a rate is 
not likely to represent the average excess birth rates for the period. 
The 1S90 excess birth rate, the last available, is about 10.09. 
Although immigration to Greece from other parts of AEgeis started on 
a large scale after 1912, such i~gration took place before that year. 
In 1906 about 35,000 Greeks from Burgas, Kavakli, and Philippopolis 
found refuge in Greece and were settled qy the Greek government in 
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the area of Voles, Thessaly. (S. P. Ladas, The Exchange of Minorities: 
Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1932), 
p. 121.) Therefore, excess birth rates were estimated at 10.63. This 
rate is higher by .54 than the latest available excess birth rate in 
1890, enough to take care of under-registration on births. On the 
other hand, this rate is lower by 1.35 than the constant rate of in-
crease estimated above, enough to take care of the 35,000 refugees 
who are included in the population increase between 1897 and 1907. 
The rate 3.5 is the difference between the r ate of population increase 
7.13 for 1897-1907, Table 12 in text, and the rate 10.63 of excess 
births estimated above. 
Note 14 
a The period 1908-12 was selected for the following reasons: Emigra-
tion to other eastern Mediterranean countries, which for centuries 
were used as outlets of surplus population in the Greek peninsula, 
seems to have almost ceased because of the unfavorable political 
conditions which developed at the beginning of the twentieth century 
and eventually ended with about ten years' intermittent hostilities 
between Greece and other Balkan states. Repatriation statistics, 
although only for the United States of America, are available not 
earlier than 1908. It is assumed, therefore, that the overseas emi-
gration represents a very high per cent of an all out-migration 
movement for this period. 
b Repatriation statistics for emigrants from other overseas countries 
are not available. They were estimated on the basis of the emigration-
repatriation ratio for the United States. 
c Population figures are adjusted to represent mid-year population 
values. 
d The average rate of net emigration for the five-year period is 5.42 
per thousand inhabitants. 
Note 15 
a Represents the population of Greece, boundaries prescribed by the 
b 
Treaty of Lausanne (1923) before the mass exchange of minorities in 
the Balkan states. 
Excess births were estimated as follows: According to available 
government statistics the total - excess births for 1921-28 amounted 
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to 430,329. From this total 51,585, representing excess births after 
the 1928 census date, were subtracted, and 26,000 excess births were 
added to take care of the under-registration of births in 1922-24 
before the establishment of the new-system for registration of vital 
statistics (1925). Subtracting 405,000 for excess births from the 
total population increase between 1921 and 1928, the balance gives a 
rough approximation of -net immigration. This latter figure is close 
to the net immigration, which may be estimated from the available in-
formation on migrator.y movements. P~ter the defeat of the Greek army 
in Asia Minor (end of 1922) and until 1928, between 1,225,000 to 
1,275,000 persons poured into Greece, ~mile about 400 to 450 left the 
country during the same period. (The exchange of minorities in the 
Balkan states and the settlement of refugees was undertaken by a 
Mixed Commission established under the two conventions, bearing the 
same name of the treaties in which they were incorporated: Neuilly-
sur-Seine (November 27, 1919) between Bulgaria and Greece for the 
reciprocal and voluntar.y exchange of national minorities; and Lausanne 
(January 30, 1923) between Greece and Turkey for the compulsory ex-
change of the same. However, the transport of the bulk of the Greek 
populations from Turkey was a fait accompli before the establishment 
of the Commission.) 
c This includes 1,010,000 excess births for 1929-40, plus 51,585 for 
224 days of 1928, the date of the census to the end of this year. 
d The statistical discrepancy is the excess of the 1940 census popula-
tion figure over the yearly estimate of population increase between 
1928-40 by the inflow-outflow formula. 
a 
Note 18 
National income figures expressed at 1938 prices were taken from 
source (1). Domestic income is not equivalent to net geographical 
product or domestic national income as defined in National Income 
statistics 1938-48 of the United Nations. It does not include all 
returns to factors of production situated physically in the territory 
irrespective of whether these factors are residents or not. Thus, 
although ships are considered as part of the territory of the country 
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of registration according to this concept, shipping earnings, as well 
as other net earnings from other services rendered abroad, are not 
included. Source (1) does not show the method of estimating national 
income or whether it is at factor costs or market prices. It is more 
likely that national income is at factor costs. 
b National revenue consists of total national income, plus emigrant 
remittances. - Revenue at 1928 prices was computed as follows: Orig-
inal figures, taken from source (2), expressed at current prices, 
were converted to constant 1928 prices. Changes in the purchasing 
po-v;er of the drachma were adjusted by 11deflating 11 the series of 
national income at current prices by a combination of the weighted 
general wholesale price index and cost of living index for forty-four 
cities of Greece. This method of adjustment is adndttedly crude, 
especially for international comparison purposes. It v.ras used in 
the absence of a possibility of applying other methods and because no 
international comparisons are made. Because of discrepancies found 
in the cost of living index and the general unreliability of both 
indices because of price and exchange controls, as well as monetar,y 
instability in the 1930's, original national revenue figures were 
adjusted separately by each of the two above indices; then the aver-
age of the two figures for each year was taken as the final adjusted 
amount. 
c The divisor for the determination of per capita income represents 
mid-year hypothetical population of Greece. The population results 
of 16/V/1928 and 16/X/1940 censuses were adjusted to represent mid-
year figures, respectively. Then population figures for in between 
years were obtained on the basis of 1.35 yearly constant rate of 
increase. 
Note 19 
a Includes land employed for the production of cereals, legumes, in-
dustrial plants, especially tobacco, cotton, etc., and animal 
feedstuffs. 
b Hainly for the production of currants, raisins, in addition to grapes 
for table consumption and wine. 
c Pastures represent 30 per cent of the total 3,162.5 thousand hectares 
classified generally as pastures. The rest makes up the land used as 
pastures. 
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d About 50 per cent of the land classified as such is - ~overed by 
brushwood and had been used as pastures. Therefore, the actual wood-
land would be an area of about 960.0 thousand hectares. 
Note 22 
a The milk equivalent of cheese and butter production was added to milk 
yearly production. It was accepted that 3.5, 7.0, and 18.0 klgs~ of 
milk are needed on the average for the production of soft cheese, 
hard cheese, and butter, respectively. 
b For the conversion of eggs reported in net tons to dozen eggs for 
some · years it was accepted that one net ton of eggs is equivalent 
to 1,666.6 dozen eggs. 
c Meat production figures are · less reliable than figures for the other 
two products, milk and eggs, as output is largely estimated indirectly 
on the basis of yearly inflow-outflow of animal stock and other in-
direct criteria. Col. 3 presents figures which do not seem to include 
meat production from poultry and rabbits. This latter output is 
included in col. 4. Except for other statistical discrepancies in-
volved in individual estimates, the above explanation is largely 
responsible for the wide discrepancy between cols. 3 and 4. 
d Cf. Table and Note 18 in appendix. 
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The economic problem of Greece is basically the persistent 
imbalance between resources and population. Previous attempts to estab-
lish the Greek economy on a long-run, sound economic basis by developing 
the domestic resources of the countr,y fell short of their objective. In 
the past, the rate of resources utilization through capital investment, 
technological improvements, and institutional changes has been inadequate 
to support the growing population at a rising scale of living. Further-
more, post-war population growth may dissipate the economic gains achieved 
by foreign aid and may lead again to a new economic relapse. 
In Chapter I a concept of demographic equilibrium is developed 
rNhich substitutes for the natural subsistence of the Malthusian equilibrium 
the concept of conventional subsistence and takes into consideration the 
attitudinal aspects of the people with regard to the scale of living. The 
objective of economic development is accepted as the establisPJnent of 
conditions of demographic equilibrium achieved by a rate of resources 
utilization higher than the rate of population increase that results in a 
rising scale of living in accordance with desired standards. 
The approach in this study is historical and statistical. The 
objective is to analyze the direction which economic progress has taken in 
the past ru•d to observe to what extent previous att empts were successful 
or unsuccessful in altering the course of economic change under a continu-
ously growing population. Present developments are better understood 
when they are observed through conclusions drawn from past experience. 
The ~~portance of natural resources is emphasized in Chapter II. 
The belief held among geographers that Greece constitutes an integral 
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part of a world region termed AEgeis, a region occupying the greatest 
part of the eastern Mediterranean basin, cannot be explained without 
the presence of limited domestic resources on the Greek peninsula. 
These limited resources forced the surplus population to colonize and 
contributed to an economic prosperity based principally on transport-
commerce-service activities. In the long history of Greece, the 
economic prosperity of the Greek peninsula was externally conditioned, 
depending on the changing economic significance of the region. 
In Chapter III a statistical analysis is conducted concerning 
the extent and nature of Greece's dependence on foreign trade. The 
propensity to trade and the per capita trade of Greece are the highest 
in the world. Measurements reveal that most of the increase in trade 
was necessary for the support of a growing population at an almost 
stationary scale of living. 
The persisting imbalance between population and domestic 
resources is also evidenced qy a chronic trade deficit. Increasing 
visible imports were not met by a corresponding increase in visible 
exports. The deficit was met by invisible exports and borrowing. 
Furthermore, the chronic trade deficit indicates that Greece has never 
passed the borrowing stage. 
A cyclical trade disequilibrium was superimposed on the 
secular trade deficit. Measurements show that both visible and 
invisible export receipts are relatively more elastic than import 
expenditures. The nature of Greece's trade dependence is further 
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explained by the monocultural character of the economy and the fact that 
Greece is a small buyer and seller in world trade. 
Post-war foreign aid has contributed little in moderating this 
monocultural economy. Furthermore, World War II has created $Ome 
unfavorable conditions for Greek trade. As the balance of payments is 
a limiting factor on the size of the investment program, high trade 
dependence seriously restricts the prospects for economic development, 
and the population factor assumes paramount importance. 
Further evidence of the persistent imbalance between resources 
and population is offered in Chapter IV. The Greek economy is investi-
gated during the period of free migrations and trade (1828-1920). The 
population of Greece increased from 753,000 to 5,017,000. About 
two-thirds of the increase came from territorial acquisitions. Excess 
birth rates and~me net immigration account for the remainder. 
Economic conditions in the domestic economy remained practically 
stagnant. Limited land, a feudal-like land tenure, primitive methods 
in production, and lack of capital restricted employment opportunities 
in agriculture. Manufacturing was largely a household operation. 
Foreign capital, borrowed by the government on heavy terms, was mostly 
spent on unproductive undertakings and led the country into default. 
Close correlation was found between the increase in population 
and imports. Percentwise, visible exports declined, while emigrant 
remittances and shipping earnings rose in importance. Migrator,y 
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movements were almost continuous, especially with Greeks settled along 
the Anatolian littoral. Extensive emigration, especially overseas, at 
the turn of the century was more than offset by repatriation and the 
influx of refugees, even before the compulsory exchange of minorities 
in the Balkans. 
It is most likely that the scale of living did not improve 
after the third default of the country in the 1890's. This likelihood, 
together with the extensive overseas emigration, strongly suggests 
that conditions of demographic equilibrium were not established. 
The 1920's witnessed a mass in-migration of refugees and the 
first inter-war attempt toward economic adjustment. This is the subject 
of Chapter V. Population increased qy about 1,450,000 to approximately 
6,472,000 in 1931. About 300 million 1947-49 U.S. dollars of foreign 
capital entered the country. 
Yet, this reconstruction scheme was not successful. The refugee 
settlement, the agrarian reform, and rising excess birth rates resulted 
in uneconomic parcelation of the land and small-scale subsistence 
farming. Extensive cultivation accounts for the largest part of the 
increase in agricultural production. The growing imbalance between 
capital-resources and population is evidenced by the increase in 
labor-absorbing lines of farm production. Despite progress, manufactur-
ing fell short of taking care of the large urban underemployment. 
Furthermore, manufacturing exports comprised a very small fraction of 
total commodity exports. 
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A balanced budget, a stabilized currency, and a restored 
moneta~ and credit mechanism were an economic bonanza. The depression 
of the 1930's put an early end to this first scheme. Greece fell into 
default again. Per capita real income never reached pre-World War I 
levels during the 1920's. Even with milder or no cyclical effects 
at all, it is problematic whether the Greek economy would be able to 
export an adequate surplus to meet foreign loan obligations, much less 
maintain a rising scale of living. 
Chapter VI deals with the policy for economic autarchy of the 
1930's, which constitutes the second inter-war attempt toward economic 
adjustment. Total gross investments, mostly forced savings through 
bootstrap-like operations, are estimated at between 600 and 700 million 
1947-49 dollars. 
Agriculture proper received first and most attention. The 
weighted index of agricultural production, 1928 : 100, averaged 211 in 
1937-38. Despite the drive for intensive production, extensive cultiva-
tion accounts for most of the increase in output. The animal-vegetable 
ratio showed marked signs of declining. The gains in greater output 
were largely the result of high tariffs. An increase in industrial 
production was not followed by a corresponding increase in employment. 
During the 1930's population increased by about 950,000 to 
7,345,000 in 1940 because of high excess births. Measurements estimate 
that Greece had a 1,424,000 "surplus" agricultural population. Most 
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likely, per capita income did not reach pre-World War II levels. 
Deterioration of nutritional standards through a fall in the animal-
vegetable ratio at the consumption level and inferior manufactured goods 
domestically produced behind high tariffs most probably have taken place. 
International accounts were balanced and employment opportunities in-
creased, but the policy for economic autarchy fell short of establishing 
conditions of demographic equilibrium. 
The subject of Chapter VII concerns the third att~~pt toward 
economic adjustment through post-war foreign aid. Widespread destruc-
tion, guerrilla warfare, and political instability delayed economic 
recover,y. Finally, by 1952 economic conditions were improved, and the 
first post-war stable government came into power. 
However, prospects for maintaining conditions of demographic 
equilibrium are not encouraging. From over 2 billion dollars of foreign 
aid, only about 450 raillion were invested in long-run developmental 
projects. The drastic cut in foreign aid for 1953-54 and the limited 
availability of capital from domestic and foreign sources emphasize 
again the importance of population. 
In the past, continuous population increase has underscored 
and aggravated the economic difficulties of Greece. Post-1-Tar vital 
statistics indicate that the population of Greece is increasing rapidly, 
from 10 to 12 per thousand annual rate on the 1951 population census 
of 7,631,000. Fertility decline depends on the slow process of 
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demographic transition. Emigration on an adequate scale is neither 
easily attainable nor acceptable on general grounds. At the same time, 
a higher scale of living is not only socially desirable but regarded as 
a matter of social justice. The ensuing relative deprivation may result 
in widely spread social unrest with corresponding political and ideological 
implications. 
In the final chapter (VIII) a summary of the findings is made, 
together with the following concluding remarks: The present rate of 
resources utilization may prove to be inadequate to support the rapidly 
increasing post-war population at a rising scale of living. Even pros-
pects brighter than those of the present with respect to availability of 
capital and the renewal of foreign aid for the continuation of the 
development program, or to the integration of Greece into a European 
economy do not justify the absence of attempts on the part of the 
government to control future population growth. 
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 
I was born on April 21, 1920, in 
Athens, Greece. After the Greek disaster 
in Asia Minor in 1922, my parents, 
Athanasios and Meropi, found themselves 
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Thrace, Greece. Hy father had just been graduated from the law school 
at Athens University, and he now set up his practice in Komotini. He 
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